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Democratic

Poppycock.

If Mr. Blaine is playing for tin* Presidential
nomination two years lienee, he is not missing
any points in the game. That much his enemies
must.admit. His friend Bodwell has been nominat'd for Governor of Maine, and tier Convention was so well handled that tin.* selection was
made on the tirst ballot. It is said that every
Republican in Maine regards it as a foregone
conclusion that Blaine will be nominated. They
are, therefore, doing all they can to help him’.
All this talk about the soldier element's antagonism to Blaine, because he did not support
< dlonel Hamlin, is
Democratic poppycock.
The result of the election in Maine will prove
t his.
Blaine's aggressive personality is making
itself felt in the party throughout the country.
No one questions his title to leadership. [Denver

Tribune-Republican.

The republican State ticket of Vermont reads,
Lt. Gov. Ormsbee; Lt. Gov. L.
K. Fuller; Secretary of State, C. AV. Dubois;
E. II. Powell auditor, the last three being renominutions. Lt. Gov. Ormsbee is a Vermont
He served as captain
man, and is 52 years old.
in the late w ar, is an Episcopalian in religion
and a lawyer by profession.
for governor

Among the bills which Governor Hill of
New York vetoed was one forbidding the sale
of liquor at the < a pi to I or in other buildings
owned by the State.
The Dill was meant to
suppress a particularly odious liquor nuisance
at the Capitol.
The republican State convention of Tenneslias nominated Hon. A. A. Tailor of East
Tennessee, for Governor, and a full Supreme
Bench ticket. Owing to democratic disaffection the Republicans hope to elect two memliera
of the court.
see,
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to suit you.”
“Ilow many eggs do you use?”
“W e||, now. that's the
beauty of it. With
that kind < t a pudding it don't make so very
much diHeivn<'e liovv many you take. If you’re
going to make a big pudding, why. you can put
in several: it won’t hurt; hut if eggs are
scarce, you can _re? along with one or two just
as well, and nobody will ever notice the diilereliee.”
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Market.

qualityT

:;7‘a.
Krighton llid.>. 7e p n.: Rrighton Tallow, :l‘2c
■P ttj; Cotint ry 11 ides, r.yO'ic P i: < 'oiintry Tallow,
1g2p III; ( alf >kins, sgioc p n,; Lainh Skins,
50 each : dairy -kin25g.'»(»<■; sheared skins, K»gl5c

each.
The trade for Western Iwef ( attle opened slow at
a decline in prices equal to ]0gl5c per 100 lbs.
from those obtained one week since for the same
grades of ( attle. The supply brought into market
for the past week lias been light, but as the markets have been dull there were full as many Cattle
offered in the market as the demands required.
Prices for butchers’Cuttle ranged from 534 g0.hlc
per 11>- live weight.
sheep and Lambs—Those from the West were
owned by butchers’ Sheep costing from 4‘ag5«and
Lambs from <ta71 a per lb. live weight landed at
the slaughter houses.
Swine—Western Fat Hogs are costing from 4la§
5c lb. live weight lauded at the slaughter houses.
Prices have not varied hut a trifle for several
In our number we include till the
weeks past.
Western Fat Hogs brought in for the week over
the several railroads, all being owned by butchers.

Reports of tin* destruction of churches, dwellings, crops ami lives an; received from Texas
a

recent storm.

The Montreal Gazette admits substantially
that the harassing of American fishermen by
the Canadians is in retaliation for the refusal
of the United States to agree to a reciprocity

treaty.

A Louisville woman tried vainly to huv a bonnet for less than the £25 asked. She described
the bonnet to her servant, who went to the
shop and bought it for £1*2.

The President has written a grateful letter
friends in Charleston S. c. acknowledging
the receipt of a very beautiful silver vase sent
as a wedding gift to Mrs. Cleveland.
to

An exchange says that Admiral Jouett has
been removed from the command of the North
Atlantic squadron because lie is “too much of
an American” to suit Secretary Bayard.
Col. Strong, manager of the St.
Herald, was shot and killed bv I)r. S.
mond, June 18th. Richmond, who
shot himself afterwards, but he will
recover.

Jo, Mo.,

A. Richis insane,

probably

home and sit- down
«

excuse

him.

If he

iit

“ther society tho-e pleasant siirroimdiiiyrs
which you deux him. N'exer talk t » otherabout the frailties of your husband. Some
people have a way. in banter, of elaboratelv
describin- to others the shortcomings or unhappy eccentricities (if a hu.-band or wife.
Ah! th world will tind out stum enou-h all
the defects of your companion. No need of
your advertising them, Hotter imitate those
woim-n w in*, bavin- made mistakes in alliance,
always have a veil to hid*- imperfections ami
alleviations of conduct to mention. We mu-t
admit that there are rare ca-cs where a w ife
cannot live lon-vrwith her hushand. and his
erm ltii -:-1««1 outra-e- are tin- precursor of divorcement or separation.
Hut until that day
collies keep tile awtlll secret to VoUlSelf.
Keep
it from e^ ry bein- in the universe except the
(*o'l t" whom you do well to tell your trouble.
‘•Further. I charm- you, let there be no out-ide interference with the conjugal relation.
Neither
i-hhor. nor eonlideiitiai friend, nor
brother, nor sister, mu* father, nor mother,
has a ri_rhl to come in here. The married m»s-ip will come around, and by the hour tell you
bow she niana-e- Ik r husband.
You tell her
plainly that if -he will attend to the allair- of
lier household you will attend to yours.
What
dama.m -ome 'people do with their tongues!
Nature indicate- that the ton-lie is a dangerous
thill-- by
the fa-I that it
i- -hut in. first
by a barricade of teeth ami then by the
door <>f the 1 ij»-. one insidious talker can
keep a whole neighborhood badly stirred up.
The apostl- |\ ter excoriated the--* lm-v-bodiin other people*- matter-, ami St. Paul, in hiletter- to the Tlie--alonian- and to Timothy,
uiyesw them a -harp diir: and tin* -"..-l housewife ill be on tin- lookout for them, and in x<r
return tln ir calls, and treat them with coldest
frigidity. For thi- reason better keep
house as soon as pos-ible. Some people are
opposed to them: but 1 thank hod for what
are called tlats in thoc cities.
They put up a
separate home w ithin the means of nearly all
the population, hi your married relationyou
do not need any advice.
If von and your husband have not skill eimiurh to -et alonir well
alone, w ith all the a-lxiee you can import von
will m t a Ion-- worse. What you want for your
‘Taft on this voyaire i< plenty of — a room, and
it one of these steam-tiers of jrood advise come
pulling up to lay fast of you. with one stroke
cut the hawser.

ooa.4
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comes
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June 22.
ItosToN, Tt
\moiml <>f live >tork at market -Cattle, TP!;
>hcep and I.amlis, <>‘.*41: Horses, l‘.*2; number of
We.-tcrn Cattle, U45; Swine, KJ.iiSO; Veal, 100.
Price- of Heef Cattle per loo H» live weight— K\
tra quality, 85 75gr> !2'a ; first quality, #5 25 g5 <•■>•$ :
second quality, $4 25«5 121..; third
8:1 r»o
g4 12
poorest grades of coarse Oxen, mills, &c.,

as

h«-

you on-lit to

pros ure.
“I charge ::!-o the wif- t*» k«-< p In r-elf as attraetive after man ia-v a- she w as before marna-<
i'be n-a-on that -o olden a man cra.-es
to io\ e hi- wife is beeaiisi the wife cease- to he
F * a • y.
!:i many a-c- what elaboration of
toil* t b.-fore marriam- ami what recklessness
"t appearance after.
'I lie most <li--u-t in-'
tbin-' on carth i- a slatternly woman.
1 mean
a woman who mwr comb-’ lier hair milii -he
out. or look* like a fri-ht until somebody
‘■alls. That a man married to one of the-•
creature- -lay-at home as little as
pos-ible i"o womler.
It is a wonder that -m b a man
doe- not !_o on a wlialin-- voya-'e of (hive
< ••-tlx wardrobe
>‘-til’s, and in a leaky -hip.
is not required: Imt. <> woman, if you are not
williu-'. by all that iii-vnuity of relineim*nt can
*■ licet. to maki
y our-elf attractive to your husband. you on-in not to complain if he seeks in

Ledger.
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“hid you mix your dough with milk?”
“Well, now, sometimes I do, but it’s not so
If you’ve got
very particular about that.
plenty <<f milk, and don’t need it for anvtliing
else, it won’t hurt to use it, but if you haven’t,
why, don’t do it. If you get every thing else I
right, it won't matter about the milk at all.”
I low about Spices?”
“I se ’em if you want to. Some folks like
'em. and I think myself they rather help a pudding sometimes, especially if you use a plain
sauce.
Hut you must follow your own taste
about that, and if you don’t get it right the
first time, don't blame me. for the Lord knows
I’ve done my wry best to tell you just exactly
how to do it and all about it.”
[Chicago

Krlgiuon

l>.

that ni-hl for a
walk **r entertainment, remember he has been
out all day.
You say he ouirht 1" leave at bis
place of busbies.- bis annoyances, and come
home cheery
Hut if a man has been betrayed by a business partner, or a customer hajoekexed him out of a lar-v lull of -uml-, or a
prote-t( 1 n<a. ha- been Ibm- on hi- desk, or
-omebody lias called him a liar, and everythin- ha- -one w ron- from niorninu till ni-ht.
he must have
real -enius at tor-act fulness if
he doe- not l.rin- some of the perplexity home
with him.
When you teli him lie ouirht to
leave it all at the -lore or bank or -bop. yam
miirht as well tel! a storm on the Atlantic to
stay out there and not touch the coast or ripple
tlie harbor,
loinember, he i- not overworking so much for him-elf as he i- overworkin-'
for yam ami the children.
It is tin* ell'eet of hisu> e-s or defeat oil the homestead that eau-ehim the agitation. Tin- most of men, after
forty-five year- of :*-e, live not for them-elve-.
but for their families. They he-iu to ask thetnvelve- anxiously
the question:
’How if 1
should -i Ve out: What Would beeo'in- of the
folk- at home;
Would my children ever -et
tln ir education:
Would my wife haw to -o
out into tin
world to earn bread for herself
and our little oim's*: My eya-.-i-hl troubles me;
how if my eye- slntifd fail:
Mr head -ets
dizzy : how if I should drop under apoplexy!'*
The iiia:h pre--ure of busine-s life, and inrelianieai life, and agricultural life i- home

an-
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it
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“If it*- to be a small pudding, why. of
I don’t use much Hour; and the bigger
it'- to be. why the more Hour 1 take.
Sometimes I have to use a great deal of Hour, and
then again I can very often get up <piite a pudding without hav ing to use very much. You
see. it depends a good deal on the baking powder.
If that’s real good, it don't make so very
miieh ditiercnec about the Hour, you know."
“I sifp|lose you use raisins?’’
“Well, now, sometimes 1 do, and then,
sometime- I don't.
It depends altogether on
whether 1 want it very rieh or not, ami what
kind of since 1 am going to use. Of eour-e
tie* richer I want it the more raisins i put in:
but if the since is to he very rich you lllll-t be
very careful about the pudding, or you will he
sure t.» get it too much
The best way i- to
make your pudding first and then lix your
sauce to match it."
“How much sugar do you take?”
“W ell. now some folks take a good deal and
sunn folks don’t.
As for me, I never did like
to have anything to., -we t. and for that reason I’m always careful not to get in too much
After you've made it mice or twice
sugar.
><>il won't have a particle of trouble in getting

to
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or artistic, or mechanical life,
husband from mornin-- to iii-ld i- in a
Solferino if not a Solan. It is a wonder that
your husband ha- any nerve- or patience or
suavity left. To -et a livinjr in thi- i:« xt to the
last decade of the nineteenth century is a
or

Pudding.

This j- almut the way one woman tellother how Jo make a pudding:

Will

your

buttermilk back to the <-o\v-. this i- a practice
that vv. hav. <»ft«-li urged upon dairymen as
practical. ecMimmmal and entirely legitimate.
\ 11 that i- itcce—ary in feeding it i- to -ee that
it i- n**t too old or stale before fee-ling.
The
iinportane*- of thi- point i- seldom respected ait should he by tho-e who feed it. and eouse(pteutlv the milk from -m-li eovv- i- almost certain to have a “cowy"-uieil, which get- int<*
the butter ami -poil- it.
When properly led.
we have no doubt that thi- by-product of the
•
w
ill
return
a
better
lairy
profit from cows
than from feeding it in any other way. or
making it into any commodity like skim
■liee-e. t hat twin -i-ter o! I toga is butter.
We
know that butter i- low. va ry low and so is
tile price of ground fee*I: but low prie-*- constitute no ex u-t for allowing the machine to
go t<* waste, which it certainly w ill do if neglected. marrying a herd of dairy eovv- in
times like tiles*- may be likened to ill*- man in
•barge of a steamboat running the rapid- of a
river.
If. to save-p.-am. he allows the boat t*>
drift along, she is in danger of striking rocks;
but if lie put- on steam, just enough to give
good steerage wav. :he boat can be handled,
and vvh'-n dang* r- appear lie safely steer- clear
**f them.
No dairyman can afford to let his
i- going out of tlx
eovv- run ii'-vvn. mile-- h*
ii-ine-ml ev> n tie n In would mak* more
money by keeping up th*- yield and -idling in
the fall w In n other herd- had gone dry.
>o far as tile
economy of feeding eovv- while
at pa-tun
i- e**neerue*i. there call be ll<* question of ii. for i! We look about ll- Wo see tlio-e
men w ill* <1
fee' succeeding niueli better than
tho-e wilt* do not. and thi- i- the proof of the
pudding th it carries «-onv i*-ti«*n with it. To be
-lire tie
groiimi feed must be bought in bulk
and :11 lime- when it i- cheapest, and other
good judgment lllll-t be used in order to -eeure
tlm full beiieiit of t be practice: but if correctly
carried out. feeding at pa-ture always pays.
[The Amerieaii 1 hiiryman.
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“First. I counsel tin- wife to remember in
what a severe and terrilie battle of life her
husband is ensured. Whet lier in profc--ional,

■■■
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[Preached in Hrooklyn Tabernacle.]

There i-. however, a late objection,
believe from the pen of that prolitie hut not
very accurate writer, Mr. lit nry >tcvvart. I'his
objection run- to the elicet that no cow can
makf a yield *.f fourteen pounds of butter a
Week
There is not. he -ay -.
■■-olid-" eiiou :h in the grass a cow call eat to
make si> iiKifli butter; that i-. after taking *>ut
what s|(i. iihmI,, for lle.-li ami bones. 'I'his
-oimd- very well :a tm on but looks a little
thin, for uiaay men uf -*»li*l reputations have
air* ady claimed t*t hav e d«»in- thi-.
in relatimi t<* t « ding grain in conjunction
with pa-ture. tin- practice i- not
common
that it w ill In throw iti” away ink and paper to
urge it upon dairy men in general. To he sun
in the hi li 11ii-11 of Jim* pa-ture. when the
1». -t and there i- enough and
grass
w
can «•<»n-unie, we would
limn
•ban the
me adv i-e Hi- dairy man to impovi-risli himself
buy i11j around feed, but even in such auspicious time- ii i- well to give a handful of bran
I*, a* h cow it for no other purpose than that
I II elieourage- them I** collie ill
Ilf li-eipline.
t!
-tabh and keeps them quiet while being
-•>
milk* d. ami
-mall an amount will certainly
n tnrn it- value in holding tlm quality of the
milk up to a good standard.
When, however,
iik
pa-ture run- l*.vv ami i- burnt yellow by
tie imt -mi ami denie*l the r* freshing -how* rof ln a\< n. tln n. imieed. the meal-bin shoiihl
cut an important tigure in the ration- of tie
cow-.
It i- such bad vveath* r that play- the
mischief with the average yield of the year.
The cow- act like thermometer- in cold
weather, ami drop the yield t< the lowest
point, ami wlmn tin* geiith -bower- coin*again later in tlm -uiiinu ;* or * al ly fall, unlike
tin- thermometer. tlmy •animt r«»spoiel ami
raise the tlovv again, except in a Very limited
degree. Imt the ground lo-t iii summer mii-t
stay lo-t until after the eovv calves again.
In regard to feeding the -kimim-d milk ami
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“How old is it? You do not know?
Older’n me? Why don't it grow?
I wish you'd let nie see it —PA/
It's just a china chicken!"

Duties of Wives
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the Rook of Revelations, which says:
murderers shall have their place in the
lake which lmrneth with tire and brimstone.’
And the man or the woman who takes life a
minute old, will as certainly go straight to hell
as the man or woman who destroys life forty
years old. And the wildest, loudest shriek of
Judgment Day will he given at the overthrow
of those who moved in the high and respected
circles of earthly society, yet decreed by their
own act, as far as they could privately ailed it,
I he extermination of the advancing generations,
abetted in the horrid crime by a lot of infernal
quacks, with which modern medicine is infested. When, on the Last Day, the cryers of
the Court shall with resounding‘Oyez. oyoz!’
declare that ‘Over and the Terminer* of the
LDiverse opened, and the Judge with gavel of
thunderbolt shall smite the nations into silence,
and the trial of all the fratricides and uxorcides,
and regicides, and deb-ides, and infanticides of
the earth shall proceed, none of my hearers
and readers can say that they knew not what
they were doing. Mighty Cod! Arrest the
evil that is overshadowing this century !
I charge you, my sister, that you take your
husband along with you to heaven, ll was
not a slip of the tongue when I spoke of you
•is being at the head of tin* household.
We
men rather pride ourselves at
being at the
h< ad of tin household: hut it is only a pleasant
delusion. To whom do the children go when
lhey have irouble:' When there i< a son: linger
to be bound up, or one of the lirst teeth is to
he
removed io make room for one that is
crowding it out. to whom does the child go?
For whom do children cry out in the night
when they get frightened at a had dream?
Aye. to whom does the husband go when lie
iias a business trouble great or too delicate for
outside ears? We. the men, an heads of the
household in name: but you, <> wives, are
heads of liie household ill fact; and it is your
business to take your husband with you into
the kingdom of Cod, and see that tin: household is prepared for le aven. How will you
take him with you?
There are two oars to
that boat
prayer and holy example. I have no
doubt there w ill he great conventions in leaven
called for eelebralive purposes; and when in
some celestial ass< mMagv the saints shall be
telling wind brought them to Cod. 1 believe
that ten hotisand times ten thousand will say :
*>1 \ wife.’
As once you stood in the \illage or
city church, or in your father’s house, perhaps
under :t wedding hell of llowers. to-day stand
up. husband and wife, beneath the ere*s of a
pardoning Redeemer, while I proclaim the
han> of an eternal marriage. Join your right
hands. I pronounce you one forever. What
Cod has joined together let neither life nor
death nor time nor eternity put asunder: Witness men and angels, all worlds, all ages!
'The
circle i> an emblem of eternity. and that is
the shape of the marriage ring.*’
[N. V. In-
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ligeut companion of your husband. Wlint with
these fioo«i> of newspapers and hooks there is
n«* excuse for the wife’s ignorance either about
the present or the past. If you ha\e no more
than a half hour every day to yourself you may
till your mind with'entertaining and useful
knowledge. Let the merchant's wile read up
on all mercantile quest ions, and the mechanic’s
wife on all that pertains to his >tylc ot work,
and the professional man’s wife on all the legal
or medical or theological or political discussions of the day. It i* very stupid for a man.
after ha\ ing been amid active minds all day. to
lind his wife without information or opiniont
on anything.
If the wife knows nothing about
what, is going on in the world, after tic tea
hour has passed and the husband has r< ad the
newspaper, he- will have an engagement and
must go and see a man.
In nine rases out of
ten when a man does not st:t\ at home in the
r\ening, unless positive duty (-alls him awa>. it
i> heeaiise there is nothing to stay for. lie
would rather talk with his wife than any one
else if she could talk as well. I charge you
my sister, in every way to make your home’ attractive. I have not enough of practical knowledge about house adornment to know just what
makes the dillerenee, hut here is an opulent
house, containing all wealth of brie-a-brae, ami
of musical instruments, and of painting, of the
upholstery, and yet there is in it a chill like
Nova Zcmhki. Another home with one-twentieth part of the outlay, and small supply of
art. and cheapest piano purchasable, and’yet,
as you enter it, there comes upon
body, mind
and soul a glow of welcome and satisfaction
and happy domesticity. The holy art of making the most comfort and brightness out, of the
means atlorded, every wife should
study.
“Without any weapon save that of her cold,
cheerless household arrangement., any wife
may slay all the attractions of a home’circle.
A wife and mother in prospered circumstances,
and greatly admired, was giving her chief time
to social life.
The husband spent his evenings
away. The son, fifteen years of age, got the
smic habit, and there was a
prospect that the
other children, as they got old enough, would
lake the same turn. One day tin; wife aroused
to the consideration that she had better save
her husband and her bov. Interesting and stirring games were introduced into the house.
The mother studied up interesting things to tell
the children.
One morning the son said:
‘Father, you ought to have been home last
night. We had a grand time; such jolly games
and such interesting stories/ This went on
from night to night, and. after awhile the husband stayed in to sec what was going on, and
he linally got attracted, and added something
of his own to the evenings’ entertainments,
and the result was that the wife and mother
saved her husband and saved her hoy and saved herself. Was not that an enterprise worth
the attention of the greatest woman that ever
lived since Abigail at the foot of the rock arrested the four hundred armed warriors? I><»
not, my sister, he dizzied and disturbed by the
talk of those who think the home-circle too insignificant for a woman’s career, and who
want to get you out on platforms and in conspicuous enterprises. There are women who
have a special outside mission; and do not dare
to interpret me as derisive of their important
mission! Hut my opinion is that the woman
who can reinforce her husband in the work of
life, and rear her children for positions of usefulness, is doing more for («od and the race
and her own happiness than if she spoke ou
every platform and headed a hundred great enterprises. Mv mother never made a missionary speech in her life, and at a missionary meeting I doubt whether she could get enough courage to vote aye or no; but she raised her son
John, who has been preaching the gospel and
translating religious literature in Amoy, China,'
for about forty years. Was not that a better
thing to do?
“What the world wants now is about fifty
thousand old-fashioned mothers, women who
shall realize that the highest, grandest, mightiest
institution on earth is the home. While there
are more good and faithful wives and mothers
now than ever were, society has got the wrong
twist on this
subject, and there are influences
abroad that would make women believe that
their chief sphere is outside instead of inside
the home.
“Hence, in many households, children, instead of a blessing, are a nuisance. It is a
eardcase versus child’s primer, carriage versus
cradle, social popularity versus domestic felicity. Hence, infanticide and anti-natal murder

dependent.

Death of Moses A. Dow,
Muses A. Dow, proprietor of tin* Waverly
Magazine, died at ( harlestown Mass., dime *Ji‘.
He early learned the printing business, wanking for the New Hampshire Intelligeneer and
New Hampshire Lost, both published at Haverhill, N. II. lie published the Maine Republican at Saco. >!•
but was not successful, and
then lx.unlit the Maine Recorder at I imingtoii.
lb1 sold out the latter and went to lioston and
opened a job otliee in ls,|o. He subsequent l\
started several journals but none of them
acquired full sun-ess nutil tIn* Waverl\ Magazine was established. The idea of tin- magazine came from a bound volume of tin Kdinburgh Journal wliieh had fallen into his hands.
Tin* nana came from tin* Waverly no\,:<.
His peculiar idea was to open the columns of
the magazine to all young I.tdv writers, publishing every contribution from them, and
w ith this novel plan unit' d w ith other ideas he
made his venture a great success. The lirst
copy was eight pages in size and was issued in
May. 1 do. and to start this he had to acquire
ere.lit of the type founder) and to use his note
for Sion, endorsed by a iady friend.
He bad
been working for Shi a week and when he be~an to print tin* tii't number he had less than
>d of bis
,wn money.
During tin war the
circulation of the Waverlv ran up to do.non.
hut afterwards depression in business out it
down to L'n.oon at wliieh ligmv it remained,
only a few advertisements were inserted but
these had to pay a good price.
Lor several
year's Dow's income has been si.do,000 a year
from the paper.
Dow built the Waverly
House in < liarlestow n at a cost of over sdoo.ooo
and owned many lots of real estate in that
..

vicinity.
A Tribute to Daniel Webster.
New Hampshire June 17th paid lilting tribute
to the memory of her most
illustrious son:
Tile exercises attending the dedication of the
statue of Daniel W ebster at Concord were of
the most imposing nature. The greatest popular interest was manifested in the event. There
was an immense outpouring of the people; a
great parade: an interesting eeremony at tin*

unveiling

of

magnificent

the

work of art

:

a

brief spceeh of presentation by t li« I loll. I'eiijamin R. Cheney, tin* aeiierous donor: a few
words of
pi a nee from (iuv. Currier; a
masterly oration 1»\ the Rev. Samuel c. Rarlctt.
LL. D.: addresses l.y <L>\. Robinson and e.x(»ov. Rice of Massachusetts, Cov. Hill of New
’l urk, tiov. Ringree of \ t rmoiit and other
prominent men. Later in tlie day the alumni
of Dartmouth College paid special tribute to
the memory of their great fellow alumni!'.
Tin- House w ar claims committee has passed
the claim of Nathaniel McKay, and tin-executors of Donald McKay, allowing them the right
to proceed in the Court of Claims against tin*
government for losses caused by the government in building ironclad vessels at Last Ros1011 during tile war.
Now (he (drls want to

Probably

no one

female

put on the (JIovcs with us.
thing is >o general among our

population as nervous exhaustion, ami
nothing is so productive of unhappiness ami
anxiety as nervousness, which seem> to he more
prevalent in America than in other countries. It
an hardly he accounted for, as the more can* we
ha\ e o\ er them, the worse they an*. < Mu* unmitigated scoundrel -aid, “They are play ing it on the men
to get close attention,” w hich pleases the hoys as
much a> the girls. Now, the women have struck a
new lead, since tin* druggists have introduced the

liisrioii- .Moxic Nerve Food, that, routs nervous ex
iiaustiou and gives a woman double enduranee, the
litt le dears want to put on the gloves with us.
To see how much it ran do on the nervous system, a hoard of physicians in Lowell. Mas.'., have
been gi\ ing it t<> some old helpless eases of paraB
sis. It recovers all caused by nervous exhaustion,
and ha> no etfect on those caused l»v ell'usion. in
llammation, or disease. It recovered Angus Bell.
Iivsng at l.'ie Broadway, Lowell, who had been
titt *rly helpless twenty months, though othcrw ise
well, aside from emaciation. A Mrs. Ilulmc hn<
nearly recovered from a complete paralysis of both
tin* molory and settsitive nerves of the left side.
This kind of paralysis has never been known to recover before.
A morning contemporary say s of a man who recently died that In* wa- “a linger of the old school.”
Tin* music of the old singing school was rhielly going home with your girl.
Those unhappy persons who sutler from in n ons
and dyspepsia should use< alters Little Nerve
Pills, which arc made expressly for sleepless, nervPrice *2o cents, all drugous, dyspeptic sufferers.
ness

(irip, the Canadian comb* paper, suggests in a
cartoon that a good way to end this little till' about
codfish i- for the parties to get married. We are
inclined

to

believe Barkis is

w

illin’.

There is no one article in tin* line of medicines
that gives so large a return for the money as a good
porous strengthening plaster, such as Carter's
Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache Plasters.
What’s this? A Chicago clergyman sull'ering from
overwork? Well, no wonder, lie ought to have
known better than to attempt the impossible.

My

Head

was

Fairly

Rotten,

And how much I fin tiered it is hard to describe.
That loathsome disease, catarrh, caused the above,
and the doctors said they could not relieve me. I paid
hundreds of dollars, for which I received no benefit. I got more good from two bottles of Sulphur
Bitters than from all tin* money I paid to doctors. 1
shall continue the Sulphur Bitters, as I have great
faith that they w ill cure me.—S. M. Day, H Hanover street, Host on.
*2w*2f>
Peroxide of hydrogen will make an elephant’s
hide w hite. Lady elephants desirous of beautifying their complexions are urged to give it a trial.
Excitement In Texas.
Civat excitement lias been caused in the vicinity
Paris, Tex., by the remarkable recovery of Mr.
P. ("orlov, who was so helpless lie could not turn
in lied, or raise his head; everybody said he was
dying of Consumption. A trial bottle of Dr. King’s
New Discovery was sent him. Finding relief, lie
bought a large bottle and a box of Dr. King's New
Life Pills; by the time lie bad taken two boxes of
Pills and two bottles of the Discovery, he was well
and had gained in llcsli thirty-six pounds.
Trial Bottles of this Crcat Discovery for Consumption free at 1L II. Moody’s.
••I
I.

Owing to the strained relations between the two
countries, Canadian mammas who visit American
beaches will not In; permitted to lisli in our matrimonial

waters.

Very Remarkable Recovery.
Mr.(ieo. V. Willing, of Manchester, Mich., writes :
has
been almost helpless for live years,
‘My wife
‘o helpless that she could not turn over in bed
slum*. She used two Bottles of Electric Bitters,
and is so much improved, that she is able now to do
her ow n work.”
Electric Bitters will do all that, is claimed for
them. Hundreds of testimonials attest their great
curative powers. Only f>o cents a bottle at B. il.

Moody’s.
If is melancholy,

says Ouida, to see how large
the proportion is of young ladies who marry solely'
in order to get rid of their mothers.

Scott's
Cod
A sa

Liver

Emulsion
Oil,

with

of Pure

Hypophosphltes,

Remedy for Pulmonary Affections and Scrofulous Diseases.

Dr. 1 it A M. Lang—a

prominent physician

in New

York, says:—I am greatly pleased with your Emulsion. Have found it very serviceable in above diseases, and it is easily administered on account of
its

palatahiencss.

Inscription hanging about the neck of

beggar—“Pity
poor blind man who has
hut his misfortune to live on.”
a

a

Paris

nothing

In no other medicinal preparation have the results of the most Intelligent study and scientific inquiry been so steadily and progressively utilized
as in Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
It leads the list as a
truly scientific piVparation for all blood diseases.
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BATH.

The Sarah Lawrence, launched at Bath last
week, is said to be the largest schooner in the
world. Her dimensions are as follows: keel
203 feet; beam, 45 feet; hold 23 feet; length
over all 235 feet.
She measures 14(H) tons, and
is of line model. From the cat-heads hang

•All

“And when you feed your other pets
It never sulks ami never frets.
Hut rc*ts content willi what it gets
Why, what a lovely chicken!

more, will be certain to make returns in kind
and give you nothing to he proud of.
There are three ways of supplementing the
grass yield
by feeding corn fodder or other
-oiling crop-in conjunction with the pasture;
by feeding ground food at the stable while
milking, and third, by feeding the skimmed
milk and buttermilk back to tin- cows. Very
little m ed be -aid on the subject of raising corn
fodder or clover and other gra-se- to supplement the pasture, for nearly, if not quite all
dairymen with a year's experience have found
that unless their -upplv of grass i- practically
unlimited ami the season i- exceptionally favorable to Iht growth of grass. the -upply in tie
hot -lay- i- -in to run short and play tin mishit f w it h the il'W of milk.
The only advice
'-arv on thi- point i- t<» -ee that you have
ne.
enough plant* <! t«> meet all iva-onable requirtlm lit-.
Thian nudity be dime, for there is
no danger of lw-s from an mer supply, a- the
-u.'pln- can he cured for winter feed when
it i- ju.-t about a.- good as the best clover
milk.

Journal.

the

Grass.

again the American Dairyman will
urge upon the dairymen of the country the
absolute necessity for feeding the cows while
a: pa-tun-, if any hope is had of improving not
only the present yield of the cows, but the
gem ral condition of the dairy herd. Cows
that are compelled to take pot luck at pasture,
that i-. getting whut they can find, and nothing

NEWS AND (lOSSIl*

and

“You've only one you always keep?
Ami don't it cry, nor say,‘‘Peep, peep'?
Nor run about, nor go to sleep?
Why, what a funny chicken!

Once

Maine Matters.

are so common that all the physicians, allopathic, hydropathics homeopathic and electric,
crying out in horror; and it is time that
the pulpits joined with the medical profession
in echoing and re-echoing the thunder of
Mount Sinai,which says: ‘Thou shalt not kill,*

arc

“We've such a lot of cunning chicks;
< >M
Silverwing came oft’ with six.
Ami three are mine, ami three are Pick's
Have you got any chicken?

we

—

Hie

Other Feed with

Funny Chicken.

A

FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
For this department brief suggestions, facts,
and experience are solicited from housekeepAddress Agriers. farmers and gardeners.
cultural e*litor. Journal Oltiee, Belfast, Me.

two

large anchors, weighing respectively 4,500

and 4,300 pounds, in the middle house is the
power that works the running rigging, anchors and loading tackle of the whole schooner, a noiseless, friction-gear, hoisting engine
from the iron work department of the New
Fngland Shipbuilding Company. The windlass, one of the Bath Iron works best, is situated on the forward part of the house.
The hatches, four in number, are immense
in size, being 20 feet square. The depth of
hold is over twenty-three feet at these raising,
beneath which, the keelson 0 feet high, is
covered with iron straps, a protection against
the falling coal, for carrying which the Lawrence N especially designed.
The cabin is exlarge and very handsomely finished
ceedingly
in hard woods. Tin* captain's cabin is nearly
It is furnished iii
as large as a drawing room.
cherry, with raw silk upholstering. Both the
middle house and the cabin are below the
level of the deck, their roofs being just on a
level with the rail. The deck is flush, with
tight waist. Doing below decks we find that
the Lawrence is almost as vast as a ship.
About ten feet below the main deck, is a spar
deck, which adds greatly to the appearance of
thorough workmanship apparent in every timber. The hull is lined or ceiled with thirteen
inch yellow pine, the wood of the planking.
I lie frame is of oak and hackmatack.
Long
“pointers." or beams of oak, run obliquely
from the deck forward down on the ceiling to
the sb*m as additional bracing. The knees are
of as large dimensions as in a large ship.
This
schooner i* to have the four tallest masts afloat.
They are 110 feet in length. With the topmasts tliev will measure 15(1 feet. To raise
them to their places no sheers could be found
long enough. A jibboom 72 feet in length, 22
inches in diameter, and a jigger boom, 7S feet ill
length and is inches in diameter, are to be
used. All of these massive spars are of ()regon
pine. The bowsprit is the largest ever put
into any style of vessel. It is fo lead ill length
and 32 inches in diameter. The spread of
canvas on these sticks will be about (MMX) yards.
Tin- standing rigging is entirely of wire. The
Sarah Lawrence hail- from Taunton, Mass.,
where she is owned. She is to he commanded
| by ( apt. Jacob Phillips, of the home port.
The New Fngland Shipbuilding Co. have
to build a 15(H) ton propeller, 225
j contracted
feet in length, to run between New York and
Boston. The 1 roll Works will build the engine.
The I bin ton four masted schooner Fva P>.
Douglas, of New York, has been rigged upon
the stocks and will slide into the river on the
|2sih. < apt. T. T. Anderson will command
her. Ihr sister ship, the Ca>sie F. Bronson,
will he launched duly 10th. She will he commanded by ('apt. Wm. A. Anderson.
Both
commanders are of New York.
The k. el fora 400 ton schooner for Baltimore
parties has just been stretched. Another for a
200-tor.ner for Philadelphia parties lias been
laid.
An soo-tonner for New Haven parties lias
been commenced.
A 3(H) ton whaling hark for New Bedford
parties is timbered out.
The Mt. Waldo, the New York Paving Block
Co.'s freighting steamer, is receiving a steeple
compound engine at the Iron Works Department.

Saturday a contract was closed by tin* New
Shipbuilding Company to Imild a
steamer for tin* Maim* Steamship Company to
he placed on the Portland and New York route,
Fngland

j

d'lie contract includes the building of the
and machinery, d'lie engine and boilers
he built at the New Fngland Iron works,
steamer will In* of the propeller class and
he 225 feet long and will register about
tons,
she i- to he completed in the early
of next soring.
FoK

hull
will
d'lie

is to

1500
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WOMAN' Sri-TKACJK.

At a recent nieetingin Portland of the Maine
Woman Suffrage Association letters were read
by Mr. F. W. Hamilton from Col. Fred
\. How, IJev. Samuel Longfellow, (iovernor
Itobie. Stanley 'I’. Pullen, ami I Ion. ( F. Libby,
lb v. Samuel Longfellow, in the course of bis
L iter, submitted the following propositions:
1. Women are governed, and have a right to
a voice in the making of the law*, to give or to
withhold their consent to the government.
2, They are taxed, and have* a right to a
voice in t In* laying of taxes.
•"». Women's welfare depends as much as
men's upon good laws, and they have as much
at stake and as real an interest in the policy of

government.
L An active interest in such matters is equally an educational influence, in increasing the
intelligence of the community upon which the
stability of good government depends.
•*>. The exercise of a eluty and a responsibility
will educate the character of woman as that of
man, and elevate the moral force of society
upon which it' stability so much more depends.
(>, The rltf.ss called men has neither the right
nor ability to legislate* for the whole.
(iove rnor Koine wrote: 1 am in full accord
with tin* purpose* of your Society, and feel
sure that associated action ami public enlightenment will in tin* e*ml sce*ure the purposes of
the Association te> "e stablish justice."
Ceil. F. N. I >o\v wrote*: When the* women of
Amerie-a shall In* willing t<> accept ami discharge*, and the- law shall grant them a shar*
in. the- burden ami responsibility of suffrage.*,
the* balled in the ir hamis will prove a pe>we r
for the- ele*vatie*n and purification e>f our soe-ial
an ! pe»litie*al conditions.
Stanley T. Pullen wrote: A discrimination in
e'ivil or politie-al rights because of sex sevins to
me as illogiead as one.- on account of rae*e or
color.
lion. Charles F. Libby wrote.*: 'The argument' in favor of this proposition have bee n
so often presemteal that it wouhl see*m as if
they must have* found a lodgment in every nfle-e*tive miml of this gem*ration. ami 1 sliouhl
owe an apology to your meeting did l attempt
te> rehearse* them. The- question is fast
getting
beyond the* domain of cemtroversy, ami will
se*on take: its plae*e: among the other accepted!
truths of political philosophy.
L. (
Farrington wrote: My sentiments for
many years have been in ae< e>n! with the deliiaml that woman i' not only cntitlcel by right
to the privilege s of elective'franehise, but the*
neeessitie-s of the hour demaml that her jiulgnie'iit enter into the- settlement of all questions
pertaining to the welfare of the* people.
SONS OF MAINE IN

CALIFORNIA.

Native* of the State of Maine, now residents
of California, have an organization known as
the State of Maine Association. It*, objects are
sneial cnjoNinent and the keeping alive of nieniorics of Maine. It* membership is composed
of former residents of Maine, and their husbands or wives and children, and is acquired
by signing the roll and paying fifty cents. For
nine years annual reunion's have been held, the
one this year occurring at Rodger's Park, Fast
Oakland, on the fifteenth of last month. The
reunion was so much of a success that a pamphlet was issued, giving the plan of the organization, and a report of the exercises. An oration was delivered by Rev. (
1). Harrows, pastor of the First Congregational church in San
Francisco, and a native of Fryeburg, and an
original poem was read by Mrs. Sarah R. Farle
of Haldwin, Me. The association lias 101 members. The officers for this year arc : President,
F. W. Marston; Vice Presidents, A. \V. Starbird, R. P. Flint: Secretary, J. L. Fogg;
Treasuter, c. L. Dingley; Fxcciitivc Committee. T. o. ( rawford, Frank J. French, S. (F
Ililborn. NY. D. (iarland, A. M. Simpson, D. J.
McKnsick, R. F. Weston, I>. F. Hays, W. (F
Dinsmorc;; Fx-Presidcnts of the Association,
N. W. Spaulding, (ieo. F. Whitney. (F A.
Notirsc, ('. 11. Chamberlain, C. (F lb-ed. Luke*
Doc, J. F. Farnum. F. L. Smith. The next
| reunion will occur in May, lssT.
A

CROP

FORECAST llY

THE

hay crop will he larger than that of last year
and above the average. A good deal of old hay
is kept over, which with the yield that farmers
will begin to gather about the 1st of July, will
perhaps encourage keeping more stock to eat

the farms. There has been an
the amount of fertilizers used,
farmers
have not the most unlimited
though
confidence in them. Oats hold for the leading
grain crop, with barley pressing for recognition, while potatoes remain the leading hoed
Farmers are returning to the good old
crop.
fashion in raising yellow corn. They are also
keeping up with the sweet corn factories. Rut
little; grass was winter killed. The fine early
spring not only enabled the farmers to get in
the seed early but to send forth cattle nicely
fattened from the barn into the green pastures,
which have maintained their rich verdure up
to the present time.
Fruit trees are all literally bending beneath plenteous burdens. Cheese
factories are gradually giving way to butter
factories. More bees are kept in Maine than
ever before.
Cheap prices for wool seem to be
crowding out the raising of sheep. Rain is
greatly needed.
on

NUMBER

for curliness, and the weather for the whole
period was pleasant.
The month gave twenty-one fair days. The

TllOMASTON

HIOH SCHOOL.

The graduating exercises of the class of ’.SO,
of the Thomaston High School, \V. (’.Crawford, Principal, took place Wednesday evening,
June lC»th, at the Congregationalist church,
with the following programme: Latin Salutatory, Edith Augusta Lenfest; Essay, Physical
Culture, Nina Rose Strong; Class History,
Clara May Creighton; Essay, The Study of
History, Clara Irene Lermond; Essay, The
Power of Example, Kate Lizzie Spear; Essay,
The Crusades, Edith Augusta Lenfest; Class
Prophecy, Helena Bradford Hanly : Valedictory
Essay, Our Todays and Yesterdays, Adelie
May ( atland. lTesentation of I Hplomas, Supervisor E. M. O’Brien, Singing Class Ode, Benediction.
maim:

Mr.niCAL

scnooi..

Then; has recently been received at the
Maine Medieal School, at Brunswick, a set of
casts and models consisting of every organ and
part found in the human body. They were
made in Germany especially for this school, by
the orders of F. II. Gernsh, the Professor of
Anatomy, and are without doubt the finest
models of the kind in this country. They are
plaster casts made from frozen sections and
dissections, showing all the viscera and their
relations, and are colored as we tind them in
the living subject.
By the aid of these casts
the student can see just the relation of one part
to another, which is of great advantage in his
work. The casts number sixty-four and will
add much to the Museum of Anatomy.
IN

CKNF.UAL.

The

Lake Auburn Mineral Spring Hotel
opened dune 1711
The Paris 111a nifactory recently shipped a
lot of camp chairs direct to Australia.
A new post ofiice has been established at
West Hancock aim dames M. Butler appointed
postmaster.
Gen. ( harles Hamlin, of Bangor, will go to
Gettysburg, duly 2d. to attend the reunion of
the Third Armv’Corps.
It is prophesied that blueberries will be plenty
the present season. The bushes are covered
with blossoms.
Lx-Gov. Perliam an 1 Mrs. Perham are in
Augusta visiting friends, who are much gratified to learn that his health is rapidly improving.
Gov. Ilobio and Statfand the Executive Council attended the exercises at Maine State College on Commencement day, dune 30.
Andrew Wiggin, esq., ami wife celebrated
the fiftieth anniversary of their wedding at
their residence in Bangor, dune ltitli.
Mr. Frye’s bill for a commercial Congress of
American nations to meet in Washington in
October, INST, was passed bv the Senate, dune
17th.
The Mount Desert folder of the Maim; Central Railroad contains an admirable plan of
Bar Harbor village, with the location of all the
hotels, cottages, etc.
The citizens of Ellsworth have voted to instruct the city government to contract with the
Ellsworth Water Company or other company
for a system of water works.
Rev. W. W. Marsh, a prominent divine- of
the East Maim; Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal church, died at Bangor, dune isth,
after quite a prolonged illness.
Timothy Wade, a section hand at work in
the Grand Trunk yard. Portland, was struck
by a shifting engine, dune 1‘dth, cut completely in two and instantly killed.
Congressman Milliken called up and the
House passed, hi** bill to pay Bangs, Brownell A Co., of Waterville, live thousand dollars for a shipload of tar seized by the government during the war.
At a reunion of the Spotlbrd family in Haverhill, Mass., dune 17th, about live hundred
were
present, including Parker Spotlbrd of
Bucksport, Me., and Mr>. Harriet Prescott Spofford.
The Knights of Labor, numbering about 40,
went out of the shoe factory at >kowhegan,
dime Pi, in obedience to orders from headquarters. The factor) continues to run, however.
lion. Thomas Iviiigsburv Wilson of San Francisco, Cal., Superior dmfge of San Francisco
County, whose term of otlice expires this war,
was
horn in Bradford but commenced the
practice of his profession in San Francisco.
The class of *N‘) Bowdoin College, bad a dinner at
the Falmouth Hotel, Portland, dune
17th. <>. T. Files made the opening address;
(«. L. Rideout gave the class history, d. L.
Doherty, the oration and F. L. Staples the pro-

phecy.

Fairfield people are very much pleased with
their electric lights. They use the incandescent
system and have 300 lights in place. The lights
are 10 and 30 candle power, the former costing
three cents per night, and the latter live cents.
The passage of the Morrison tariff bill reducing duties on cotton and woolen goods from 20
to 33 per cent., and making tUh, lumber and
wool duty free, if enacted, would demoralize
both the manufacturing and the agricultural
interests of Maine.
The Atlantic Squadron on the occasion of its
visit to Portland will he under command of
Capt. Robert Boyd of the Tennessee, a native
of Portland. Capt. Chester w ill command the
Galena; Commander E. T. Woodard the Swatora and Commander Francis M. Green the
Yantic.
The body of Nelson Palmer, the young stock
broker, who committed suicide while under
arrest at Baltimore, was brought to Saco
dune 10 and interred at Laurel Hill Cemetery, in compliance with his written request.
The remains were accompanied by relatives
from Boston.
Sherilf Kent, of Portsmouth, lias ideu! tied
Albert Murrh, of Bath Me., now in the county
jail at Dover, N. I!., awaiting trial for larceny
in Great Falls, as a notorious sneak thief, with
many aliases, w ho has served terms in Maine
and New Hampshire. Ih is wanted in Boston
ami (’lielsea for larceny.
A rich vein of zinc Was struck at the Cape
Rosier mine, Castine, on Saturday .June nth, at
the edge of a drift which had been run in some
eighty feet, says the Bangor Whig. One of the
men accidentally stuck his pick into tin; ground
when he discovered almost a solid bed of zinc.
Mr. Vague, superintendent of all tin; mines,
says that the vein will assay titty per cent, zinc,
lit; has sent to New York for men to work it.
The quarterly meeting of tin* Maine Industrial
Sehool for Girls was held at the office of the
treasurer in ilallowcll, dune 10th.
Twelve
girls were committed during the past quarter.
The reports of the manager and treasurer were
approved. Funds are still needed for furnishing the new building. Routine business was
transacted, and the hoard adjourned to meet
the second Wednesday in September.

Clippings.
Congressman Rood, of Maim.*, gets

more fun
tin: session of the House than any other
man, and all at the expense of the Democratic
members. [Concord Monitor.
Men who were in the ranks of the opposition
in the last presidential campaign frequently deplore the mischance by which Mr. Maine failed
of election.
They will be found among his
supporters in ’8S.‘ [Bath Times.
For what could ex-Governor (Jracelon desire
or he willing to accept the nomination of his
party in this district as a candidate for congress?
It is simply submitting himself as a political
eada ver for the dissecting knife. [Rockland
Free Press.

C.

THE CROP OUTLOOK.

During the coming campaign, New Jersey
elects seven congressmen, the governor, the
entire assembly and about one-third of the
senate. The new legislature will choose a U.
S. Senator. The state constitution prohibits two
terms in succession to the same governor.

CONGRKSSM

AN

A Faithful

yours,

A. Boi tki.i.k.

Congressman.

We doubt if any member of Congress has in
so short a time
accomplished such practical results for bis constituency as has our present
etlieicnt Congressman, lion. Seth L. Milliken.
Since bis term as representative began be has
been instrumental in securing the passage of
the following bills which have been of great
importance to many of bis constituents: Tin;
Augusta post-otliee Dill which appropriated
$150,000; a bill appropriating $15,000 for the
repair and improvement of the Belfast Custom
Mouse; a bill appropriating $10,000 for a lighthouse in Frenchman’s Bay; a bill appropriating $5,000 for Col. Bangs A: Co. of Waterville
for supplies taken during the war.
lie lias
secured by bis efforts the passage of a bill
making Mount Desert Ferry a port of entry;
a bill granting a Board of Pension Commissioners at Castinc; secured the establishment of an
innumerable number of new post-otticcs in his
district; and advocated and secured the pasof more than one hundred private pension
sage
bills. We notice that a correspondent in the
Argus has attempted to belittle Mr. Millikcn’s
influence .in Washington, hut his success in a
democratic House is a perfect answer to any
criticisms that can be made upon bis standing
and influence in that body. This correspondent of the Argus is the son of a gentleman for
whom Mr. Milliken devoted a great deal of
time to secure the passage of a pension hill
granting him $72 pension per month. It was
done at the solicitation of this Argus correspondent, and he is now repaying Mr. Milliken
for his efforts in behalf of his father. [Kennebec Journal.

The democratic papers have begun in their
usual campaign style to throw mud at Mr. Bodwell. Mr. Bodwell has hundreds of personal
friends among democrats, whom this kind of
warfare upon him will arouse to mutiny and
revolt. [Kennebec Journal.
The editors of Democratic papers, in Maine,
who have not succeeded in inserting their snout
in the government trough, are expected to defend and make popular those fortunate gentlemen who have been honored with a fat ottice,
in the coming campaign. [Fairfield Journal.

The Democratic candidates for governor
since the war. up to the present year, have
been Joseph Howard, Eben F. Pillsbury,
(three times), Franklin Smith, Charles W.
Roberts, (twice), Charles P. Kimball, (twice),
Joseph Titeomb, (twice) Joseph H. Williams,
Alonzo Garcelon and HarrisM. Plaisted (twice).
Two of them—Gen. Roberts and Gen. Plaisted
-(the latter was thrust upon them by the Greenbackers) were sohliers. All the rest were
civilians. It will be observed that the men they
have especially delighted to honor is the lloii.
Elien ¥. Pillsbury, whom they nominated three
times in succession. Ami they gave him 66,000
votes, while two vears afterwards they gave to
Gen. Roberts, who was a brave soldier, only
45,000. Eleven thousand more Democrats
turned out to throw their ballots for the mail
who stigmatized the soldiers as “Lincoln’s
hirelings,” than went to the polls to vote for the
gallant colonel of the Second Maine. That’s
the way they have been loving the soldier.
[Portland Press.
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Richmond has become deeply interested in
the subject of a system of water works for the
village, and a town meeting has been called to
take action on the matter. It is proposed to
establish a system providing tin* town will agree
to pay a certain sum each year for the use of
the same for fire purposes. Forty hydrants
will he placed in different parts of the village,
so the proposition runs, the water to he taken
from the Kennebec, and a distributing reservoir to he located about one mile from the
village at an elevation two hundred feet above
high water level. Richmond is poorly provided
with appliances for lighting tire, and such a
system would he of vast advantage to the place
in that respect.
Rath wants water and Dr. A. S. Fuller says
that if she has water works she must have a
system of sewerage. The health of the place
will demand it. The Times says the chances
appear that Rath will not vote for waterworks
this year, unless figures very much more favorable and more within the city’s means can
he obtained.

STIRRING

Democratic Rule

Coming Campaign.

lion. C. A. Boutelle was detained in Washington by his duties as Representative, but
sent to the President of the fourth congressional district convention a letter, in which, after
expressing his appreciation of the honors conferred upon him by the voters,of the district,
he said:
The Republican party of Maine is about entering upon a most important campaign under
very cheering auspices, but the history of the
stubborn contests always made by our ancient
foe, the Democracy, should warn us against
any of that over-conlidenee that relaxes effort,
or the apathy that furnishes incentive to the
zeal of our opponents.
Maine is to render judgment upon the attempt
of the Democratic party to conduct the National Administration, aud its verdict of "n'ritjhed
in the balance and fan nd irantintjf' should be
given with an emphasis that will ring through
the country like a trumpet-blast.
A year and a half of Democratic rule has exposed the hollow mockery of that party's pretentions, demonstrated the falsehood of its
electioneering slander of Republican administration, and humiliatingly advertised Democratic incapability.
Instead of “turning Republican rascals out."
the penitentiaries have been ransacked for
Democratic appointees to office. Instead of
"cleansing the Augean stables" the second year
of the "Reform" Administration finds a Democratic House of Representatives vainly seeking
to whitewash a stupendous scandal of jobbery
in which Cabinet Ministers figure as principals
and their Democratic subordinates as accessories.
Instead of lifting high the banner of “Civil
Service Reforn" under which the Mugwump
contingent rallied for "< 'leveland and Cure Bolities" in 1SS4-, it has been used as a door-mat by
that distinguished office-broker. Fugene Higgins, and has been trampled under the muddy
boots of the "hungry and thirsty" until a Democratic Commissioner of IVnsions is enabled to
testify that “under the rules" as now applied
lie obtained 14S Democrats out. of l.VJ appointments, and the Democrats of the House are
proposing to amend the law so that the "Reform" party can grab the other four.
Instead of proving a distinctively Amertcan
administration, it** Bostmaster General has
nullified the laws by refusing to afford the encouragement to American steamship lines that
was voted by Congress, while paying instead
large sums to the subsidized steamers of foreign countries. And a Democratic Committee
is now championing in a Democratic House a
bill that proposes to strike down the last bulwark of our shipping interests by opening our
foreign and coastwise trade to* vessels built !
abroad.
Instead of “restoring our Navy," the Democratic administration has signalized its policy
only by a wanton destruction of the bnsincs-.
of that enterprising Irish American, John
Roach, whose work of a life-time had been the
creation of the greatest ship-building establishment on this side of the Atlantic; while the
Department that has paid many thousands of
dollars to British draftsmen for plans, has
been unable thus far to furnish designs of the
vessels provided for by the last Congress.
Instead of the “retrenchment and economy”
that was promised, the estimates for expenditures have been largely increased, and we lind
the Democratic State Convention of Maim: in
its platform denouncing a Congress in which
its party has a large working majority for having "derated si.r nionths of its labors and all
of its int/enniftj in derisintj mn/s and means
to dr/defe the treasury of its snr/i/ns millions. to the netfleet ot i invariant Irt/is/ation." The same I Vmocratic State ('on vent ion
denounced the Democratic House of Representatives "for its etrarajaner and trash
fnlness in the a ftfiroftrial ion of n <at rhj jiff to-n
million dollars of t/a jn'O file's monrj." j|| the
River and Harbor Bill, at/ainsl tr/tirh. 1 may
remark, were recorded the votes of all the Republican Representatives from Maim*.
Instead of upholding the dignity of our Government abroad, our relations with two important nationalities have been impaired by tin*
presistent attempt to thrust upon them an offensive champion of rebellion, and as a result
we arc to-day without representation at the
< Mi the other hand the utter
< ourt of Austria.
lack of energy or apparent interest in maintaining the rights of our li>hormeii liar oncouragvd
the < anadians to set up a ridiculous pretence of
a "Dominion Navy" that i- pursuing ami seizing our unarmed vessels in defiance and derision
of the power of the Cnited states.
Instead of bringing tin* “increased prosperity" and the "good times" that were promised
by the Democratic, press and orators before
election, we have business disturbances in all
parts of tin* country, capital and labor thrown
into antagonism disastrous to both and fruitful
of violence and dire suffering for the working
people. Ami while our imports are increasing
at the rate of sso.boo.ooo per year, instead of
legislation to shut out this vast product of
foreign labor and give employment in it- production at home, we have a Democratic Ways
and Means Committee brandishing before tin*
paralyzed industries of the country a tariff
hill proposing to throw the gates open still
wider to the manufacture of pauper labor in
Furope. and striking with eijiially murderous
intent at the lumber industries of Maim* and
the wool-growing interests of our own and
other States.
But the limits of a letter will not suffice for
even an index of the developments of Democratic unfitness for the control of this great
country. Its alliances for generations have
been with tin* influences deadly opposed to tin*
progress and welfare of the Nation, and it is
still joined to its idols.
The people who responded to the rail of an
imperilled country in isffl and who sustained
Rresideiit Lincoln throughout the dark days
and years of strife, have looked on with amazement to see the one-armed and one-legged
defenders of the Cnion, dismissed from tin*
Nation's service to make room for those
who fought against it. And tin* same loyal
peoplu have not failed to note that while a
Democratic House lavishes millions of useless
expenditure along the banks of Southern
streams, and hastens to grant pensions by wholesale to thousands of Confederate soldiers who
were on the army rolls during tin* Mexican
w ar. sixty-two ox-Confodorate Representatives
record themselves against the increase of St
per month to the windows of those who gave
their lives for their country, and the important
bills that Would relieve the needs of the disabled veterans of the Cnion are thrust aside
and left to die unrcached upon the calendar.
The accession of Democracy to power has
given new life to tin* mischievous dogmas of
State Rights and has fanned tin* embers of
the “Lost Cause" until Jeff. Davis, himself,
has emerged from his obscurity to warm tin*
skeleton lingers of unrepentant treason o\* r
tin: glowing ashes of Rebellion, while tintrophies of Union triumph are packed away in
cellars at the National Capital, and memorials
of loyal achievement are pulled down to conciliate men who still glory in their efforts to destroy the Republic, imposing monuments of tin*
Confederacy are dedicated at the seat of the
rebel government at Montgomery and Richmond, an ex-rebel Major-General boldly deFdwin M. Stanton on tin* floor of
nounces
Congrcss.asa “conspirator,'’ ex-rebel Senators
eulogize tin* archtraitor as a patriot, and the
holders of < 'onfederate bonds appear by counsel
before* a Democratic House Committee to demand their payment by the United States.
The one safe-guard'against this tide of incompetency and reaction i> to be found in the
success of the Republican party. Now, as heretofore, it stands as the only safe custodian of
the interests of the Nation under whose guidance it was preserved from a Democratic rebellion that covered the land with graves. Maim:
speaks first, and the Republicans of tin* Fourth
District can do much to add power and emphasis to tin* utterance. 1 have no doubt that
thev will sneak in September in tones worthy of
their patriotic record in war and in peace.
Again expressing my deep gratitude for the
more than generous favor of my constituents,
and with best wishes to each and all, I am.

POLITICAL POINTS.

Democratic Love for the Soldier.

The Maine agent of the Agricultural Departin his report for May says:
The month of May throughout the entire
State was most favorable to a,;rif u'.turul operations.
Indeed, the month was remarkable

A

Oxford writes to the Lewiston Journal: i
notice that some of the democratic papers claim
votes for their candidate for governor on the
ground that he is an active member of the G.
A. it. and the (J range. I desire to inform your
readers that Mr. Edwards is neither a member
of tlieG. A. U. nor of the Orange. It is not
well to seek votes under false pretences.
The Maine Prohibitionists nominated Aaron
Clark of Buxton for Governor. They also
nominated T. B. Hussey and Col. W. T. Eustis
for Congress from the* First and Second Districts respectively.
S. W. Matthews, editor of the Aroostook
Republican, has withdrawn his name as a candidate for senatorial honors in Aroostook
county.

TOWNS THAT WILL TAKE WATER.

ment

The

conditions were all favorable for farm work
and the rapid growth of all farm crops.
Winter wheat and rye are grown to but limited extent. The condition of these crops is
fully up to the average of former seasons.
Correspondents report splendid condition for
clover, with acreage same as last year. There
was no injury from spring freezing or killing,
ami the month has been exceedingly favorable.
From all parts of the State the reports are
that apple orchards blossomed profusely, and
tin; condition of trees, and prospect of fruit,
indicate a crop fully up to the average of the
bearing year.

MAINE FARMER.

On Thursday last the Maine Farmer published its annual early review of the crops, gathered from nearly loo correspondents in different
parts of the State, all practical farmers. The

up the hav
increase; in

1886.

I

Republican

vs.

Rule.

In tin* House of Representatives June 12,
Mr. Gibson, of Maryland, made an attack up-

Literary

26.

News and Notes.

The May number of the New Moon (Lowell,
Mass.,) contains the usual quota of short stories and well-edited departments.

the present civil service rules. In the
or his remarks he said :
Frank 1L Stockton’s novelette, which will
Air. Chairman, if after a period of more than begin in the August < enturv and run through
a quarter of a century of Republican misrule, if
three numbers, is called “The ( asting Away of
after more than a quarter of a century of
abuse of power, that abuse of power has be- Mrs. Leeks and Mrs. Aleshine.*’
come so tlagrant and the incrustations upon the
In the duly number of the < enturv there will
civil service have become such as to contaminate
the Government, it is not now that the Demo- be printed an anecdotal sketch of Mr. Stockton,
cratic party should seek to rectify and restore entitled, “The Author of ‘The Lady, or The
the public, set vice by the adoption of alien and
ISuel, with portrait.
Tiger?'
by r.
spurious usages. For Ii fty years the Democratic party bore sway in the* councils of this
Rev. Ilenry Ward Beecher's sermons delivnation. For fifty years under Democratic rule
er'd by him during his present visit to Fngland
was our
honor maintained and our public
credit preserved at home and abroad. During are to be specially reported and published
all these years no bitter strifes between labor monthly in verbatim in The Brooklyn Magaand capital characterized its reign; on tin* conzine.
trary, the blessings of Government, like the
dews of heaven, fell alike upon the rich man
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher has promised to
and the poor man. During all these years this
furnish The Brooklyn Magazine with a series
Government of ours was normal and healthy;
of “Letters from Fngland” during her sojourn
and its vigorous, robust, and lusty organism
was plied with no such nauseous nostrum a>
abroad. The “letters" will consist of impres“civil-service reform." No ills of the Demosions of persons, places and incidents which
cratic party required such a panacea.
ma\ i-oine under Mrs. Beecher’s observation.
When tin* speaker resumed bis seat Mr. AlilNo article1 in the July numberof the Atlantic
liken obtained the floor,and replied as follows: j
Air. Chairman, in the brief time allowed me i will attract more attention than the Autocrat’s
(and I do not know that I shall occupy even all engaging description of his first visit to Kurope,
of it ) I do not propose to answer tin* diatribe
more than lift\ years ago.
I>r. Holmes has
of the gentleman who lias just taken his scut
against the Republican party. In its twenty- written nothing for a long time more charming
four years of "misrule," as lie designates it. lie in
quality or more thoroughly characteristic.
includes the four years from lst;i to lsof).
When the Republican party was organizing Philip Hilbert Hamerton gives the tirst paper
the forces of this country to save its life, was of his series, “French and Fnglish," which bids
that “misrule?" I do not mean to rcllcrt upon
fair to be as interesting and valuable as his deany gentleman in this House, but I ask the lightful book “Round
my House.’’ In these
question, when it abolished slavery, was that
"misrule?" When it gave free homesteads t«> articles he will indicate the di lie retires in manthe people, was that “misrule?" When it es- ners and morals, modes of life and of
thought,
tablished universal sullrage, together with unibetween the neighboring nations. As an Fngversal forgiveness of those who had been in
lishman who has been for years really domestiarms against tin* Government, was that "misrule?"
Wlu*n it reconst meted the Go\ eminent cated in France1, there is a peculiar fitness in
so as to hurry the rebel State* ba«*k into their
his doing this. Heorge Frederic Parson’s vigformer relations in the Fnion. was that "misrule?" When it so administered the finances orous, clearly reasoned, and extremely sensible
as to reduce the public debt from three thouspaper on “The ! .uhor Question" is a timely conand millions in is(i”> to less than fifteen huntribution. John Fisko has another noteworthy
dred millions in issf, was that "misrule?"
When it reduced the rate of interest from 12 article relating to the time of confusion and almost bankruptcy succeeding the Revolutionary
per cent, in Duo to J» per cent, in Inn.-), raised
the public credit to the highest plain*, at the
War. “The Princes*. < a>amassima," perhaps
same time restoring specie payment, leaving in
the strongest novel Mr. James has ever writpeace and prosperity a government which it
took from you in the convulsions of rebellion ten, grows absorbingly interesting. There are
and war, was that “misrule?”
installments of ('raddoek’s “In the < louds" and
The Republican party needs no defence. It
lias made it* history to the present time and by
Bishop's “'flic Holden Justice,'* and a good
it we are willing it shall be judged. Let tin* short story, “Sibyl the Savage," by Mrs.
conclude what 1 have te say on this point by <
hampney. There are. of course, some excelpredicting that when tin* future* historian 'hall
lent literary articles, tin- most noticeable being
come to write down the transaction' of this
generation lie will fail not to make it Hear in Miss Presfon's admirable paper on “Ouida.”
the leaves of his volume that the grandest and The <
ontributors' < ’luband Books of the Month
proudest pages of American lii'tory were
complete a remarkable number, which fitly
made by the Republican party of this time.
This is a spirited defence, but as Air. Milli- open* the fifty-eighth volume of the magazine.
Houghton. Milflin A Ho.. Boston.
ken was limited by tin- rules to live minutes lie
The Art Amateur for July contains a very
could not “carry tin; war into Africa" by
showing how unfounded were the boasts as to attractive colored plate of yellow roses by Julia
Dillon, decorations for a fruit plate icherry
the honorable record of the Democratic party.
It was under Democratic rule the conspiracy blossoms), and a cup and saucer (Virginia
took shape that developed into our < i\il war, creeper), and half a dozen pages of designs for
with its attendant evils—all dm* to the party embroidery and brass hammering, outline
eulogized hy,the member from Maryland. The sketches and monograms (in L ). 'flu Loudon
history of every Democratic administration and New York picture exhibitions receive
from Jackson down reeks with jobbery and
special attention: the valuable articles on
corruption. An analysis of tin- aggregates and sketching from nature, water color painting
ratios of los'es under Democratic and Republiand flower painting in oils, are continued, and
can administrations show* that although tinthere is another of the suggestive “talks with
aggregate collections and disbur'cments under Amanda.” thi* time on “tone." An account of
the Republicans were over live times greater tile Sevres mumifactor.
imillustrated,
than under Democratic rule lowing to war and a long article on the draw in- room is full
ex pi uses caused by tin- Democratic rebellion
of suggestions.
Amateur photographers will
tin* aggregali lo'ses under Democratic reform liml some practical hints for summer work, and
were slo.ono.ooo greater Ilian under Republithere i> an e\ client article b-r needleworkers

on

course

t >
cans, and in the aggregate ratio of loss.
every $1,000 were nearly ten times greater.
«The financial history of tin- Democratie administrations prevents an almost unbroken array

deficits, impaired public credit ami liiuh

<d'

rates of interest.
In DAT the treasury was
empty and the government practically bankrupt. Flic election frauds of tin- Democrat ie

party, practiced at every election, and continued to-day w believer and wherever t hey .»nt re!
the- election machinery, are known of all men.
That party is to-day in it* policy, as shown
by tin- course of it' leaders in <'ingress,
the enemy of tin- workingman and of every
American indu-dry. Its free trade nn-asuri-'
would place our working people upon a level
the pauper labor of Fiirope; and w>under the present Admiui't rat nm

with
hav

seen

the whole power of the government ii'cd to
crush and ruin a single individual who-., industry and enterprise bad built up a plant for
iron shipbuilding that could and did nnnpet.with tin* yards on the other side of the Atlantic.

arraignment might be s xteiuled indid space permit: but eiiouvib has
been said to show the falsity of the picture
presented by thi' .Maryland Democrat, UnThis

definitely

friend of Higgins and
reform.

t

lie foe of civil

ice

'i-rv

special use*, of different stilrlics. Price Jo
Montague Marks, Publisher, 23 I’nion
Square. New York.

on

cents.

The Hon. havid A. Wells continue* in tlit;
number of “Tlm Popular Science Monthly"

Inly

his “Feoimmm Study of Mexico." with a paper
eoiisiderinu the disadvantage* which :ire indicted upon that country by its bad system* of
taxation and by tic- tmlmalthiims* of its capita!
and its principal *i aport
The series will close
wi; h another paper, in which will be considered
the relations which the I'nited States should
maintain with M< x!••*». “liarthquake* and
other Seismic Movements" ui\es a summary,
made clearer by appropriate illustrations, of
the results of the latest studies of the nature

earthquakes and of inquiries into their origin.
In "\ii experiment in vik-< iiltuiv," Maruarette W. Brooks uives a chapter of her own ex
perieiic«r in tile matter, from which it may he

"l

inferred that it will not b

profitable

to

try

to

establish that branch of industry in the I'nited
In “Tlie lniliieiiec of I-\creise upon
States.
Health," Professor Biehards, of Yale College,
t lie _d\ in_' of a more prominent share

pleads for

attention in education to physical culture.
Mr. dohn < Welch, in a paper on “Trausportation and the 1-«•<leral Covermm nt." presents

of

argument in favor of the (bmeral Covernsteppimr in to repress the growth of monopoly ami eiieoiirau'■ competition in railroad

an

meiit

Generalities.
California fanners Insure Ilieir crops.
I'ncle Sam has about (>000 law suits
Cholera and the small-pox

are

<.n

!i:u

-1.

rauiuy in .Jap-

an.

China is to huild a palace in Washington for
her representatives.
Tile military yuan! at Ccm-ral Cram’s tomb
removed d urn* do.

w as

l ocal option is spreading rapidly in T>
and in Mississippi.

x:e

The outlook in the iron trades is reported
beiny most cm-ourauine.
'This year’s w heat crop is the headed
harv• -.ted in < alifornia.

buildinu and nianairenient.
In “Ceolo^ieal
Climate in IliJi Latitudes," Professor (
B.
Warring seeks to act omit for the uniformity of
climate w hich appears to have prevailed over
the eartii diirinjr the Tertiary period, by the

liy potties is that there was then lm, or very little, obliquity to tin* ecliptic, and lliat a srreater
abundance of earbonie a-id in the atmosphere
than now exists contributed to “blanket" the
earth. Mrs. Fanny 1>. Bcruen contributes an
interestin'; paper on “Animal and Plant Lore
( hildmi." a
portion of a special study she is
making of the subject. lTotV**..r Ambrose L.
Hammy furnishes a valuable paper, embody mu
many practical precept* on “Tim Care of the
Brain." dames s;. ( \\ ells, Ph. !>.. uives an account of he Bow r-Barlf process for inakinu
"Bustles* Iron.” M. A. I)aubr<e, author of
systi mati< investigations on the subject, tells
w hat
i* know n resp, tinu “Tim origin and
>;nmtuiv of Meteorites." The manufacture of
•Bohemian Class" is desc ribed by Professor
Heinrich Schwarz: M. d. Thoulet discusses
of

a*

c\<r

The Pope decrees that Catholics should
join the Kniyhts of I.abor.

not

( T ns:il-(ieneral Winchester tiiuls dices,
Switzerland over 200 years old.

in

«

Mrs. Harriet l»eee:i. r Stowe lias jud passed
the Tdth milestone on life's road.
The

Cnitarian Association buildiicj just
lloston cost S'ioo.ooo.

new

completed in

The special postal delivery in lln-ion is dc
creasing, because of bad service.

niversity postpones
the proposed admission of women.
I’.rown

I

a

dccisjuu

,u

Mrs. (Tevdand. a" well as her siste -in-law
Is saill to aspire for literary honors.
A

dispatch from London

seal fisheries have been

an

says the Cr
entire failure.

nland

Harvard College has repealed the law compelling students to attend early mommy prayers.

Fifty thousand acres of crops and two villages have been destroyed by tloods in Himyary.

Henry (ieorge, after investigation, reports
that the miners are the worst paid workingmen
in the I'nited State.

"Tim I Vvrlopnient of Minerals." The “FditoF*
I a CL
paper on “Seiemv and tlm Slate" expos
fact* which deserve
be pondered.
A porran and a *ki tel» are uiven of "< ierard Mercator," the famous u'i ouraphei* of tlm *ixtecnth
s

century.
New
cents a

,'l ork

:

l>.

Appleton

number, >•'*

a

.V

<'oinpaey.

Fifty

year.

The Vermont

Platform.

The platform <»t tin Vermont Republican
< on\ cut ion, like that of the
Republicans of
Maine, i' made of '■ound Republican timber.
There i-, no e>>eiitial difference except in regard
t«* local «|iie>tion>, and it i> sate to
say that other
Republican State < '.»n\ eufion* will reiterate the
>anu* 'eiitiinent' which are found in the
platforms of Vermont and Maine.
The Vermont
contain' one timely declaraplat form, how
tion, and that i' the one calling upon Republicans to discard past ditlerenees and unite to
tight future battles. That i' a mo>t sensible
«

Western erop reports indicate fair returns
from the wheat sections, with danger from

drought passed.
One

s'-heiue by which to raise money for the
of pensions is to put a tax on all inover $3000 per annum.

judgment.

Nothing

can

be

gained by fighting

the elections at Santiago, ( hi!i, recentgreat riot occurred and forty persons
killed and many wounded.

past dith-renco or b\ keeping alive ancient
Tin- light in the future- is all that,
can now interest the party, and that is the work
before it. To that end a cordial invitation
should be extended to all voters who are in general accord with tin- views of the Republican
party to join the organization regardless of past
ditlerenees. Such i' the voice of Vermont,and
the general party sentiment is in accord with
it. [Huston Journal.

Hobart I’asb.i, marshal of the Ottoman Umlie was an Englishman and entered the Sultan's service in 1*07.

Hon. Halii'ha A. Hrow in an address before
the Pennsylvania Farmers Institute, said there

payment
comes

The ways and means committee of the House
reported adversely on a resolution to restore
the larilVof 1*07 upon wool.
I Miring

ly

a

were

pire, is dead.

the yearly wool auction in Loudon dune
prices were still'. There were more than
150,000,000 pounds to be disposed of.
At
Hit 11

A novel ball costume is to be adopted by the
Eat Men's Base-hall dub of Orlando, Ela. It
consists of a Mother Hubbard dress.

attempt to assassinate the Mayor of
Karine, M is., with dynamite, resulted only in
the wounding of the bomb thrower.
An

Business

of Tacoma. M\ T., protested
final passage by Congress of the
Pacific railroad land grant forfeiture bill.

against

men

the

Only six democrats voted with the Senate republicans, to defeat the initial democratic
veinent for the repeal of the civilscrvice law.
Mr. J. Harris Rogers, of the l’an-Electric
Company, has begun suit against bis associates
for a dissolution of partnership and $100,000
damages.
The street railroad companies of Boston have
all been consolidated, with unlimited privileges
and powers, especially in regard to extending
their capital.

ltev. Henry Ward Beecher sailed for Europe
June 19th. Ife was accompanied by his wife,
and Mai. J. B. Pond, who will be bis agent
while abroad. The party was accompanied to
the boat by ('apt. II. F. Beecher, the divine’s
son, and Samuel Seoville, Beecher’s son-inlaw. Mr. and Mrs. Beecher will spend a few
days in London and then go on a tour through
Scotland, Ireland and Wales. The steamer
Hraud Republic, tilled with members of Beecher’s congregation, accompanied the steamer
down the bay.

to

The Dominion Government has commenced
the organization of regular customs ports in
the Northwest territories on a basis similar to
that which exists in the Eastern provinces.

'Governor Ilill of New York lias signed the
bill providing for an expenditure of about
$200,000 to double the capacity of the locks on
the Erie and Oswego canals.

Several Knights of Labor in New Haven, wlm
arrested for conspiracy in connection
with the boycott against the Journal and Courier, were lined.
were

An immense crowd attended the first public
reception of President Cleveland's bride and
many people were unable to gain admittance
the White House.

over

resentments.

20,ooo,<mm) laborers ami artisans in Kuropo
who work longer hours and receive much less
pay than prevail in this country. Any one of
those laborers can come here at an expense not

are

exceed £40 or £."»().
The higher wages now
paid in the I'nited States, as a result of the

to

protective tariff, induce hundreds of thousands
the Kuropean artisans to migrate to this

of

country. Yet higher wages and shorter hours
would probably increase that competition to a

point which would he ruinous to labor. 'Phis
is aside from any question of the ability of capital to pay higher rates. It w ould thus appear
that the real solution of the labor problem depends on a rate of wages not too high to destroy tin; profits of capital or to bring too great
a competition from the
poorly paid labor of
Fu rope.
The Hotel Mail mentions among the summer
which appeal for patronage without

resorts

making any discount for the difficulties of pronunciation, the following Maine hotels: Sagadahoc house, Requawke house, W eseoguinus
hotel, Roekamaka hotel, Rassamaquoddv house,
Kenduskeag hotel, Rentufrenga house, Mooselucmaguntie house, KaUihdin hotel, Alattawamkeag house, ( ockmwagin hotel, Aliquipagpa
hotel, Oquossoc hotel, Rresumpseott house and
the Quant abageook hotel.
Mr. F. R. Whipple, the distinguished essayist,
is dead.

Maine
NK"S

|

v

>

l.ossil*

10 »\\

Matters.

l'lIOM

,\ 1.1

Lowell. formerly of Portland, (’id. Fdwards
also made a brief address.
The Fourth Maine Battery held a reunion at
Augusta dune 23d, lifty-si’x comrades being
present. Abel Davis. of Pittsfield, was elected

of

O' F.|{

Im»1\ (HMMi:NC!-Mi;\
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|

I 11-1 rad ua till”' exercises of tin* class of X;
Iiowdoin occurred Thui'Mlav in tin- Brunswick
oil”ivirationalist church. The pro”raiuuic of
Hu- exercises was Us follow :

president.

The annual reunion of the First Maine Heavy
Artillery Association will he held at ohltuwn,
August 24th.

s

l.\. r. i-es for the iKyreiuif Bachelor of Arts.
>lent to the Anirlo.’sa\«>ns with l.aiin salutaFrederick Lincoln smith. \\ aterboro.
Arthur Uobiuson Butler, Portland.
l.\olutiuii. a 1,’ea-oiiahle Doctrine,
lr\ in# William Horne. I’.erlin. N il.
I lie I .a ml FHic-ibm of tin l nited Mate-.
l.e\ i Turner. Jr., s.micrv iIK*.
M iisi<
Ivni” .John,
4i, or-e siiilman 1
terry. Jr.. I>amariseotta.
I Yr-onalii in fie Modern s\ stem ,.f Labor.
< liarle- Albert Ihivis.
Portsmouth. V II.
Thomas Paine in the American Revolution.
John ( lenient Parker. Last Lebanon.
Music.
.lot.n \\ ielit.
i.eoiyre Merrill Norri-, Moniuouth.
socialism m tin I nit. J Stall'-.
< liarle- \\ bitei.mb Tmth
Hancock, \. li.
I d
ation. a I n-eipline for s«
ice.
M alter \ inton Wentworth. Boeklaml.
Music.
Lxerci-es for the Dcirrcc ot Master of Arts,
savanarola,
’Mr. M illiam Abbott Perkin-. Harvard. Mass.
\ alcdietorv in Latin.
*.Mi l.'luard Albert Packard. Vuburn.
( onlerriiiir d | >e«rrei-.

•

HATES ('< U.I.K.liK

Hir

Bates eommeneenient exercises opened Sunday afternoon with baccalaureate sermon at the
Main stri ct church by President (.'honey. The
sermon before the theological class in the evening by Ke\. James |.. Phillips, of M idnapore India. I he eommciieeineiit honors are as follows:
Naledietory, ( has. Hadlev. Lewiston: Salutatory. W. II. Hartshorn. Lisbon: ('lassies, F.
lb Nanny. NVindham. F. A. Merrill. Auburn:
Bheioric and Fnglish Literature, J. W. Fland-rs. Wilniot Flat. N. H. : A. F. Blanchard,
Farmington:
Psychology, (i. F. Paine. V.
Anson. F. II. Nickerson, Swamille; Mathematic, d. II. Williamson. Starks, L. II. Wentworth. N\ Lebanon; Modern Languages. II. M.
< In in y. Lebanon. N. II.: II. S.
Sleeper, Lewiston: Natural Sciences, j. NV. (JotV. Sangcrvillc.
11. Puim. s. Auburn: tor general sehoral'hip. I-. N\ Sand ford. Bow doiuhum. S. (i.
Bouncy Manchester. N. II.: F. F. Purlin, day :
II. (
Lowdeii, ( ornwallis. N. S.;('. F. Stevens
Lewiston: A. F. N'errill. Auburn: Miss A. s.
Tracy. Lew iston. The graduating class numbers 27. including one young lady
Of these. f>
intend to study medicine. 3 law 2 theology and
7 have chosen leaching as their profession.
Light of the class are calvinist Baptists, if,
Free Baptists, 2 ('ongregationali#ts. 2 Metho[ niversalists.
dists,

Prayer.

Benediction.
■*

Lxcused.
At i* a. M.

tin alumni association met in
Admits Hall, and tin follow imr business was
transacted: Hr. F. IF tierrisli, president, lead
paper bearing upon the candidacy for the
board of overseers. Fdward >; an wood. class
a

ol

‘til, and F. 11. (L-rrish, of ’lib.

were

COMMENCEMENT.

I M\

Kt;s.\I.IS|

s

a

r.

onvi n

n»n.

elected

At the nu etimr of the boards tin- follow ing
business w;i- transacted: Thanks were tendered to t>. Means for tin -ift of s-jooo for the
fi undiii” of a 'i'!ii'laI’sJiip. in
memory of liis
brother. lie\. Jann Mi alls of the class of
I In- I'lofis-or
I naiural hi'torv i- I" have
"He assistant and the librarian one.
Bin lie
b’t advanced standiii” i' five dollars
per term
• listen ;
f twi nty-live dollars. Me-sis. ( handler mid Pi< -id« i.t Pciepseot weie authorized to
contract w ith the p. i. ps.ot Water < <*.. for

water, and >=:‘.Jo was appropriated for tin care
and repair on the art coll* eiioii.
lh
deirri * of 1 hietor <»f I >i\ inii\ w as e.»nferred up",: KY\. Win. DcWitt llvde. The
ile”Tc. of A. IF. "II! of nilirsc. \\:i- eolifelTeil
IF
< ;ri,|ve F. llarrinian
upon Herbert
ami Fred A. Power- of
as-‘To.
l ie b< _r- e of A. IF Was conferred Upon the
f *llow :ii_ si iii"! -: A. It. Uutl« r. J. 11. Da\is.
M
1
Dike. M W. Kil”'ore. A. P. Kni”iit. A.
A. K imwJtoii.
M. M orris. J. <
Parker. F.
F. Hideout, IF F. smith. II. I.. T.m h*r, F.
Burner. Jr.. J. (
t tiller and W.
Went-I
worlb.
The decree **1 Master ot Science was
•'•nlerrcil li < harles A. < orli —. stu\vesant.
1', IF Jackson, XI. Tin (io"«!w di prize was
awarded t IT*
rick i.. smith.
The committee on the removal of the Medical School to Borland.
'*<»ITi d it inexp* dient
and accept".; tin- follow
elected overseers;
L11ward sianwT**i*l. 'id.
»kIv n : .las. MeKeeii. *t*4. New York: Dr. 1. »F (.« rri-h. Mb,
"I

■

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

A Prohibitionist writes to the Journal as
follows: The Prohibitionists will open their
campaign in this State early in August. It is
thought by some that 31 r. Aaron Clark who
has been nominated for Governor will inspire
no enthusiasm.
Col. W. T. Eustis of Dixtield
has been nominated for Congress in the second
district, and Timothy G. Ilcrsey of North
Berwick in the first district. It is stated that
Yolney B. Cushing of Bangor will be the

1JKI.IK1

I.A1UKS

Congress. Prof. L.

Temperance and labor vote.
< .Thornton
Libby, of Portland,Secretary of
the Prohibition state Committee, has written
Prof. Gowen a long letter asking if he does
not think Ladd would do for Congress, and if

'I In annual convention of the State belief
orps. bold in liiililefonl. elov.d hi-t j diur-dav
evening. In the afternoon th. follow inir state
otlie,

eleete.l and in-talled by Mrs.
of (.ardim r: I're-ident. Mi>.
< barle- F.
Moultmi of Auburn; Vice President. Mr-. IF F. William-of koekiand; ('baplain. Mrs. I K. sp.-ar "i Stott, bam : Treasurer,
Mr-. Julia l»r. w
t Auburn: < on.lmior. Miss
Portland.
Annie <
T'le decree of A. M Was eolife Ted upon til'
Wiley of Koekp.»rt; (ittard. Mr-. \\.
IF
ot
dew.tt
Portland:
Pa-t President Mrs.
follow iii”
Ihnrv A. Ba-eoiiil*. X,: Fdward
A M. sawyer, of Portland.
< iuise. 's;;: Jolm IF 1 »insinoi*. X,; FredHireetor-. Mrs.
M
erick li. Files, x;; K* >\ :• | IF <.>u!d.'7b: Fd-1 •L F. Hopkins of Viualh ivrii. Mr-, sarali (.<>odI'i'di
ot
bimrbam.
Mr-.
Herbert (.rant of Yarward F. IIolen. XI: * harles II. H. IIm or, ’74:
IF IInichin'. X;: Hcrh.-rt P. Kendall. ; iu u111\ i;Ie. Mr-, d. M. Fsan.-vof Libertv. Mr-.
J harles
The tna-urer- reM. A. Perkins. X;; U.-nsoii sevvall. Xi;i 1 -HIily 'v ri-dit of < amdeii.
( lias. II. Stetson. X; ; ||"l e *• F. >I|oW
port -bow- the organization to he in food
Xi and
standiim tiuaneially. Tin* numl.er of corps in
< has. >. \\ oo<lburv. Xi.
th.- state -n dune 1 |s\i. ,w;i> 2Fipii dime 1.
At cle\ *-n tin■ pr*»<■•-'mii w as formed in front
of Kind’s chap. I
Hon. « liarle- J. (.ilnian. lss(i.41. makitiu a irain for th.* year of IT: numl. lss:,; i;;7u, on dime l.
mi’i hea«le*l bv (.rimun r’* Band marched t*» : ber of member- dm:
the church oil tin- hill. After th«* commence- issii. 2<>pi. a irain for the year ot mp*.
ment exercise- i|,»- Alumni marched to dinner
MAIM
IlIslniMi At >ui ■IK I V.
at Memorial Ha I.
A- soon as tin- dinner was
At a me. tiiiu ot the Maine lii-torieal societv
finished. President Hyde introduced (*ov. Ho- at Adam’s
Haii brutisw ;. k. dunc lid the followj
bit as speaker.
Hi was soon followed bv Hi v.
otliei r- Wen- elected; Pre-idelil. dailies
•John <». W. Fi'ke. D. 1>. The >p, e|, «‘*f Dr. ing
M
Hradbtiry. Au-u-ta: \ i.-e Piv-idmt. bev.
Min. M. Hice was marked by genuine elosamuel 1
Hike. bath: < >.rre-poi.diiur SeereI.t tters of r- _rei wi re r< <vi\. d from j
11h•m*t.
William bo..|.;. Windham: IT.-a.-urcr,
Messrs. Heed. -i;s. Bout. lie. Millik* n. 1! ih-. D. tary.
Lew i- Pi -r.-.
biographer, do-epi, I*. W illiamol. I.dwar*l P inu iii”. ’bl,
story. *b”.
L
i- !in- s. .-r. t
iry. I.ihrarian and Cabi'poke lavorably upon sports.
net
H. W. i»ry a lit: Standing < omkeeper.
1 he class «>f "(ii; .liii. j at Prof. <
liapman"-. j1 mitt" biilu- K. sew ail. Win. P. Lapliam.
A r«-ception in tin-* •veiling in M»niorial Hal! b\
M
Could. Fdward II. Fiwell. dosejdi I>
tin President was a verv happy »*<•> a-ion.
W illiam-oii, dam.- P. Laxter.
Prof. Henry
<
lb
hapinar. re-id-til meml.er, (.Uie vaeaney
INM I. W I
! > M A INI'.
tilled by the election of bev. William
From tin Dili annual r.• j>.»rt of tin- ln*urIbWitt IF i.
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Kev. 17*1 ward Kven-tt Hale. 1*. !>.. will
At the lunarian conference to he held in
h*- orator of the day
H.- w ill deliver the same
on
Bangor
Sept. 2*1 h, 2»th and doth. Rev.
address that he will <rive at < hautainpia in AnBrook- Hereford. I >. I).. of Boston, will preach
2U*t.
Bev. .1. \\ Bash for*!. Hi. i>.. presiMent
Ineunfi-ivnox-rtnon.
of the Fry*-bun:
A**emhiy and Hr. Biekm ll of
Repiv-eutativ »• Milliken lias presented the
Boston. president of the ( liautainpia Teaeln-rs’
aetiiioii of Benjamin
Atherton and others
Bi-ailinu Fnion. w ill «1*1 iv«-r addresses concern»/ Maine, urging tin- passage of the Se nate pening their respective departments.
(Hover’s don
hill recommended hy the (Hand
Army.
Baud, 1 wenty pi*«*•*. w ill furnish excellent
Edmund II. Pendleton, brother of Minister
music. Midi members of the .-la** of Ds<; a*
iVndh-ton and author of “A Centennial Bocannot attend any of the assemblies
remay
hemian.*’ is said to he putting tin: finishing
ceive their diplomas from Hr. Hal*
'ouches to another society novel at Bar Harbor.
At Bar Harbor, openin«r
duly (itli and el.**m^
The annual reunion mid dinner of the ela-July hth. there w ill assemble one of the nn.sT )f ’"><*. Bowdoin College, was
held at the Sagnoteworthy convention- ever held within tin- idalioe House Bat h..I line 24. (>f
twenty-eight
limits of Maine—the o7th annual meetiiur of
of
the
class
eleven
were
present.
the Am*-ri«-an Institute *»f Instruction, w hii-li graduates
Ashland.
Ma-ardiand
adjoining plantawill probably draw to our favorite Maim- sumtions. with a population of o\cr 12(H). are now
mer resort three thousand of the
prominent rvithout the >ervhvs of a clergyman of anv deeducators, schoolmasters, teachers and school
lomination, tin: Episcopal rector. Rev.' Mr.
superintendents of ihi- country. I he program
larding, having removed to a more congenial
"f the lye* til 12 has been ]mblishe*l in the Jourield
of labor.
nal.
Among the President’s vetoes Moiniav was
The temperance camp ineetinp* at Sebairo
Senator Payne's hill to grant arrears of pension
Fake and Maranoeook oe«*ur at Sebatro Fake
0 Thomas S.
Ilopkin*. formerly a private of
July 24th and 2.7th, ami July 31st, Aujrust 1st at
ompany ( Sixteenth Maine Regiment. His
Maranoeook. F\t» n*iy«- arraip2**menfs arc be»ension
was granted in ]**() and lie asked one
in*: mad" for music ami speakers. Children's •ear's arrears.
day will be made very attractive. Senator Blair
The exercises of tin 4th of duly celebration
of New Hampshire ami
many -lisfimruished
it Augusta will occur at Monument Park, (ienspeakers are expected.
•ral II. M. Plaisted will he president of the dav,
The summer encampment of the Grand Armv
■\ Governor
Selden Connor will read the
ol Maine will tak<* place at Maranoeook immedeclaration of Independence and Hon. d. Mandiately after the election in September.
■hester Haynes will be orator of the occasion,
fin- city has slsoo to celebrate with.
A rllAXKI.l.ss l-KNSloXKK W KM. I’t
NISIIKH.
Mr. Freeman
Morse, who entered ConAmong the thirty bills votooil by the Presi- gress in 1*43. is II.
tin- oldest surviving memlier
1 lout.
Thursday, was one granting a pension of rom this State, with the
exception of Hannisot! per month and an
arrearage of soon to
bal Hamlin, and is still
in Liverpool,
a constituent of
Representative Millikon of vhere he has resided sinceliving
tin* expiration of
Maine. The \eto of the hill is a striking iniis
term
as consul at that place, to which lastance of just retribution of condign
punish- ! va- appointed hy President Lincoln in ls(ij.
mcnt for base ingratitude.
Mr. Millikcn. in
Seh. Reuben Eastman went up the Kenneto
it.
he
never
worked harder for
alluding
says
bec the other day Hying a Knights of Labor Hag.
anything in his life than to get that pension lull
Mn-of the Gardiner manufacturers said that he
through, lie could not possibly have worked nteinled to load her
hut on account of the
harder for it if the beneficiary bad been his
vnights of Labor Hag he decided not to do so.
own son or father,
lie secured the introducVt
last
accounts
she
was
without a load.
tion of the bill in the Senate, where it
passed,
and in reasonable time thereafter it
passed the
House. In the meantime, while he was giving
thurrh of bod.
every possible attention to it, the man for
The Bangor Whig publishes the official journal
whom lie was trying to get the pension
grow
f the seventh annual eldership Church of God of
impatient and began to abuse him. The old
man he says, had a son who is a
lainc, held at Dixmont Centre, dune IS. Officers
newspaper reand
lie
porter.
shortly
opened lire" hv writing rere chosen for the ensuing year (E. F. Hanson
tirades against him for neglecting his business,
s a member ol" the
standing committee) and it
and especially for neglecting his father (the
1 as voted that caeli
preacher report to the Elderwuuld-bc pensioner.)
These were published
m a democratic paper in his district. This veto
; hip; also, that the next Eldership be at North
Is possibly and probably due, lie added, to those
Toy. in dune, on Friday the nearest the*20th, 1SS7.
'he following is the report of churches: First in
newspaper articles written In that thankless ! >ixmont
not reported; two in Dixmont
reported
father’s silly son, although he (Mr. -Millikcn) J
dames Mitt-hell; lirst in Monroe by I. Bolton,
y
had nothing to do with it, and was sorrv that it ! t wo
by C. ( Moody; sear-port bv M. Ward ; ( liarwas vetoed.
eston by M. K. Curtis: Detroit ami Trov bv liar
!-
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The Maine
note that the

workingmen will be interested to
representative organ of the Democratic party in this State, the Argus, gives its
hearty approx al to an editorial from the New
York "tar denouncing the defeat of the Morrison bill and declaring that it xvas a “moderate

1

measure."

aimed

a

xx

hen

deadly

matter of fact
at nearly all of

as a

bloxv

that bill
Maine’s

important industries and has been vigorously
opposed by the wage earners all over tin* country. This is Democratic regard for the workingmen as indicated by a party organ. [Whig

and Courier.

points.

*•

Whig says the Penobscot county democonvention in Bangor xvas a funereal affair, only 4s persons having been present.
<
E. Littlefield of Rockland, writes to tin
Portland Press that the use of his name at the
prohibitory party’s county convention, as a
candidate for county attorney, xvas unauthorized. lie declines the nomination.
" •Ion (
base, in an interview xvith a Boston
Record correspondent, said he xvas solid for
Bod xx-ell. He added:
*1 have great faith in
Blaine, and believe there is no republican in
the country xx ho has such a hold on the
laboring
Hasses, lie xx-i 11 be renominated in ISKS, and
elected.
< ol. ( has. B. Morton of
Augusta is to be
Commissioner of Navigation, vice Jarvis Patten. removed. Capt. Patten was appointed at
the head of this bureau because of his eminent
tit ness as a seafaring man of large experience;
Morton is appointed as his successor because
he is a democrat for whom some place must
l-e found other than the
Augusta postotlice.
The
cratic

■

■

Generalities.
H"ine. the noted Spiritualist. is dead.

> >

I'lie

liieago AnareliMs
pri\ ately.

—

**-

**

I

>

REGIMKNTAI. Hm■ Nil

horn.

INS.

Churches not reported: Weld, West Freeman,
The Thirteenth Maine Regimental Associ- I ; •eu Vineyard, Cooper's Mills, West Wintei port,
itkinson.
ntion held its annual meeting at Flmwood
Ministers stationed
E. F. Hanson at Monroe
Hotel, Watcrvillc, June •>■>, ninety members
ml Dixmont; A. F. Brown,
Dixmont ami
Iielng present. These officers were chosen: | impson s Corner, Dixmont: Troy,
M.'E. Curtis, Trov
President, Dr. J. M. Hates of Yarmouth; Vice i nd Charleston; W. Gordon, first ehtireh
in MoiiPresidents, (.'apt. I- Andrews of Hiddeford, oe: Burton, at Thorndike ami Charleston; L. W.
('apt. It. T. Jordan of Boston; Treasurer and 1 taimmms, Islesboro; A. F. Itniwn, to see to the
'homelike chureli; H. Mills, to act as Missionary
Secretary, W. it. Gribben of Portland. The
ii Maine
next annual meeting will be held at Bangor.
The reunion of the Fifth Maine Regiment
Any Small Boj, with a Mirk,
occurred in Portland, Thursday. The program
included a carriage drive about the citv, ban- < an kill a tiger,—if the tiger happens to be found
hen
a little cub.
So consumption, that deadonly
at
the United States Hotel, welcome to
<iuet
est and most feared of diseases, in this
country,
visitipg comrades by Gov. Robie in behalf of an
be conquered and destroyed if Dr.
assuredly
the State and by Mayor Chapman in behalf of j iercc’s
“Golden Medical Discovery" lx- employed
the city, and oration by Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell
arly.

said to he drilling

of

now

tasked of for the

Congress.

More small bills will be issued
Secretary of the 'Treasury.
bt

ere

long by the

The pope decides that good Catholics cannot
rome Knights of Labor.

air reports are received of the condition of
j the wheat crops in the West.
l

But live presidential post-ottiees in Ma>saj ehu>etts remain to be tilled.
W
ury

hob-sale removals

Department

The

are

reported in the Treas-

Washington.
Pope-Overman suit, involving velocipede
at

patents, has been compromised.

The Government pavs in rent for buildings
in Washington sll4.(KN> annually.

llanlau easily defeated llosmer in the threesingle scull race at Lake St. Joseph, near

mile

Quebec. Saturday.

•Bulge Stanley Matthews

married last
wi eU in New York to Mrs.
Mary 1L Sheaker,
of Cleveland, Ohio.
was

Kx-President Arthur has gone to his summer
cottage at New London in hope that his health
will be benefited by the change.

■

■

he middle of duly is

adjournment

>

<

are

I hf crop prospects in Southern and Western
Nebraska are good.

e

..

(

Patti's wedding breakfast,according to an
old French custom, the bride presented to each
of the guests a piece of her garter.
At

i>

Secretary Whitney said Thursday that there
no truth in the report that he has
resigned,

and he added that he had

j

no

such intention.

The report of the Receiver of the bankrupt
tirm of Grant »V Ward shows that Ward carried on tin; entire business of the firm, his
partner being a mere figurehead.
W. II. II.
says a yacht of eight or ten
tons can he sailed four or five thousand miles
in America without passing out of inland water, and -never once pass over the same course

Murray

twice.”

It is said that Henry B. Payne’s election to
the l S. Senate from Ohio cost £20.1,(NX),
yet
only two Senators, Frye and Hoar, of the committee on pmileges think it best to attempt to
investigate the case.
The sum assumed and paid by the United
States Government for the war of the Revolution was siunn»,00U? the war of 1JS12 cost $115,<NM),(NN). the Mexican war $135,000,000, and the
war of the Rebellion
$0,180,920,905.
stated that the Chinese Government is to
build a palace in Washington for the residence
and otlicial us<* of its representatives to this
country. The cost of the ground and proposed
building is placed at half a million dollars.
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.Representative to Congress,

SETH L.

Bateman of Searsmont

C.

also talked of. He believes in the principles
of prohibition and was present at the Prohibition State Convention at Portland.
It is said
that some of the Democratic Prohibitionists in
Kennebec county are in favor of endorsing
lion. J. E. Ladd the Democratic candidate.
They claim that he is a true temperance man
and was elected Mayor of Gardiner by the

Knox comity Prohibitionists met at
I homaston. June U(>, K. S.
Yose, Cushing,
President. J. R. Clitl'ord, Camden, Secretary.
1 he following were nominated for
county otfi<*ers : Senators. W. W.
Perry, Camden, J. Fred
Hall. Rockland; County Attorney. Charles K.
Littlefield. Rockland; Sheriff, j! B. Loring,
Rockland; Treasurer, Silas Farrington, Rockland ; County < ommissioners, W. li. Bradford,
Cushing, long term, E. A. Mank, Rockland,
short term. Rev. C. J. Mills, Camden, chairman of the committee on resolutions, introduced resolutions condemning both the old
parties and pledging the convention to support
The attendance
only temperance workers.
was rather small.
A county committee was
chosen.

<

KVKUY

MILLIKEN,
Tariff

i-

Tin-

OlHl-s.

PUBLISHKD

of Belfast.

Tinkering,

The last

state

election in Missouri

came

so.

resulting in a democratic defeat that the
republicans are encouraged to make a thorough
organization of the party. 'The belief that the
Missouri democracy
have been dispelled.

are

invincible

seems

to

Judge Fullerton, who has undertaken the
securing payment of the rebel debt,
that because

a

Constitutional amend-

ment was adopted declaring the debt to he
illegal and void, the United States thus committed a stupendous blunder,
relieving the guilty
party from a just liability and wantonly destroying a debt it did not own, and with’ which it
had no rightful concern. Thus the amendment
creates a new liability for damages against the
United States measured by the value of the
property so destroyed. And Democratic Congressmen arc considering a hill based upon this

claim.

Clippings.
An alleged Portland correspondent of the
New t ork Herald says “Tom Reed is not as
popular as of old.”' This is indeed news.
[Portland Advertiser.
It is said that

some

time in the past Colonel

Edwards, the Democratic candidate for Governor in Maine, has referred to the Grand
Army
as "a political machine” and “a set of hummers.”

[Boston

Letter.

(“Hill Arp.”) Its circulation is about ten or
twelve thousand daily, with a Sunday circulation of some fifteen thousand. The other two
are evening papers and are
smaller affairs.

ATLANTA.

The finest street in Atlanta, the one on
arc
the most elegant residences and
grounds, is Peachtree Street. This name, by
the way. is an infallible test to discover whether a man is under the influence of wine or not.
If he can come home in the still watches of

his

Tariff* reform, in the language of the average
Democrat, means free trade, and the hills of
Mr. Morrison were a decided move in that direction, but specially designed to injure New
England industries and products. Thanks to
the efforts and votes of Mr. Randall and his
followers in the House, Mr. Morrison has been
twice defeated. Now Mr. Randall has framed
a bill and Mr. Morrison will don his war
paint,
array his forces and proceed to battle. This
may he great fun to these brother Democrats,
but. it is ruinous to the country. It is very evident that no tariff* measure, either good, bad

overcoat.
His right hand rests on a pillar
while his left pushes his outer coat aside, and
rests on his hip. The attitude is easy and natural.
The head is tipped slightly forward, the eyes
an

being downcast.

the unveiling of
this statue that Mr. .Jcflerson Davis created i
such a furor. Although “forgotten by the i
South," and laid by as “an imbecile old man."
and “having no following,” yet he succeeded in
It

riding up Peachtree

at

was

St.

some

miles

two

j

over

solid mass of flowers, which the school childstrewed in his path. If that was “being
forgotten,” I don’t think the .Southern people
have a very good “forgetterv.”
a

ren

indifferent,

ent

She will yet

The great Democratic victory in Oregon is
dwindling away. The Republicans have elected their candidate for Congress and about half
the State officers. The Democratic candidate
Governor is elected, simply because the
Republican candidate was opposed by a large
number of Republicans who did not likt his
for

views

on the liquor question.
The result of
the election shows tint the State is a reliable
Republican State on national issues.

In old times, when shipbuilding was brisk,
the vessels in the coasting trade averaged only
about 100 tons. The launch of a 1400 schooner
Bath the other day illustrates one reason
why not so many vessels are built as formerly.
The steam colliers and the huge hulks used
to transport coal, with the aid of tow boats, are
also taking employment from the present coastat

ing fleet.
Apropos

white

what does he do,
wait till lie gets out. of the ear? Not a bit of it.
he goes into the colored half and smokes. Supof
pose the colored man wants to smoke,
course he conus into the white end of the ear
and lights up hi- T. I>. and smokes and -pits in
the ai.-Ies. a- hi- white brother lias dime in the
other half? Well, I should smile to see that
done! If such a thing should be attempted,

item in the Journal the
Portland Press thinks it “eouhl indicate the
man,” who will head the Republican ticket
in the next Presidential campaign, but
says:
wIt will be us well at present not to exercise
a

recent

yankee propensities.
thing is certain.
It will not he. the lung wearing scold from
Kansas, John P. St. John.

our

One

wants to smoke

hand

Fifth street B located the West
Hotel, the grand entrance of which is on Fifth
street. The lirst story is built of marble, the

as

say, the

good

ears

a ear

to

provided for the colored

ple are exactly like those in which
ride, but this is not the rule.

the

First

Journal.

The indications are that Mr. Blaine will not
get Great Britain’s delegation in the next national Republican convention. Even tile mugwumps may envy the rage in which the Loudon
Press has been thrown by his home rule speech.
[Washington Hatchet.
Politicians are gradually working up to fever
heat, hut the Maine climate still remains cool
and comfortably inviting to the over heated and
over worked.
Maine lias beauty second to
none, her lakes and streams are the best in the
world, while her picturesque and extensive
coast is the admiration of all.
[Bath Times.
It is conceded that the prohibitory law is enforced ill Maine, with the exception of some of
the cities. Tile cities are the most easily given
to hack-sliding, and the work of
temperance
reform in Maine should now be largely directed
lo quickening the conscience of the
cities, and
to
bringing to hear on the powers that be that
most effective law—the law of public
opinion.
[Lewiston Journal.
A Democratic love-feast was held in
Portland,
last week, to bury the hatchet and map out a
scheme to whip the Republicans. Editor Boss
hob-nobbed with Chairman Brown, CM. Cromwell clasped hands with C'apt. Chase and Ids
fellow tabulators, aeross the bloodv chasm of
the count out, and “harmony,” with a stick in
it, flowed ill gushing streams.
[Biddeford
Journal.
Summer styles in ladies’hats are very p*vtty,hut
they will tic soon crowded out by somttMag later.
If you would have something that Isiu fashion the
year round buy Swedish Stove Polish.

An article on the temperance question from
the Portland Express, published on the fourth
page, is in full accord with the position taken
by the Journal, and we believe it expresses the
views of all practical temperance men and women.

The letter of Congressman Boutelle. published on the first page, gives expression to some
vital truths and is an able exposition of Re-

publican principles.
ing.

It merits

a

careful read-

The Couiite tie Paris has been exiled from
France and is in England. He has issued an
address to the French people.

peo-

white-

liiul that 1 have side tracketl a little from
< lark's [ 'niversitv, and will return
again, merely to say that from all I saw and heard, the stueager to learn, and are interested in
their work and as a general thing are good
scholars. Of course only the brighter cues
are

would care to attend,
the standard is higher
here than in the great mass of negroes. In an
article in the New York World, a strong Democratic paper, the correspondent says, in speaking of the Slater Fund, “The colored people
have a growing appreciation of education, and
this appreciation is notably shown in their efforts to help themselves.
As ;i
rule, the
churches make an assessment for educational
purposes, and the colored people are being
trained to give money to their educational interests." There can be no doubt, it seems to
me, that the only salvation of the negroes rc-ts

The great yacht

day,

was

race

handsomely

at

Marblehead,

won

Tuesby the Puritan.

The Priscilla took second place.
In Brief. Ira Berry of Portland, (lie Well
'known Grand Secretary of the Grand Lodge of
Masons of Maine for nmnv tears, was stricken
with paralysis Sunday. There is a chance for
recovery.The report that Secretary Manning has suffered a relapse is contradicted lit
his private secretary. On the contrary he is
improved both in health and in spirits.......Mr.
Blaine and family will take up their residence
at Bar Harhor for the season next
Monday.
The new steamship La Burgoync, from Havre,
which arrived at New York oil Saturday, made
the passage in 7 days, 5 hours and 8 minutes,
mean time, the fastest passage on record between the two ports, her average speed
being
a little over 18 1-4 miles
per hour. Her best
daily run was 435 miles.It is estimated that
the Randall tariff bill introduced in the House
Monday, would reduce the revenues of the government #34, 877, 055.Instead of 4,000 Maine
Democrats, less than 50, composed the party
that visited Bethel Monday to notify Mr. Kdwards of his nomination for Governor.On
Saturday a young son of Mr. L. it. .Morse, of
Union, was drowned while bathing.The
public debt statement for June, to be issued today, will show a reduction of about #10,000.
Law

Court.

Clerk of the Courts Berry has received the following rescript from the Law Court A m how .1. Stc v cos
vs. Charlotte B. Konkin.
“Motion and exceptions
overruled. Judgment on the verdict.”
Rescript—The evidence was somewhat conflicting. Several facts strongly supported the defence,
but there was evidence tending to support the demandant’s claim. After careful consideration of
all the evidence, we do not think the verdict is so
clearly wrong as to require us to set it aside. The
exceptions are not urged.

now

son

gulf.

contributors are Joel Chandler Harris, (“Uncle Remus,”) Sam Small, the revivalist, once
the

witty (“Old Si”)

and (’has.

II.

Smith,

Hennepin Boulevard,

As

we

pass

Twenty-fourth

street, away
the trees growing on
Lake of the Isles.
After

an set;

street

rising ground

as

we

we

catch

ride

on

a

glimpse of

and ascend

into full view of
the Lake and soon arrive at the main entrance
to Lake View Cemetery, from the heights of
which we get a magnificent view. This is a
beautiful spot. There are already many line
monuments,

resides here.
Maine

the modern improvements for a newspaper.
On its staff are Henry Grady ami E. P. Howell,
editorial writers, and among its well known

entered

Lake Calhoun, ami
some

other

There are three daily papers, the Constitution, a morning, and the Journal and Capitol
evening issues. The Constitution is one of the
most powerful papers in the South.
It occupies a building of its own, which contains all

have

crossing Thirtieth

also

Hon. Jonathan Norcross is anman.
Col. W. <
Morrill, of
Skowhegan, is Vice Pres, and Treas. of the
Western and Atlantic 1L 1L Col. A. E. Buck,
clerk of the l
S. court, is a son-in-law of
Judge II. K. Baker, of Hallowed. 11. I. Kimhall, for whom the Kimhall House is named, is
an architect, and
planned the hotel, and also
many other of the finest buildings here. Mr.
Kimhall ami his brother came here from Conn..
1 believe, but were originally from Maine,
near Portland, and are brothers of Hon. C. P.
Kimhall, formerly of Portland, now a resident
of Chicago. Oilier Maine names well known
here are Fairbanks Brothers, I,. B. Falhurn,
B. F. Langley, Burns, Thihadeau, .Smyth,
Watson, Bryant, Herbert, Harding, Drummond and Laneey.

We

Oil'to the right we
the hanks of the

higher position than they now hold.
Maine is well represented in Atlanta. Col.
L. 1*. Grant was a IVnobseot river man, 1
think. He lias donated an immense tract of
land to the city, which is called “Grant Park."
and will he one of the lincst parks in the South
in time, as the city makes an annual appro11 is

It

which extends to Thirtieth street, better
known as Lake street. We are now on rising
ground and when we reach the top of Lowry’s
hill get a line birds-eye view of tlie city and
tin- Mississippi river rolling on towards the

a

priation toward improving it.

stone.

the coming year, and it w ill then become tine
residence property. Has'ing on we come to
Thomas Lowry's residence on the right and

in their educating the rising generation among
them, and as this is done, they cannot help as-

suming

Baptist church, built of Kasota

will be tinished this fall and will he the finest
church edifice in the city. Kcv. W. T. Chase.
I>. !>., former!;. <>! Auburn, Me., is the pastor.
( Mi the left mar Twi I ft h street we
pass the St.
Haul's Episcopal church, a wooden structure.
We are now in the residence portion of the
avenue.
From sixth to Sixteenth streets artsome
At Eighteenth
very line resiliences.
street we pass Central Hark oil our left, with a
pond in the centre. The park is tastefully laid
out with walks running through it. and thickly
studded w ith trees. On the right, opposite the
park, is a marsh which will be tilled to grade

1

dents

of

built ot 'tone and of very imposing design. < >n
the right hand corner the foundation is beingput in for a twelve story family hotel to Inbuilt of brick. <Mi the right hand corner of
Tenth St. is the Hennepin Ave. M. F. church,
built of brick, opposite the foundation is laid
for a public library. One block farther away
on Tenth street. corner Hannon I’laee. is the

ride in, or as good a
seat at an entertainment, you raise tin* index
linger of your right hand to the lower lid of
your left eye. and slightly pull it down. I
would not advise argument. In some eases let

exactly

corner

others of red pressed brick, with terra cotta
trimmings. It i> six stories high, and said to
he the finest hotel in the country. Three blocks
farther on we conic to Fightli St., on the left
hand corner of which ground is now being
broken for a Masonic Temple, which is to be

that darkey would be tired out of the ear with
such force that if he started in January he
would not land before Hccember. The negroes
are not all ill treated in a civil rights sense.
'They have many rights that the whites have.
'They pay as much as a white man does fora
railroad ticket, or to go t.; u place of amusement, hut when anybody t» I Is you that they get

me

of

man

!

and it is

a

comparatively

new

from all the districts. They are now represented by republicans, and it is quite likely the
most of them will succeed themselves if they
so desire, witli the exception of Mr. Gilrtllan,

who was elected two years ago for the lirst
time by a very close vote as lit- did not draw
tin; full strength of his party. The Hon. Loren
Fletcher is an aspirant for the position.
lion. J. (i. Blaine’s speech at Portland was
published in full next day by our enterprising

morning daily The Tribune and was read with
great interest here. If Providence permits
him to become a candidate for president in
1SSS lie will receive a rousing majority from
this State.
Not a horse

owing

to

a

salary

of su.ooo per

running in the city to-day,
strike of the drivers, not for more
car

pay, bit because their seats have been taken
away from them and they are obliged to stand
all the time. What the* outcome will he remains to be seen. The drivers have the sympathy of the community as well afi of the Mayor
and police force.
f. n. w.

annum.

there is a place on earth when- "Nn (»|.D
S< >LI >1 Kli N I; 1:1 > APPLY" with
any hope;
tor success. |hat place i- t he
lit deim»« rat ipn
party vv ifh President < leveland as ji- !,■ id. r
If

-<

I

am.

oh’t

your

serv

ant.

James A. H

u.i

I N
M. I’.. »IfNi-’ ‘J<>, ’nii. This point
reached yesterday. The trusty wing \va>
weary with it- long flight. moistened with tin
mists of Puget Sound an-l discolored In tildust Mown through the ear window- while
making the thousand miles flight from the
Paeitie toast.
This i- a wonderful --by ; wonderful in its location: wonderful in its hi-tory:

wonder!ul in it« growth, and

wonderful
in it- tut tire prospects.
It was on
known athe ‘‘Last ( It a nee (i uleh,’* -’ll fist-tied so i.\ the
three lone. Weary miners who, di-app-dut-d i
the ill luck through long years of useless proj specting, drove their stakes down upon tin
bank of this tiny stream, re-olved to make
their last etlbrt to win a fortune. And as if to
reward them for their last heroic etlbrt tin
more

upturned soil revealed to them the yellow prize
for which they had sought -o long. It i- n--w
known as the “(teen of the Rockies,"christened
thus by every one who has seen her, a> she
sits on her throne Lion feet above the level
in grandeur much more regal than
that of a thousand < asars combined, an-l
sways her sceptre of soeia| and tinaueial power
over till the vast undeveloped Fmpires which
surround her. The etuis of the earth have

of th-- .-ca,

apparently totiehe-1 each -*tIn r in making up
her cosmopolitan --itizen-diip. Americans, Ln_lish. French. (irrnian. Scotch. lri-h. Chineand Negroes are thrown into an tmde-irabl.
but harmonious mass of humanity ten thousand »t rong. This is the greatest financial center
between
Paul ami the Paeitie. .Miliionnireare scattered thickly along these streets,
many
of whom hut

few years ago were roughing it
as prospectors among these mountains.
These
millions are now being invested in palatial
palaces, magnificent business blocks, and great
lines of railway, which will not only develop
the country but also bear the new born wealth
to this great centre of trade.
\
and -in run
riot here -lay and night.
The stream flows on
unchecked by even a show of Sunday observance, for saloons, gambling houses, -lance
houses and all such institutions reap their iin-'t
liberal and golden harvest on Sun-lay.
But it is not all bad. The eliurrii i- here in
force. Light
dilie- stand with open doorproclaiming the truth as it i- itt Christ. Many
of these societies have v igor and great enterprise ami are making a glorious ii_ lit for purity
an-l right. 1 enjoyed tin* privilege of sitting
a

this morning in the Broadway M L. church,
an-l in looking at so many -trance fae.
t wail pleasure to see across the aish- Mr. an-l Mr-.
Fred Carter, formerly of Belfast. After tinservice I lunched with them in tin ir p a-ant
home—a home made especially delightful by
the presence of two black eye-1, rosy eln-eke-L
veritable chips of the
old block. In that home at the foot of tin

curly haired little girls
mountain I also

Belfast faces ami B- Hast
scenery painted by 'Tuttle: Belfast names written itt an album by a scon* of bauds: and last,
but not least, was found the lat- -t copies of
the “dournaT* and ••Age" each tilled with B- 1fast

saw

marriages, tin- deaths, tin
graduations, the great Alderman'- struggle in
Will’d ’Two, and many other thing-, wa r. <>!
special interest to one who still rejoices in tin
'The

news.

fact that for three successive years the ••itinerwheel” landed him in Belfast. Maine men
are found in all parts of the West and the posiant

tions they occupy furnish conclusive proof that
their muscle, brain, an-l enterprise an- duly appreciated. It is marly time f--r tea i am to
speak in the Broadway < hur-h at ** o'clock thi-

evening. Aon may think it strange that I
should write a dournal letter on Sunday. But
as such occupation is far above tin- average of
employment of the Il- h-ner that I might plead
this as an ex-use. 'The truth is. how- v< r. 1 am
a little lonely and have thus found an outlet -»r
safety valve for sm h--motions. W fly t*• th«
‘•Yellowstone Bark” on the morrow. i. ."dhye.
District

Convention.

Democratic

We gave last week by telegraph til- :-<
tlit- Deuioeriitic third district ( ongiv--ioi
vention held
ville
II.

Sentinel

March «»f

Waterville .tunc

at

furnishes
Belfast

further

vva>

■

g.l

ie

• •; ia

a

>t

I

-n

Want
I

irnia r, ac-l

Ben Moore of North An —»n. —---rotary
Tin -•-in
m credent in Is reported 141
I-•legates iivm'iii,
; \\
.I<•. II.
apportioned as follow- Kenm-I-••
rset, :?.*>: Ilaneock, 7. The I'■•i!--\v
eoinniittee was appointed: >.-nicr-ct.
K <!<•>, d. .1. I’arlin.

Hall, Kennehec, I.
cork. Hamilton .loy

ing di-tri-a
\\

Wal-lo, Crosby Kovvlcr.

K.

|>.

(

I*,.

M. \Vinti. R. \V. Black Han
L. I!. ( b>oguiThe
-ntim-l

report continues
Nominations forrongrcssnirii wen then in
i.
Lan-lers of (.ar-liner in an able speech "it !•-■■! tin
tonne of .1. K. I.a-I-I -.1 «.ar-liner, a- a demo,-rat. a
frien-l of the laboring man. an-l an ;t\ovve-l --ham
pinnof thetemperaneeeausc. \ lln-ou-to Ma\-*i
La-id's victory in his own city ailed forth l-‘>u«l
applau-e. .1. .1. I’arlin ot Vn-m -eronile-l tinnomination amid applause. Wiiliam 11. Moody
|>rcsentcd the name <>i‘ Win. 1’ Tmmip—>u. e-.|.,
Belfast as a man of honesty ami capability. win--nomination would bring W al-lo back into the
democratic fold. II
A. Priest, es«|., ot Va.-sal
boro eloquently seconded Mr. Thompson's m-mina
tion, Jtis remarks being -upplcmcnted by a few
well timed words from Mayor Baker of Belfast.
< tn the first ballot Lad-l received
Thompson
*■'», lla-kcll g>, scattering I, sixty-seven being
m-cessary fora choice. Mr. Thompson in a grace
fill manner witlnlrew from the light, an-l Mr.’ L.ul-l
was nominate-l hy acclamation.
The nominee
was then called to the stand, and in a ter-busi
nessdike manner thanke*l the delegates ioi the
honor conferred upon him.
■

Fret*

Baptist Quarterly

Meeting.

and Peter Dunton of Jefferson as assistant clerk.
The churches generally reported hy letter, and a
general steadfastness was indicated in sonic of
them.
Sermons were preached by Kevs. \. J.
West of Islesboro, C. F. Penney of Yinulhaveil. I-.'.
Blake of South .Moutville. \V. II. l.ittletield ol
Vinalhaven, and licentiate McKinsley «>t W indsor.
Social meetings were held which were aniinalcd
and interesting.
The session closed i>\ the obser
vane.e of the Lord's snipper.
Mr. K. Mckinsley
passed a successful examination for the work of
the Christian Ministry, and will lie ordained at tinsession of the (Quarterly Meeting in Septemher to
in* held at South Jefferson. A social meeting was
held Sunday at !> A. M. in which lifty or more par
than

earnest

0

0

u

1
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Total.(S3 3f» 30

34

27

24

3

A
Belfast

tnanlmous Verdict.

emphatically

settled the aldcrnmnic mud

die hy the pronounced majority of 1T.'» to li ». This
giv«*s the “tax reducers” control of the city government, which both the Journal and Age pronounce
to

be

a

blessing.

In such

eases we

always take

a

newspaper’s word for it, especially when two
of opposite political faith are so unanimous
papers
in their verdict. [Kockland Courier Gazette.
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landed passengt rs then- Mntidat
Mr-. Ara Warren ami family. t Bangnr,
Northport where 111«• y 111 |*:i- rhe-wiiinei
ot

Transfer*

ing
Wal-io county.

'-inrmins.

Fletcher.

of

score

a

Tin* tie will

team-.

14 to

1.

pr**!*a!*|>, be pla\ed <>tl

“The play ’s the tiling,
Wherein I’ll reach the conscience of the king.”
And
true is it that hr. Pierce s “Pleasant
Purgative Pellets” (the original Little Liver Pills)
are the most effectual means that can lie used to
reach the scat of disease, cleanse the bowels ami
system, and assisting nature in her recuperative
work. By druggists.
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Tin Warrens beat the B.*eklamls badh la-t week.
In the Maine Inti 1■•collegiate league -1 tic- at
Lew i.-ton
-aturdaN tin ( 11 y w**n a gaim fit in
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same town.
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<». Fuller. Ji-.. manager.
treasurer; W
Tin uni
form- of the Boeklami- w ill be white -liirts. dark
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The Bock la ml. base ball association lias hccii in

president;

House will open

The follow

The uniforms will consist of gre\ pant-, blue hr
\\ ith
-c;
Bang. 1" in ret I letters acro-s the cln -t.
and grc\ cap w ith blue band.

Fuller,

Mrs. Manle.
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1st.

Bangor base ball Hub iseompn-ed *>f the fol
l**v ingmembev- Burn-, catcher; »»xle\ and Sonic,
pitcher-. Kelley. Iir.-t base; Long, second base.
Bmhierbam. third bast
Putnam.
Bay, .-hurt si.
!• 11 Held. I‘earth, centre Held: Ma-on. right Held.

ith

e..ttage

The W'avcrh

The club

w

tin-

'*ccup\
shore.

complete i- composed of Bert Knowlton. catcher
Burns, pitcher, Will Howard, lirst ba-c; Fortv-t
(i.mdwin. second base; F. L. C ottrell, third ba-c.
I. F. Larrabee, short stop. I M. ( ottrell, right Held
\ ugu-t list olburn. centre Held; Willi- Thompson,
left lie Id. All are home boy except (ioodw in. Lar
mbceaml Bun.- \\
have a good dub ami it i-to
be hop. c| the public will lihmlh pan. ah/;.* them.
Tin* Ur-t game \v•I! ..1 *ir M.-nda \. Jul> Mb, with

(»f the State,

not

•**

pitcher and short stop having been secured. The
pitcher is named Burn-, lie belongs in Nashua,
V II. ami ha- an excellent record. The short
-top
i- -L Frank Larrabee from the (
olby college team.
II the pitcher proves w hat his reputation indicates,

c.-rpoiatetl under tin* law
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permit of their going t«* the so\\ idle V>rth
watering place
port ( amp Ground is naturally tln-gicat -nmmer
sanitarium of the people of the inland tow ns in
this vicinity it also attracts numbers 1 ..,,. ,■
A lady who has spent several sea.-on-at <‘id <M
chard and Bar Harbor, is now-at Northport i.■ > the
season, and finds our quiet resort nior in in
taste
than tiie larger plant
Then- arc now <|nhe a
number m* enttagers on the grounds.
The IVimi.

Time of game. 1.4a.
Buns earned. Juniors la.
Fii -t base on ball-. Juniors 1. 'Total called ball, on
Pendleton II: on Nichols so. struck out. li\ Pen
dleton 12. b\ Nichols
Left on bases. Juniors s.
><
ar-port- -I Two ba-e iiits, Libl.v 2. 't .-at.,11, .1. B.
Pendleton. Passed ball-, ( arver 1
Tiie B -ifast has* ball team is n »\v complete, a

tin club will be -tronger than last
year.
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hole expense u as but
'•ttage and lived on tinbest the market afforded found that her expense*,
did not exceed
per week. It will thus he seen
that a sojourn at tin- Camp Gmnffd i> within the
means of the uu-ehanic and of a
large class w lio-c

2
»

1
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to “boom it."

guilty of remissness in this respect,

has certainly been said of the natural ad
vantages of Northport; hut perhaps sufficient stress
has not been laid upon the fact that a comparative
ly small sum enables an individual ora famih to
enjoy the sea breezes, with a complete change of
air and scene. The gentleman above referred to
told us that In- was one of a part\ of four who occupied a cottage on tin- ( amp Ground for four
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our wealth where
draw fat dividend-, has been too mm-h ot n -tram
Pv advice id our familv pliv-i
on our brainery.
We
ciati we have concluded to retire for repairhave liad lots of fun in editing this paper -m> one
can measure <>r estimate "tir enjov meiit; vv e cannot
say it ha-been so vet) funny for our reader-, but
the) took all the risk in that direction when the)
subscribed.
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"The l.o-t Atlantis"
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irh blood

bay, stands lag’ and weigh
ned b\ Ceo. Ni*lde of Pittsfield
san lord MeAii-ter i.- eon nee
ting hi- limi-c a. *1
barn with a building '.h> feet in length. Mr. M. ia

—

a trout w

Iihhi lbs

pounds.

and is

ow
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Occasionally
patriotic,

a

b»und who i- too

Blue No-c

pretends
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be,

to

-ell bait

to

Yankee ;
al-o

fishermen.

the

It is rumored that tilomvster linns
themselves in business at'•cveraI
Scotia

u

The two
at

prominent Nova

large black la- in tin stale House
Augusta, which ba\ .■ attracted so much

attention in years past

are

dea 1.

The

Clipper reports that a Buck-port merchant
took in dune-2d, forty seven salmon, the average
weight of w hich was over is lbs. The price paid
was

11

rents

pel lb.

Cast ink. Although it is quite early in the seathe number of summer isitors i> quite large.

....Messrs. F. 1‘. Wood and II. McLaughlin, of
Bangor, occupy their cot Cages at the Head, ami
Mr. H. <
'N illinms, of New York, arrived with
his family last Saturday and went to bis residence
mi
Nautilus Island.
Mr. Cliarlts Tapley, of
Brooksville, will run Mr. William's steam launch
this summer— Sell. Patriot, of Deer Isle, arrived
Sunday from Bangor with timber, etc., for the
Cast! tie Coal Co., to be used on their wharf, which
is undergoing repairs.The new yacht belong
lug to Den. ( W. Roberts, hrokt from her moorings on Sunday morning, but was seen ami taken
new

damage..., A.

ice cream

Chamberlain has

opened

parlor, audit is well patronized.

-The Rev. J. P. Cushman amt the Rex. A.W.C.
Anderson exchanged on Sunday,
.( apt. Cane, a
home

hole in lirst class

stv

le.

j

came in just the nick of time
hay crop will not be a- go,.,! as last war.
The butter factory lias begun to make butler and
about “(Hi pounds i- made dailv. Ii leads home
made butter both in look- and qualitv_MisI. ii I u Atwood is at home
She ha- l„ .n teaching
in Minn, the past three years..
Mis* l.i//ic
Moore lias graduated tit the Farmington Normal

Mo\ltn|Rain

The

seliiH*!-A. C. Mosimin who has been attending
the nirigo business College at \ugw-ta ha- received hi- diploma
Frank I lullin', our -upei v i•r, i- attending to his duty in visiting schools
\lbcrt Newcomb cut 5MH> bead- for ti-b barrels m t
hours last Saturdav-Our band will plav with
.('. II
the Swanville band the 4th
ThiirlougM is
said to have the b,--t .one year old colt from I.edo
in the count)
The call for horses in this section
is the best for years.... Postina-ter Mansur lias a
pair of tame flying squirrels at his office; also a
pair of young hawks. \ few more animals are
wanted to complete his menagerie.
...

son,

In without

repairing his barn and will tiuish and paint
w

ill c-tablMi

lisldng ports.

fountain

Ids

equally
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MtSBOUTS.

A. ( arver. c.
J. ( arver. r. f.
Sweetser, 2b.
Parse, 3b.
Shepard, c. f.
Kane, lb.

testimony, occupying

hour. In the forenoon, Kev. K Black
preached from John xiv. 1: “In my father s house
are inanv mansions, if
it were hot so, I would
have told you.” In the afternoon, Kev. Win. 11
Littlelield of Vinalhaven preached a stirring dis
course from Ephesians vi. 1.1: “Wherefore take
unto you the whole armor of God, that ye ma\ be
aide to withstand in the evil day and having done
all to stand.” The Ke\. A. -I West preached in
the evening to a large and attentive audience.
an
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l
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view of

this
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quarterly meeting of Free Baptists
was held in the Baptist t'hureh at Kockland last
Friday, Kev. G. S. Hill moderator, Kev. Freeman
Cooper of North White Held, assistant moderator,
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having each year set forth the attractiveness of
section, and only a few weeks ago made special efforts to add to our quota of summer visitors.
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our

have been
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IB.

Sunday morning presented

the Journal office to suggest that we had
do justice to the Camp Ground, which he
considers an annex of Belfast, and thought it was

Tin

was

who

man

therefore

4
|

last

appearance,

called at
failed to

the Yarmouth.-.

Letter from Helena, M- T.
[Correspondence of tile -lolirnal.J

III

ville

.11 N H IBS.
A.II. It.
;*

next to Dr. Hamlin, there
in Maine whom I would more cheerfully support than Mr. Hodwell, and I believe
he will make one of the best (iovernors Maine
has ever had.
Let no veteran of Maine he disturbed by an

City

Northport.

of

from the deck of the steamer

delighted with the
Monday afternoon a

following

(idmore, lb.s
Libby, s. s. 7
J. Pendleton, c. <;
Williamson, 2b. 7
Ward, 3b. 7
G. Pendleton, p. 7
Tuttle, r. f. 7
Gilbert, c. f..
7
Beaton, 1. f. 7

Attractions
as seen

board were especially
the Camp Ground.

and

in detail

no man

J

Forest

attractive

judging from their work on Saturday
will hold the seniors good
play. Austin Me Keen
the
umpired
is the score
game. The

secondly, because,

we come

cemetery. We are now about five miles from
our starting point, Bridge Square. Some other
time we will show you other interesting spots
in and about this beautiful city.
The convention to nominate candidates for
State officers having been postponed polities
are very quiet but as soon as the nominations
are made the war will be on and no let up until
the day of election. This fall we elect a Governor and Treasurer as well as Congressmen

terial,

I shall do so, first, because I am a republiand believe in the success of that partv;

{

The
Northport

large and the game was too one-sided to be of in
terest. The score was :lf» to 0 In favor of Belfast.
I he Belfast Juniors are made
up of excellent ma

BELFAST

expression used by me in the Stab: Convention,
when alluding to the claims of the soldiers.
It “old soldiers** have not succeeded in
getting
to Congress from Maine, they have been signa!lv remembered by the republicans of tHi-

Notes.

port played the first game of the season in this city
last Saturday afternoon. The attendance was not

can.

is

Ball

Belfast Juniors and a picked nine from Sears-

gladly comply.

!

—

her defeats in New York waters.
give a good account of herself.

(>I.I>

and they are pulled at the least provocation.
st at e in many other
ways.
Tin* people are awful hot headed here, if j
The republican party never, to m\ knowlsome one could invent a refrigerator hat, so
edge, removed a wounded soldier of the Rethat a man could carry a block of ice in it, and j
public. to make room for a rebel soldier.
then get the Southern people; to adopt it. I am
N' \, r elected a ITe.-ident who vetoed
by the
satisfied that the death rate would let up a
wholesale acts granting pensions to worthy,
large per cent. North, about the safest place
broken-down, dependent soldiers and sailor-,
in the world is right in front of a loaded revolami to widows and orphans of men who gav e
When it goes off it never kills, unh ss it
ver,
their lives for the Cnion cause. If rumor can
is the man behind it. but here when one goes
he heeded, the present incumbent of tile Presioff. the man in front has a largely attended
dential chair is continually vetoing acts of < 'onfuneral. They ought to do away with these
gress which best ..vv. d small pittanet
upon
There is ever so
pistols and learn to kick.
“old soldiers,** and vv id »w
and orphans of
much more satisfaction in kicking a man eight
diers and sailors who are absolutely
needy
or ten times, than there is in shooting him once.
and destitute. This, while one of his chief
If you kill him that is the end of him. while if
ollieials, Ceil. .1. c. black, » unmis-ioncr "f
you kiek him and >011 afterward- feel that you
Pen-ions, i- drawing a j;, n-ii)ii of slOO per
didn’t do the job thoroughly, you ran repeat
month, whieli vv a- granted by just such an act
tin* performance. Look at the mule. There is
ot < ongress, and that too while lie draw- a
nobodv under the sun that ha so much real

can be passed during the presCongress, and this continued agitation is
1 visited Clark's Cniversity, a colored colsimply a curse to all industry and business.
Mr. Randall'S bill is a curious jumble. It re- lege. I don't mean that the
college is colored
peals the internal revenue tax upon tobacco of exactly, but that the students are, if black can
every description and permits the manufacture be called a color. The Inher-ity is under the
and sale of fruit brandies and wine free of patronage of the Methodist
episcopal Church.
interna! revenue taxation. Changes arc made The principal
building i> of brick, three stories
in the tariff*! on lumber, steel and iron, rice,
high, with a basement and a tower. Tinready made clothing, wool and woolen goods, exterior is very handsome, and the interior imarble, and salt. The additions to the present neatly and comfortably furnished and lini-li d.
enjoyment as lie does, not even a “kicker” on a
free list are squared timber, boards and lum- It is called Chrisman Hall. Tin;
pupils are of base ball
chib. I hope if any of my Southern
ber in the rough, hubs for wheels, staves and both sexes, and the courses of studies
comprise
friends read this, that they will give this matwood of all kinds in the rough, jute butts and the (irammar School. Normal. <
ollege and
bristles. The present law admitting live animals Theological courses. The faculty are mostly ter careful consideration, and discard these
for
imported
breeding purposes free of duty white, although the Professor of Cla—ies ami pocket weapons. The\ are dcadh besides
w earing on the trousers.
urn < 1 < mu a-:.
is repealed. .Mr. Randall modestly says he Science is a
negro. Prof. C. .1. Brown. There
does not consider this a complete or perfect is an Industrial
iin
which
there
Hcpartmcnt
Letter from Minneapolis.
measure of tariff* revision, and this opinion
a school of wood work, in which lathe work,
will be shared by many. We leave him to the scroll
A KIDK Allot I TOWN.
1'ol.I I H S.
STIIIUF.
sawing, draughting and carriage work
criticisms of hi* party colleagues.
< 'urropondeiice ot' the Journal.
is done. There is also a school of printing,
M in\k\roj.is, M inn.. June*21 st, lssu. ColIH*
iron work, and agriculture.
As there are
An interview with Neal Dow published in
four hundred ami fifty acres of land connected with me thi' beaut iful day. which is neither too
the Boston Record furnishes a striking illuswith the college, if a student wants to learn hot nor too cold, and taki- a ride about town.
tration of tlie inconsistency of the so-called
how to farm, so he can raise a dollar's worth We will start from Bridge Square, where i> loprohibitionists who are working in the interest of
something, at an expense of a dollar and a cated the tallest electrie light mad in the world.
of the Maine Democracy. Mr. Dow. speaking
half, be has a grand chance here to spread him- It is *j;»T ft. high, built ot iron, and its eight
for himself and followers, says they were disself. In the industrial department for girl- I
looo caudle power lights illuminate the surappointed because Hamlin was not nominated, found a Mis- Mitchell in
charge, and in eon- rounding streets. A short distance away is a
a* he is not a
•anee
man
pronounced t.cmpe
versation with her. learned that -lie was a i drinking fountain for horses and cattle, and
and it would have been easy to get votes
cousin of Hon. Bandall ICllis of Belfast, and less than a hundred feet distant is the < 'it> Hall,
against him. of the Republican candidate lie had visited Belfast. I have never been
any- a granite building, llatiron shaped, with three
say*: "Rodwell himself is a temperance man: where
yet but what somebody appeared to me stories and a mansard roof. In addition to the
and will no doubt get the votes of many strong
who either had lived in Belfast or el»- bad
city olliees there are in this building the others
prohibitionists." Elsewhere Mr. Dow says: friends or relatives there. If there was
of the Western I'liion Telegraph Co. and the
any
"Rodwell will undoubtedly be elected.” Thus
way of ascertaining the fact. 1 think we would Eric Telephone .y Telegraph Co. We are now
it appears the Dow party wanted the Republifind that wln n tin ark landed on Mount Ararat on Hennepin Avenue, which follows the old
cans to nominate a man not in accord with the
that a man came >n board and enquired of trail to the lakes. Crossing Second street, on
temperance sentiment of that party, but hav- Noah if there were
any Bt -Rasters there, a.- he w ho-e corner i- located the ( ity Bank, we pass
ing nominated a temperance man Dow and his wanted to borrow a
copy of tin-Journal. In on and meet with no buildings of note until we
followers propose by putting third candidates
the only avenue
fact I will assert that tlii- was the ease, and reach Washington avenue
in the held to work in the interest of the
if anybody lias proof that it was not so, let running iti the same direction as the streets exDemocracy, which i* opposed to prohibition him produce it ami I will take water. The cept L'Oth street, which is known as Franklin
and in favor of a license law.
girls in the colleges are taught music, and Avenue. On the riuht hand corner before
as
I entered tin* music room, there was a
crossing Washington Avenue is tin; Hennepin
Judge David Davis who died at his home in
( o. Sasiugs Bank.
< rossing Washington AvBloomington, Illinois, last Saturday morning, negro girl practicing boxing on an upright
I'll bet four dollars that -lie could enue we tint I on the right hand corner anew
aged 71 years, has long been prominent in pub- piano, and
lic affairs. A native of Maryland, lie was edu- have shouldered me and run up into the tower tire proof building of red pressed brick, known
as Temple Court.
It occupies tile site of the
cated in Massachusetts, and when a young with me, and not have had to stop to take
breath. The >ehool of Theology is held in :i old Academy of Music which was destroyed by
man went to Illinois and engaged in the
prac- ^
h. iss4. Oil the left, directly opti«*e of law. Successful real estate investment.* line building called Hammon Hall, after the tire Dec.
laid the foundation for what became in late Rev. 1-;. 11. Hamilton, a friend and patron of posite, is tlie Nicollet House, under which is
tile school. It i- presided over by tin Dean of the Hank of Minnesota and the ticket otlices of
years a large fortune. Mr. Davis served two
the I’niversity, the lb v. W ilbur P. Tliirkield. the various railroads entering the city. I*util
terms in the Illinois Legislature, and was
Aug. 1sn4. this was the tinest hotel in the city,
Judge of the Eighth Circuit from IsJs to 1 s<;2. B. D.. a cultured gentleman, whose whole soul
hut since then it has had to take second place.
lie was an early and intimate friend of Abra- is in his work. 'There is quite an ad\antage in
( Mi the right at the corner of Third Street is the
ham Lincoln, who appointed him a Justice of holding a position in a negro college that one
<h>es not get in a white one. In tin- latter, the Security Hank, and directly opposite, across
the Supreme Court of the United State* in
Third Street, i> th- Boston Hlock in which was
1st>2. This position Judge Davis resigned up- professors and teachers are not only highly rein the college, lmt society claims them, located the Host Office until this spring w In n
spected
on hi* election is an
Independent to succeed
ami makes inroads on their time, lmt down the building was partially destroyed by tire and
Den. Logan in the U. S. Senate. lie ><T\« d one
here a teacher or professor, no matter how the office was removed to the Stillman Block
term and has since led a iv tired life.
11 is
j
death was caused by a complication of dis- j highly cultured he or she may be. i- a- com- on Fourth Street between Hennepin and Nicolpletely ostracised and frozen out as if he was let avenues. The Boston Block B now being
eases.
at the North pole.
He has hi- whole time to
rebuilt, tin proof. When completed it will be
When the Brunswick telegraph says that devote to hi- work, polite
society wili make no six stories high, ami the tenants will he accomj
the Journal “disbelieves in free ships and of- j claims on him. 'There are some very nice dis- modated
by two elevators running continually.
fers not a statistic, not a won I even as an argutinction'; made in civil and society rules and
At the corner of Fourth street is the Kasota
ment in opposition to buying foreign ships.*' it
j regulations lure. For instance. If I were Building, built of Kasota stone, six stories,
hired by the Atlanta School board to teach a erected iii 1SS4. Directly opposite outlie left
says what every reader of this paper knows to
j
lie untrue, and what the editor of the Telegraph : negro school, I should not lose my social po- of
Hennepin Avenue an* the Hennepin and
must know to he a deliberate falsehood.
But if 1 cairn- here Vanderburgh Block' which arc only four stoIn ! sition on that account.
this respect, however, the Telegraph is but the ! through love of Hod and humanity, willing l<- ries high. < Mi the other corner of Fourth si net
echo of ( apt. John Codman. the free ship lob- ! devote my life and time to teaching tie- neis a large lawn containing about a quarter of an
byist, and statistics or arguments in behalf of groes, it would be “good bye (.eorge," as far acre, and in the midst of trees is located a onean American
industry would be alike wasted as society wa-s concerned. A colored woman story pitched roof house, painted white, in
upon men of this stamp. The Brunswick as a nurse, or in any menial position, can occu- which dwells an old bachelor known as
Telegraph has succeeded in placing itself on py a “white** ear. and no one finds any fault. Elder Stewart. He is known by the elderrecord as in favor of buying foreign built Let that same person
buy her own ticket and ly pcoph of Scarsport and vicinity, as he
ships and thus destroying our shipbuilding in- travel by herself, and -lie cannot and will not once taught school at East Scarsport. Il« has
dustry, and it may safely be left to the tender be allowed to oeeupy the same ear with her been approached
by many a real estate man
merc ies of our Maine people whom it would
white brothers and sisters. In the former ease who wanted his
property for business pursaeriiiee to benefit the British shipbuilder.
her mistress' pre-cnee seem- tonet as a deodor- poses. Imt bis uniform reply lias been : “You
izer for her, while in the other, she at once will have to see niv wife about it."
He
We saw last week in Boston, photographs of
smells like a bag of phosphate, or some other owns other large real e'tate interests and is
the four big sloops—Puritan, Priscilla, Atlantoned perfume. I don't know why tlii- is said to he worth a quarter of a million.
tic and Mayflower. While the sail- of the first high
so, but I know that it is, from actual
experi- We have now readied the corner of Fifth
three sat like hoards, those of the Mayflower
ence. < Mi branch railroads when only one pasStreet. On the left is the Lumbermen’s Exwere wrinkled and
baggy,—a clear ease* of
i< run and no smoker, the ear is dichange, a new lire proof ten story building,
misfit. This is convincing proof of the cor- senger ear
vided in the middle by a partition containing a built of
rectness of published statements as to the conSuperior stone. The lot was bought
door, and the whites occupy one half of the ear of the
First Baptist Church Society and
dition of the Mayflower's canvas, and
togeth- and the colored
people tin- other. Now if a the price paid was sp;o,(MM). On the right
er with unskilful
handling no doubt caused
or

Base
I ho

No

June 2J), ixs<;.
J. II. Manley, Esq., Chairman Uepuhlican
State Committee, Augusta, Me.:
My Dear Sir—Acknowledging yours of June
20th, extending ail invitation from the State
Committee, for me to speak in the approaching campaign in this State. I answer that I will

very, very sharp.
Then* is one great trouble with tin; clothing
trade here. They manufacture the trousers
with too many pockets, noticeably the rear ones,
With us we carry nothing more deadly than a
handkerchief or a small flask, but here pocket
pistols, the kind that kill when they are not
loaded, have their nests in these rear pockets,

The celebrated Pen. Hill statue is on this
It represents tin* statesman as standing,
clad in a frock coat, buttoned up, over which is

WILL I'I.LASH IIHAH.
SOLDIER NEED APPLY.

Damarlscotta,

rather the most runs and came very near
white-washing 31 r. Grady. Grady is a boyish
looking, smooth faced chap, with a head as
round as a cantaloupe, but if anybody sits down
on him hard, he will cut himself, for
Henry is

protests of

Letter from Gen. J. A. Hall.

Ringing

DKMOCliATS

Century, in the discussion of the social and
civil status of the negro in the South. I think
from what I have seen that 31 r. Cable got

the night, after an evening at the club, and
meet his wife's searching gaze, as she sits up
in bed, and in
reply to her question “what is
the handsomest street in Atlanta?*’ promptly
and clearly enunciate Peachtree Street, he is
allowed to retire without having his breath
analyzed. Put if lie replies Peach Stree Treat
or
Speech Stree Treat, all
sobriety will go for naught.

A

The Constitution is a power here, and what it
advocates is generally a good thing to bet on.
Henry AY. Grady is a keen, brilliant writer,
lie it was w ho answered Geo. AV. Cable in the

which

so

ta>k of
argues

George’s

street.

It is

m ar

Our

HOP, SKIP ANI> .U’MP TllHOt'CU DKOIUIIA

A

AND FLOltIDA.
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Prohibition candidate for Congress in the fourth
district.
The Prohibitionists of the Third
Congressional District are to hold their convention about the first of August at Watery file.
Prof. 1\ W. Gowen of Freedom is strongly
favored as a candidate for Representative to

he ( nivei s.disj Ceuveution held inCardiilcr
:ist w eek clo*,-.) a successful four
day s session on
1 liui sday
The following otHci rs were elected he would use his influence for him. Prof.
lortlie ensuing year:
President, Hon. Henry Gowen in reply says, among other things:
Lord ot Bangor: Vice President, d. W. Knowl- “What little influencel
may have this fall will
t"ii.
IN<j. of Belfast and lb v. M. Crosley of
Portland: secretary. Bev. B. s. Whitman of not be given for a man who was nominated for
onirrt >s in this 3rd district a few days ago by a
Augusta: 'i'reasurer. Hon. B. I»n-sser i*f Auburn: Committee on Fellow ship. Bev. N\ W
party which plainly says it is not in favor of
<
of
Mono: lb v. (,. >. Hamilton of < bikHooper
Prohibition, but it will be given for that man
iand : lb v. L. L. (.reeiie, of Bath: J. N
Brad- ;
who dorrs to express himself rightly on the
1
y Fsip of Port I nd and s. T. Hobbs. Fsij. of
Augusta.
Preai her of occasional si rmou lss7, question of home
against the saloon. GladBe\. B. 11. Aid
h of Fairlield: Alternate Bev.
stone. that grand old man whose political tour
w
s. Pel-kills ..f Li wiston. Trustees for three
through Scotland has never been equalled by
y ears, d. I». Hm knam, I>ij.. of Mechanic Falls.
1 *i•legate.-, to (m ral ( (invention ( lerieal. Bev.
any man. spoke the truth when he said in his
M. Crosley ot Portland. I.d. Meade of Augusgreat speech at Edinburgh on the 18th of June :
ta: Bev. d. -s. (.ledliill of (iardiner: Bev. c.
A. Hayden of Aulmrn.
Lay delegates. Hon. “Justice i» always strong.” This talk of adB. IM-csmt of Aulmrn: (
s. Forbes. Fsip.of vocating fusion with the Democratic
party
Port land : "i:ul. Lii»by (>rono; Bufiis Hun ham.
imM stop or the Prohibition party will be unPeering.
Fli P>. B. an. Brownvillc: Albert
Moon*. North An-on: W B. (L TNtes. skow- worthy of the confidence of the people of this
Trustee of l ni\. l-salist Publishing State.**
began.
Hoiist Boston, Be\. II. s. Whitman. Augusta.
1

overseers.

Maine Politics.
THE PROHIBITION CAMPAIGN.

missionary, who spent last winter at the
South, gave a very interesting account of bis
mission work in various localities, on Sunday
evening at the Orthodox vestry.

...

IM'.Noiisror. Horace Mixer is rebuilding his
barn.( apt. Hodge is putting a new mainmast
in the sell. \ T. Itayues.The farmers have
begun having .K. bridges has built a barn
and is now tilling it w ith liny-Frank Hutchings
is repairing hi- barn.. .Mr. t.eorge II. Withcrle,
<*l ( astine, has been visiting the various liills and
lakes in town, and says their beauties have not
half been told. His attention was called to the
place bv the Republican .Journal. Mrs. Nora
Mitchell is winning the respect and confidence >•(
the business portion of the community by the
faithful and etlicient manner in which* she performs the duties of Postmistress, and we mav add
the love of all bv her accommodating spirit.
Mr benjamin Wentworth. Postmaster at s. Pe
uobseot, makes an excellent officer.
The “Favorite Prescription" of Hr. Pierce cure
“female weakness” ami kindred affections, liv

druggists.

News

of Belfast and

THE MAN

I

W1IO ADVERTISES.

house

cheapest kind of price
if advertisingdoesn’t pay."

up nice

the

at

-I'mgoing to see
spring and winter he rushes to the
printer, and in the time of summer and the

v.\\

c\er\

fall.
And his copy i- so plain you can read and come
again < >h the man w ho advertises know s it
all.
Then the paper man sit- down and scratches on Ids
•row n. ami hits his scalp a fearful kind of
thud ;
M
flunking as he's winking: “Were columns
made all top my husirc-- | could drop.be fat
and -h ek and rich as mud
Lynn Union.
Hid you

c\
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city, will

Sunday.

wet

and

The !

disagree

The Boston and

This makes three candidates that have been

Augusta,

Portland. Boston and all
between

towns

west

Mr.

Lxo'Ksion.

There will be

Rockland

to

next

seems

'I’lu*

steamer

charge

Rockland will leave this <*ii\ at 7 a. m. arriving in
participate in the celebration, returning

reason t*>

evening.

See

adver-

committee

1

who

have

the celebration

rapidly completing

are

their

every thing will he in readiness
for a rousing celebration.

work

in
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ami
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arc

the

Co.

Hats and

Clothing, Furnishing Goods,

Caps.

No. I. We olTer 25 Children Salts, strictly ill wool, age 3 to 12 years, short pants at only $3 a suit.
Lot No. 2. 25 Dark Cherk all wool Suits, age 4 to 14, at only £3.50 per Suit. This would be a bargain at £5.
Lot No. 3. 25 Sailor Suits at only £1 each, former price £2. Also choice styles In Norfolk Suits. Just
made up In several styles, at very low prices.
Lot No. 4. Youths’ strictly all wool Suits at only £5 per suit.
Lot No. 5. Men's Cherk, sizes 34 to 44, at only £7 per suit, former price £10.
Lot No. tl. Men's all wool Suits and latest styles, at only £S per Still. Also choice patterns al £H, £10,
£11 and £12.50 per Suit.

Lot

fiti" Emm

until

noir

July 4tli / shall give away with every Huy*' Suit
PLEASE

MARK

CALL

u

Hut tunI Hull free

<;/’ t'hurti <. op

P ntCIIA SIX it.

IIEEOHE

engine companies, of this city, have been invited to go to Bockland Julyoth to participate in
the engine trial that dav. The chief engineer telegraphed that it would be impossible to g.i. Tuesday c\ening Lngine company V
\oted not to
go to the celebration at \ugu-ta.

Geo. W.! urhett

ANDREWS, Belfast, Me.,

WILL, OX3HUNT THIS HAY

TIIE LA Rtf ENT WHOLESALE & It ETA II. CLOTHIXtf IloCSE IX WALDO DO

TiioMrsoN.

j

Are

Dollar.

Offering

Tremendous

Bargains in
At

Monday morning ;

in

0 t-4c, per yard. They are the finest Ginghams made
America, and at this price we expect a perfect stampede

J

A scrub nine from

Scar-port play ed the itclfa-t
.lunior< Saturday and were badly beaten. We
hope when the I’enolocot- meet the Juniors Fi idav
next they will show a better record.

Mrs. Baker's

Ladies & Misses’

boarders kindly rememliered her
upon her sixty second brithday by presenting her
Sears Lodge I. o. < >. F. elected the following
with a si1 er and cut glass fruit stand. Bci.D. oilh ers last
Monday evening: ( F. smith. N. (5.:
W deukin- made the presentation ,-pccch and all
A. Davis. \. C.; F. A. Colson, ><•<•.. (
F.
j I
w ished her many happy returns of the anniverA'latns, Tn-as. They will be installed Monday,
sary of her birth.

THE SAFEST FOOD
IN

Ju!\ Pith.

Hosiery,

At

50c.

lier

Cholera Infantum.
It

has been tin positive means of
saving
live.-, having been siieeessfid in hundreds
of eases where other
prepared foods failed.
11- basis is Sn, \it of Mii.k. the most
important element of mothers milk.
It contains no
unchanged start h and no ( ane Sugar, and]theretoiv does not < :tu>e sour stomach,
irritation, or
irregular bowels.
For Infants deprived of mother's milk, or
when weaning, it is unequalled.
For Invalids, either ill chronic or mute diseases, it restores digestion, ami builds
up tile
strength, it is
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The

largest assortment of Parasols ever shoirn
to $0.00.
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struck him several times with their Billies.

tonnage, >.,Vi. A new overhanging .-tern
bed, added, w !i1« give- the eraft a more graee
appearance. The trunk is Is feet long, and six
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apt. John

was convicted, But allowed to go on a
suspended mittiimi-. Hanlon was visited By phv sieians at the jail and after he was liberated, and

M
l*onni!nan.
Minneapolis, ice
city last Friday evening before the
’■rand \iinv men and friend-, with a view of or
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amp "i the -ons of Veteran-. On ae
the storm the attendance was not large
nre I- spoken of in e\«a 1 lent terms. Twch c

pie
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a

( ity Marshal that he had no complaint
and that he was used as well as lie ought

Been.
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,

will
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meantime

more

charter
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was a

solutions-Mr. I.
the Bowdoin medical

on

at
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large basket full

ensuing
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in ember of the auditing eoinmittee.

mil tee
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six inches

the I’niversalist convention at
eek. J. W Know I ton. of tills ejt v,

elected vice
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a

trout

At

piii»«T last
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au
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u a

a

he taken, and the sport is rather in
of the ('iiunct* tisherman.

eunners
la

half

p

member
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Could, who has
school, returned to
the

.Joseph Williamson, Jr., and George A
home from college
Mr. Charles 1*.
le an, recentl\ drug clerk with Moody, but more
iit 1
ri*'
with a firm at Portland, is at home on ac•! illness.... Mr. John >. Fernald, recently
count
10. a I editor of the Piogrosive Age in this city, has
left that paper. Mis place is tilled In Mr. L. 11.
Mu nil
..Mr. and Mrs. B. !’ Brown, of EastJellerat

an-

...

«

■

-•■II.

office is

proprietor

of

an

Mr C.

o.

Poor and

Jetl’er-on

..

excellent house

family

East

at

him

are occu-

the

pying their cottage on the shore of the bay near
Kittle Uiver.l>r. J. A. Merrill and wife, of
New I<ureport, are visiting Mrs. Geo. W. Cottrell,
•f

rit\... Kaniiii

in!-

teat ion at

E. Banks is

spending

her father’s. Mr. II. B.

ing

her

Black, of

at

t.ranville, N. Y., military academy, with Mrs.
11. ward is attending commencement at the Maine
i
Mate ( ollegc, omno, and delivered an address

at

the exercises—Mr. and

Mrs. C. A.

Hubbard, of this city, returned home by boat
Tuesday, from a visit to Boston and Providence,
It. I... Mrs. S. A. Howes, Ilervey Howes and
Miss Grace Wells, from New York, and Mr. A. C.
Burgess, from Boston, also arrived by Sunday's
boat.Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury is iu Ottawa, Canada, w here she will spend the summer_Mr. and
Mrs. Simeon Lewis, of South Boston, have been

spending

few

days at Mr. Geo. S. Chase’s.
Mr. Charles M. Wallace, of this city, a watehmak
cr, is at work at Littleton, N. II....Mr. Willis
< ates, of this
eity, is at home from Waltham,
Mass., ou a vacation-Mr. Geo. C. Thompson, of
Waltham, Mass., son of 1. It. Thompson, of Mont\ille, arrived Tuesday for a short vacation. Mr.
1 hompfton is engaged in the
grocery business at
Waltham....Mr. Analdo Banks, of Boston, formerly of Belfast, is in town on a visit....Win.
Berry, Esq., Clerk of the Courts, is now at home
after a short vacation for his health.The dea

gree of A. B. has been conferred upon G. F. liar
rimau, Esq., b\ Bowdoin college. Mr. Ifarriman
resides in New ^ ork.

He is

recovering
let fever.lames Emery, Esq. of
Bmksport,
town for a few days
from

scar-

is in

apologize for what he

having

king.
a

...

boast of in the way of crops this year
except a
woodbine that grows at the back side of the porch
and w hich found its way in through the window
small piece of a pane of glass had been
broken, and grew into the room ten feet in one
week. We have always had a lingering doubt
a

about the

story of Jack and the beanstalk, but our
doubts have all been removed ! We believe!.
Quite a number of the people of this village at
not as

—

line

style

She is

better

receiving

now

a new

on

.\

ingly

his

ure

on

ids desk.

time in

He

can

assorting and replacing them.

last

we

Saturday.

paid
We

a

visit to

found

the

fine work

as can

be found in the State. We
in the Marston patent

wheel which Mr.

Sparrow informs us ho uses alFor strength, durability and
be excelled. Another point nothe difference between home work and

exclusively.
lightness it cannot

ticed
tiie

was

cheap slop work with which the market is

blooded.

There is some satisfaction in ow ning a
nice, firm, first class carriage, and such a one can
be found at the shop of Mr. Sparrow, who is a
perfect gentleman and w ill always be found well to
the front as he was in the dark days of the rebel-

partiality is shown it is toward the little
ones.
Passengers on the Penobscot who have a
small child they want entertained have
only to

getlier

to be no orchestra
they
disappointed_Mrs. (Jeorge

particularly interested

most

any

holes and thrown tothen employ Ids leis-

On

IVutland this week.
with T. IV Mathews attached w ill limpthe
streets
of Belfast this week.
perambulate

manufactory

were

ful. as well as fast boat. Bath can beat the world
with her “Kennebec Beauties.”_On all of the
B. & B. steamers passengers are sure of courteous attention from the
gentlemanly officers anti if

pigeon

were

cane

some as

that the contract will be awarded to Bath. One
thing
is dead sure, if the contract is given the N. K. s. B.
Co. the steamshipline will get a strong and beauti-

bills taken out of the

be.

genial proprietor with sleeves rolled up and face
covered w ith the sweat of honest toil,
working at
the forge; for be it known that he is master of his
art in all its different branches, from the rawwood to the finely finished carriage. We made
known our errand, w hen he at once stopped blow
ing (the bellows) ami took us in charge, ami conducted us through the wood shop, trimming room
and paint shop to tin? repository, where we saw-

boiler from the Pcnob-

particularly enjoys is to have his freight

to

was

veteran, John Sparrow, Ksq.,

! scot Kiver Steam Jtoiler Works, and Capt. Barbour
is making extensive alterations by which her
carrying capacity will be increased by llfty. She will be
1 ready for
service
passenger
shortly after the 4th of
July....The Bath Independent says: The N. K. S.
B. Co. is making figures for another big steamer to
j replace the steamer Cambridge of the Boston and
Bangor line, recently wrecked. We live in hopes

What he

be

they expected

Knox. There has been a good deal of carriage
talk lately, and not seeing the name of our old

the Penobscot.

pass it through the window of the ticket office to
Mr. Ilanscome, who will transfer the infant to
Mr. W. J. Cooper, the freight clerk, in whose custody it is sure to Ik* amused and well eared for.

to

Belfast last week but

as

F. Hunt will visit friends in

at

for excursion business

at

pleased

learning
were prepared

this time of year than it is now.
The steamer Queen City is being litted up in

was never

well

that there

loaded to her utmost

lion.

j

Little

Walls of

put to no intemporary bridge

substantial

a

He is

honored member of the
A. IF,
and w ill be pleased to meet the comrades both socially and on business. IJis work is all warranted
and the name of Sparrow upon a buggy is a sulli
an

j cient guarantee of

j gin

haying

its

the first

quality... Farmers will be
of July. The late rains w ill

largely increase the crops....Mrs. Benj. Host is
quite ill....Mrs. Balph Wiggin is convalescent.

vacation.

a

His

father, ( apt. 15. F.

join his family here
arrivals:

on

his return from

Mr.

Arthur Piper of
Morris Dritliu from South West Harbor;

CardilV. June 21. Arrived ship Wm.
Pendleton. \\'e-t Hartlepool. June 20,
Iroquois. Nickels. Acrapuleo. June 21,
State of Maine. Nielnds, Hong
Kong.
Wo.-ario. May Is.
\rrived hark Fred

was

so

short.

not absent:

The

Jennie

Plaek, Cora

Clifford

Sunday will be observed
Cong'l church.
\ppmpriate decorations w ill be made. In the evening
there w ill be a concert by the Sunday school under
M'ockton.

Much of the grass is lodged and the
scythes and machines have tackled it, although
most farmers expect to wait until
.July C»th to begin
in earnest. The fields are beautiful. The daisies,

buttercups

and clover blossoms

the farmer

to

a

w A Kill Mi:

give them pearl,
The late rain

There will be a boat race and tub race and a
base ball game between the Stocktons and Bucksports. A11 are invited, and it is to be a quiet, social*
good time, in the prettiest place on the harbor.
People will begin to assemble at about noon
m.

...

beginning to arrive at Fort Point and
feeling her summer socialities_Flvin
and Will (.. Staples have a new pleasure sloop, the
Dauntless, and she is a beauty and a good sailer.
Our new jeweler has a line schooner pleasure yacht
that is also a valuable addition to our pleasure
are

Stockton is

I

be

reported next week. C'apt. Horace Griflin will
umpire of the race and has received all the entries thus far made-Xa\ia Griflin is learning
the jeweler’s trade... There will be services at the
rnivcrsalistChure.il next Sunday at :i o'clock. Kev.
G. W. Jenkins, of Belfast, will preach upon the subject : “Personal Efl’ort.” All are welcome ...Col.
Granger’s summer company have arrived and his
grounds have been made handsome to receive
them and to receive all others, as for that, who are
fortunate enough to be one of his guests, for the
Colonel is a royal entertainer, outdoors and in, as a
little party can testify w ho visited him a week ago
last .Sunday and got away with a big salmon dinner— Last week’s Journal reports the death of
Mary T. Kandell, of Stockton, and Gen. Samuel S.
Heagan, of Prospect, llcagan is of Stockton and
Mary T. Kandell may be of Prospect, as 1 cannot
learn who she is. It is not our Mrs. Kandell, as many
supposed, for Mr. Alex. Staples says he asked her....
be

The Fort Point House
the 21st iust.

(Juite

open to receive visitors
large number of guests have
there. A number of nice cotwas

have

just been completed and the place bids
tages
fair to become a large summer resort in the future.

Mr. \V. C. 11 untoon has one of the pleasantest places in town. He has just completed a novel

weather
w

consisting of four miniature vessels
least breeze w ill start
their circular route around the pole on which
vane

ith sails all set which the

on

a splendid croquet ground in
house, the borders of which are adorn
cd with potted plants, w hile in the rear is a nice
canvas awning in which swings a
large hammock.
Between the croquet ground and house is a gravel
Mr.
IF.
and
driveway.
family are as kind and j
agreeable as their place is pleasant, and any one
an
having
opportunity to call will receive such

they rest.

There is

front of the

a

hearty

that

welcome and be

they can’t fail to feel

kindly
perfectly at
so

entertained
home.

styles only
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Best

I

diameter 15 to 28 inches in centre. They were
shipped by Brown Brothers of Wliiteliehl, N. H.
and consigned to Young, Colduek & Odiorne, spar
makers. Barque C C (Kiss left Port Townsend,
Oregon, May 30 with a full cargo of spars of the
same quality as above for Bath, Me, and they were
supplied by same parties, consigned to Arthur
Sew all & Co. and running from 14 to 30 inches in
diameter in centre and from 70 to 110 feet in length.
Freights as mentioned in tin- Weekly Freight
Circular of Snow & Burgess, New York for the
w eek ending June 20 look better.
Coastwise Lumber rates are (irmly maintained from all Southern
ports, especially to New York. Owing to the
better Coal rates obtainable from Philadelphia,
captain are disposed to give that port the preference, and in chartering to load Lumber desire to
close for that destination. The Colliers Association are endeavoring to sustain rates out of tills
port, but the business passing is chiefly with vessel
owners who remain on the outside, and who arc
disposed to shade the established rates. Charted*,
Sell. Herald, 475 tons, from Turk’s Island to Baltimore, salt, (*1 a ets. Brig I. W. Parker, 38(1 tons,
from Richmond to Rio .Janeiro, flour, 75 ets. Brig
Katahdin, 214 tons, from Port Richmond to Sagos,
$1.05 and discharge.

Prints,

LOW PRICES.

GEO. W. BURKETT.
81 & 83 Main St., City Block, Belfast.

per

city for

H. A. STARRETT & CO.,
PRICE CURRANT.
Weekly for tin Jour mil.
SARGENT, NO. 8 JM.YIN STREET.
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Crockery Ware,

12 l-2c.

Tho Trooper's Experience.
Maxren, lianufoland -3. Afri> a,) March 7, IS33.

Glass Ware,

5 Main St.

Du. .T. <
Avi
U pleasure t

x « ".—(.Icntlemcn :
I have
testily > the great value of
We
have
been
stationed
your Sarsaparilla.
Ii.-re f>r « cr two years, (luring which time wo
had to live in tents. Being under ennvaa for
sin h a time hr eight oil w 1 at is cal'.e l in this
country “veldt-sores.” li ,d th. so sere* for
Borne time.
1 a. * advised
take your Sarsas
f w:
h m.ulo my sore*
parilla, two 1
I
..:
-.
w
ami
well.
disappear rap 11;.
T. K. Bouev.
Yours truiv,
Mounted
Trovj'ir, Cape
Hijlemen.

tt

mi.-

Wooden Ware,

In this city, June 23, by Rev. Geo. E. Tufts, Mr.
Charles II. ilofses and Miss Carrie L. Pearson,
both of Morrill.
In Winterport, June 20, by Rev. A. A. Lewis, Mr.
Joshua L. lfewcs and Miss Susie M. Hopkins, both
of Winterport.
In Winterport, June 20, l*\ lb
A. A. Lew i>. Mr.
John tjuigly and Miss \da P». Averili, both of
Frankfort.
In Wakefield. Mass., June PJ. by Kcv.JW. I..
Gaskin, George II. Copeland, «»i Bcli'ast, and Mi>~
Annie L. Ladd, of Riddcfnrd. Me.
in Roekport, June 10, J. W. Magune and Mrs.
Maria C. Berry. both of Roekport.
In Wahloboro. June |3. Robert Creamer, of Wal
dobro, and Mrs. Esther Francis, of Bristol.
In North Wahloboro, June 12, Simon Blake, of
Rockland, and opal II. Acliorn, of West Waldo
boro.
In Deer Isle, June 11. Wither P. Gray and Ella
D. Staples, both of Deer Me.
In Deer Isle, June lo, ( apt. Charles M. Haskell
and Mrs. Arvilla Lufkin, both of Deer Isle.
In Bluehill, J line 10, William P. Foster, Esq of
Bar Harbor, anil Miss Kubv A. Hineklcv, of Blue
hill.
In Thomaston, June 20, Mr. A-Jira <>. RaeklilV
and Miss Rosa B. Hunt, both of Waldoboro.

DIED
In Montville, June PJ, Mr. Nathan Clark, former
ly «*f I'ltion, aged S3 years, 3 months and 27 days.
In Searsniont, June 24, Reuben Higgins, aged s2

yetirs and 4 months.
In Searsniont, June 20, Ansel L. Fuller, aged (4
years, 1 month and ‘Jdays.
In Chelsea, Mass., June 7. Mrs. Anna >< niton, of
Lineolnville, aged 1 years.
In Roekport, June 24, William M. Gri/./.le, aged
30 years, 3 mouths and 0 days.
In Appleton, June 20, Samuel Pease, aged 07 yrs.
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Yellow
The best

please

Ware,&c.

Ayer s Sarsaparilla

bargains of tmy jihtee
in the city.
hive

(

i

rs

Js the inly thoroughly eft’,
h >..«! purifier,
the only im-dh i:
that eradicate* the poison* of
Scrofula, M-rc-ai-), and ('otitaglmu» Disease
from the sy? tern.
••

tit,.

prepared r.r

B. F. Wells.
Belfast, \ in i 1 1.1. lssi;.-

l)r. J. C. Ay or <V Co., Lowel', Mass,
Sold by all Druggists Price 51;
Six bottles for 5o.

1.7

NOTICE.
i< i. «>r mi. siiKtt11 r or \\ \i.i*«» c->i s n
W VI.DO (.'Ol
S'l A I K <>1 M UNI
I V ».
June -JS A. I). Ins.;.

< »i

j

Me ( arel'ul of Your

J

f
>1’ are hercbv notified that on the ninth -l.-;.
w;
June. A. 1>. issu, a Warrant m Involve;
issne-l hy l.eo K. Johnson. Jud-e of the Court
Insolvency for-aid < ountv of Wald--, a-ain-t the'*
Sl< >BB1"» 'N. adiudavd
estate of (' IIBIS'IINA I
he an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said I u n a
u hirh petition vva-tiled on the _’7th da\ ol Ma>. \.
;•< I-D. Isn;. to which date intere.-t on l.ai’nil.y
computed; that the payment of any debt to or
1 an
sai<l Debtor, and the tran-lcr and d-diwrv
property by her are l'orbiihled l-y law; tliai a nu t
in-of the Creditors of sai-l Debtor t-* prove their!
1
debts and choose one or more a-.-i.an- -•- of her ctate will be liel-1 at a Court of In.-dven-\ to i-h-d-len at the Probate »Mire in sai-i Bid I a-t. ->ti the
14th day id'July, \. D. Is.--;, at 1 o'clock in the
afternoon.
liven under mv Itan-l the date lir.-t above written.
ANSKL WADSWuimi. SheritV.
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for -aid
< 'ounty of Waldo.
JwJG
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>
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HAVING

That are well adapted to the need' and
11
>n« I it
«*f ; our sight. I keep
n-tanth on hand mie <•!
the largest anil tm* -« complete line <>f • >ptieal Boods
lo In- found in the State, embraeing tin- eelebrated
>

< 'n/xf'i1 '("•/ /*"/•
/’. /./,/. v,
xro/iic
/SiriiC'ii n m/ /'in
/ha(/i/i (’mii-i.i, <'<,nen
Ci.imad (,'itissi s /.»/• Ill,'/, / ./..s.

All priei-s from the e-.immm -teel bow t<> the line
S-"> and S'l gold how-. I •••n’t be swindled by the
fancy pri«-es of peddlers, but eomi and buy good
goods at fair prices at
>

JEWELRY

HERVEY'S

STORE.

M

— n

Penobscot House,
Brown’s Corner, East

CUBE

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such as Disziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating.
While their moat remarkPain in the Side, Ac.
able success lias been shown ill curing

pills

ASHE

/1 the bane of so many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills arc very small and
makpn dose.
very easy to take. One or two
They arc strictly vegetable ana do not gripe or
all who
action
their
but
please
by
gentle
purge,
use them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. 8old
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

pills

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

Button
and Lace

-FOR-

Stable Connected for

Baiting

Horses.

Ladies,

j
1

Misses and Children,
-AT-

"IN

Francis’ Shoe Store.
TERMS

REASONABLE.

/’. (*. />*/; VA /;/;,
•July 1, lssi;._»w‘2<;*

j»

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end hi re, and those
valuwho once try them will find these little
able in so many ways that they will not be willing
But after all sick head
to do without them.

QMnrO
vjIIUlO,

j

I

preventing

tfSOnrm

Maine.

"nil's /Ions, n/u'nei/ .hint I, / V.sV;, h<>r fh, ne,omnia
ilation oh Transient amt Summer Uounfers.

SICK

Iyr41

Northport,

I Vt 11.11 ll.s IOW HATIIIN<. Wi l!IN I !
!> \\ ai.k run." Tin: noi >r.

Headache,yet Carter’s Little Liver Pills arc equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. K in if they only cured

|

it

>

12.00§14.00
gO
log 12
35g 1.50
7g8
42g45
:{og4<»

OgO Hay # toil,
2g3 Hides # lb,

■
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MARRIED.

Price Paid Producers.

Produce Market.

Apples# hush

l,i* rh monstr.ati il It*
ilis.-.is.-i r'll.c blood.

i’w. •% yean ago I
h l’.u ilic, whenYlvo
f v
laid up with
1
b
-A
‘•run y.
;•
b.' a:
i, g-;* swollen
and bleeding, t--:h 1
p op..- blotches ail
r- ath M'.'im 1
ov.-r iH, ni. i
*:r
n.
Take it
;-•• pr< tty 1 .idly •>:!’.
All our
by and large
was
lime-juice
lent.i-'y destroyed, but tho
(1. /. :i botth.s, f AYER’S
captain hid
bAIWAPAKII.J. v :.:id gave u-i that. Wo recovered on it
t' in I have ,r seen men
bna;ght a* .utby n:
11 rtn-atmentfor Scurvy,
nnd l'\o Ke.-n a g dd- llofi'. Seeing no tnent. n in y.*i:r AIni-m
of y :r S.tr-Mparil a bt ing
pood for scurvy, l thought y. n eight to know of
this, and so send y it the facts.
Respectfully -ir*, Kali-it Y. WlNUATE.
was

oth'-rs

Corrected
BY

....

The Harpooner’s Story.
-\' O !, <’y r,!,,lu\6 1, 1383.

Counted l
(i'oo<ls

Belfast, May 13, 1880—1!)
BELFAST

Ayer’s S'AKSAP.w’.ii
curpowvr

5 & 10c.

yard.

in this

yard, sold

From Pole to Pole

B. F, WELLS’

yard.

Russia Crash!

MISIKI.LANV.

Wm. Tell, of Rucksport, has arrived in Port
<
15.. with her mainmast gone to the
deck, il having been carried awav on the 21st inst.,
while she. was at anchor on the banks.
Bristol, Fug.. .June 20. ship st. Mark, Nichols,
from San Francisco, wbieli stranded here, came off
without apparent damage after lightening about
4u(i tons cargo.
Schooner Lucy Baker of Rockland, on her passage between Peaks and Cushings islands, Monday, struck on a lodge. When the tide went out
she bilged and her cargo of lime took lire. The
vessel and cargo w ill lie a total loss.
Spoken. .June 14. lat. 30.33 N. Ion. Os'.03 W., sell.
M. C. Moscly, from Portland for Caibarien. .June
is, lat. 47.32, Ion. 00.30, brig.James Miller, Crocker,
from st. .Johns, N. 1'., for Pictou and Portland.
May 15, lat 11 51 S, Ion 31 40, ban pie Sumner R.
Meade, Parke, from Philadelphia for Penang.
The N. Y. Marine -Journal savs: At a meeting of
vessel owners and captains, held here last w eek, it
was decided to withdraw about ioo schooners from
this port until freight advanced to the schedule
rates.
A New York despatch of .June 20tli,
says that
that p. m. in a sudden squall tiie schooner Diadem,
of Thomaston, Me., Capt. Keller, capsized off Robbins’ reef light, steamer Dennis Valentine came
to her rescue and took her in tow to (lOwanus Hats.
Sell Louise Hastings, Cray, left Abaeo.June li». 0
A. M. and reached quarantine. New lurk, 23d II
A .M. making the run of about HOOmiles in ltd hours.
From Monday noon to Tuesday noon she ran over
300 miles.
There are now lying at Philadelphia three unchartcrcd ships, one steamship, twelve barks and
seven brigs, making a total of twenty-three vessels
imehartered in port.
Capt. Frank Harding of Prospect, has taken command of the two masted sell. Fmily Shepherd, 170
tons burden, at Philadelphia, lie* is in the same
employ as bis brother ( apt. W. C. Harding, (iil
derslcavc A: Co., Portland Conn.
Queestown .June 22.—Tin? mate of the British
bark Arklow w ho was picked up at sea in an open
boat by the American ship Frank Pendleton, and
said that the Arklow' was sunk by a collision on
May Nth. lias disappeared. He left a note stating
that bis heartrending story of the collision and his
subsequent sufferings was false and added “I left
the vessel for reasons which 1 will hereafter ex-

tie. per

l-2r. per

Quality

Only Sc.

II. Connor,
-ailed ship
mailed ship

plain.”
ship Brown Brothers, which arrived at Boston
last week from Puget Sound, is now discharging
at the New York and New England docks.
She
bas31‘.J spars of the finest quality, 70 to 1(H) feet long,

a

already assembled

PAPERS,
CURTAIN POLES,

HUNT

X. TICKING!

O.

A.

llawke.-bury,

shower of dollars.V Fourth of

boats. Both of the above are entered for the race
the 5th. Will Pendleton and Simon Pendleton both
have nice boats, but who in the harbor has the fastest is still an open question. There are still others
to be entered on the list and results of the race will

Choice

sdi

was

July has been arranged for at Sandy Head, consisting of a basket picnic, at 2 r. M. and clams at S r.

People

CURTAINS,

We call attention to the fact that we
shall make SPECIAL LOW PRICES
in every department of our large stock.
C.ive us a call.

Indigo

’»g<j

the direction of Mrs. Samuel French.

gold and purple in abundance.

Arnold

..

•51; average, :5n.Next
as children's
day at the

j

pair.

I’1'1'

AT HOTTOM PHIPPS.

dried # lb,
Lamb # lb,
1.40a 1.50 Lamb Skins,
medium,
W. Cat ion, !
vellow evesf|.l5gl.20 Mutton #11.,
Weid, Apalachicola.
Butter #tb,‘
log Is Oats # bush,
st. Pierre, May 22.
Arrived seh. Nellie Treat.
Beef # tb,
OgS Potatoes,
Dow, (Georgetown, s. (/.
Bound 1 log # H.,
0g0
Bariev # hush,
50gOo
Port Spain, June s. Arrived hrig Sparkling WaStraw # ton,
0.00§7.00
SglO
Cheese # It.
ter, lliehhorn. New York. June 10, arrivnF brig
0g0
hieken # lb.
Turkey, # tb,
IS§20
Starlight. Libby, New York.
7gS
Calf skins # It.,
8§*J Veal # lb,
Falmouth, Ja., May 20. Arrived seh. Lackawana, Duck# lb,
OOgOO Wo..I, washed # 11., 27g2S
( los-on, New York.
II Wool,unwashed# lb,20g2l
#
do/..,
Kggs
Buenos Ayres, May 20. sailed hark C. B. Hazel- I
4.00§5.00
lug 12 Wood, hard,
Fowl# lb.
tine. <;iIkc\. ( adiz.
3.00§3.50
(Jeese # It.,
uuglK) Wood, si.ft,
Sydney, N. s. W
May I. Sailed ship W. W.TliomMarket.
lletnil
a-, Nielnds, sail Francisco.
In port May 14, hark
John M.( lerk, Comint, from New York. Arr. Mil.
l.00§l.n:»
7§‘.» Lime # bid,
Beef, corned. # lb
4«5
Cardenas, June 11. Arrived hrig L. Staples, stow- i Butter Salt.# box,
20 ()at Meal # lb,
ers, Phila. June 22.
Arrived hark Deo. Treat, Corn # bush,
57 < Inions # It.,
Treat. Phila.
( racked Corn # hush, 57 Oil,Kerosene,#gal.,12 §15
Avoiunoutli. June 23. Arrived ship st. Mark. Corn Meal # hush,
57 Pollock # lb,
3‘a§4
Nichols, San Francisco.
Cheese # lb,
7§S
log 13 Pork # tb.
IVuartli, June 21. Sailed ship Flizabeth. But- Cotton Seed # ewt., 1.45 Plaster # hid., l.OOgl.10
man, San Francisco.
3
Codfish, dry, # tb, 3 ‘i §0 Rye Meal, # lb,
Liverpool, June 23. Arrived ship America, liar
1.05
Cranberries, # qt.,
0§0 Shorts, # ewt.,
liman, san Francisco; bark John Watt, Sweetser, Clover Seed # lh. 14§17 Sugar# lb,
0§7'.
New Orleans. June 2s. Sailed -hip Frank Pen
40
Flour # hhl..
3.50§f..50 Salt, T. I.. # hush.,
dleton, Nielnds, Fleetwood.
11.(i. Seed #hu,2.3O02.4O S. Potatoes# tb,
0§0
June
27.
Arr.
Havana,
hark Havana, Wire, New
Wheat Meal # tb,
Lard # tb,
312§4
8§9
York.

Maud (linn, Connie (Irani ami Hiram (Irani were
absent one day each. Whole number in attendance,

few weeks later and remain with him till

tended the Mikado

was

over

completed.

following scholars
Daggett,
Daggett,
French, Sammic French,
Dinn,
Melvin
(.rant,
Fthel
De.n-ge
Maxliehl, Inez
Maxlield. Den.- Perkins. Finnic Perkins, Charles
Richards, Jennie Richards, May Richards. (Jertrude Staples. Willie stover, tlcorgc Stowers,
Henry Stowers, Jamie Stowers. Sila.- Wardwcll.

Dr. takes

the usual way, viz. rows three feet apart, hills two
toot, and to-day the vines cover the entire ground.
We have nothing in particular that we ran

capacity and left enough to till the Forest City, and
the latter left a large quantity for the Katahdin to
take Monday. The freight business on this line

bridge

favor

Travel has been

out.

for

Recent

term

were

numerous

right hand and crushing and mangling the hand
very badly-s. 'J'. ^ oung has returned from Boston where In* went to dispose of his colts_\. 1).
Mathews had green peas of his own
growing June
and Bridges Sherman had potatoes in blossom
the -Oth.I. J. Walker has potatoes
planted in

moruingtbewarehou.se was full

laid

John

occupied hi- cottage, and it is

Fiki-.UT)
K. I,. Mitchell gut his hand caught in
the cog wheels of the rolling machine at the tannon last Saturday, severing one
linger from his

Saturdays.... When the Penobscot arrived in

the

on

now

a

get it done.

Friday. The teacher. Mrs. Sara. A. ('liflonl,
general favorite, and the only regret i.- that

a

the

fall.

preparations, the most fastidious could
grounds for complaint. The Forest City

she

Poston

a proper
dressing, is a meal
Tht* Dr.'s faithful “Jimmy'’ i< with
treasure too. There i- nothing in the

make his
no

—

i-

come a

had but little time to

is

much

t.corgc and Willis Young from South West Harbor
and Owl's Head.\ six weeks’ term of school

from the pen of the late* Bov. (
rosby, w ho was a
particular friend of the Dr.and a frequent visitor
to tin* cottage.
The Dr.'s wife with friends will

where

nba

<

especial pride in the opening entry, in the log,
w hich gives a brief
history of Turtle Head, and is

con-

was

Rice, will

•'lose*I

very interesting reading. Then* are
contributions from visitors, and the

He did wonders on
for and otherwise lookof the passengers, and though

wants

Boston last Friday
of eastern freight,

to

present

for tin*

Journal

a

have

ami

North port

Tuesday evening. Mr. Charles S. Bickford, of
this city, also a member of the class of V2, was

out

A

as

since lie lias

ever

catering

harf

w

household economy that “Jimmy" cannot do. The
Dr. keeps a “log,” in which hi* make- a record
every lew hours each day. lie has done this

in the service.

down in

Work

stream

as

customer- to

i> here for

him, and is

as

Point.

hr.-uncook

convenience

on

lit fora

will leave this end of the route for Boston Tuesdays and Fridays; leaving Boston Wednesdays

Camp Ground, Monday,
making preparations
occupy liis cottage there
for the summer-Prof. W. K. Howard, ’s*», who
has been filling the chair of mathematics at the
was

once more

trip

he felt called upon to
sidered shortcomings,

lloulton, formerly of .'-earsport, was in Belfast on
M• on ia\
He is travelling for the Imluntted Fibre
Co
t Portland... .Mr. K. T. Boothhy, of Waterlie.

Holder

it i- to his

in

Hum;.

PORTS.
N.'\\ V ork. .1 line 2d. Arrived seh. Nathan Clitrord,
Bangor. June 2.‘». cleared hrig |. \\ Parker, Presey. Wielmiond. June 2'.. Arrived ship st. Joseph,
Nich.il-, Calcutta. June 27. Arrived hrig spark
ling Water, lliehhorn. Port Spain: sell. Nellie s
Pickering. MeKeen, Brunswiek.
Darien. Da.. June 2d. Arrived sell Mever A Mul
ler. Perkins. New York.
W iekford. June 2d. Arrived seh. Sarah I.. Davis,
Kneclaud. Phila.
New
Haven, June 2d. sailed sehr. Abide <
Stubbs. Pendleton. Norfolk.
Brunswiek, June 2(». Arrived sell. Welaka, Cot
treil. New York.
Baltimore. June 22. Arrived seh. D. D. Haskell,
Ila>kell, Fernandina.
Philadelphia. June 22. Arrived seh. Marv A.
Hall. French. Darien. June 24, arrived sell. Fior
ence I.eland, Adam-, Fernandina.
Bo-ton, June 22.
Arrived seh. Benj. ('arver,
Lowell. Port John-on. June 2d, e lea tv I bark J antes
D. Pendleton. Lancaster.
Valparaiso. June 21. ar
rived sell. Mary. Magee. Lddyville. June 27. ch ared -eh. Dione. Waynes, Woekport. June 2S. Arriv
ed lirig II. c. sildey, llieliborn, Hoboken; seh.
Webster Bernard. Marshall, New York.
Hell Date, June 21*. Passed through sell. tie*'.
B. Ferguson, Wyder. Knudnut for Portland.
Norfolk, June 2<*. Sailed bark Migunn, ('nleord,
New Haven.
san Francisco, June 27.
Arrived ship Frederick
Billing-, sherman. Kobe, 20 davs
Fernandina, June 27». ( learn I sell. Herald, Drav,
Dcmarara.
Newport News. June 2t*». Arrived barque John
Banyan. Lancaster. Norfolk.
Newport, June 20th, night, sailed seh. Marv
Jane. Arey, W'interport for Norwich.
l'ORKbiN PORI'S.

split stone have been built oil both sides, replacing
the old walls which have lasted sixty years. The
material used is from the pier which supported
tin bridge at the mill before the new road t*> the

hath, and served with

the familiar face of Mr. J. B. Patter

work, and thinks it

svnid

nice fresh boiled lob-ter for -upper, and
much ditterenee in ioh.-tcrs by the way
as there i.- in
anybody, and a lobster caught in
clean, sweet water, and then given a hot water

some

to
as

BARGAINS

Carpels,
mm hies i kies, fins, sit.,

A.MKRK AN

years. :,ii*l hv

Dr. had

Hi.am*

v

gave us
there is

freight clerk. Mr.
1). 1J. Smith, long the steward of the Katahdin, occupies a corresponding position on the ForestCitv,
and all who patronize the line will be glad to see

in Belfast last week. Mr. Brown former
the hotel at Northpoit Camp Ground, and is

tlie

seen

with Mr. Thomas

son,

were

ran
*i■'w

'1 o'clock, when

ready

25c.

each.

Oil Cloths, Wool

SAII.KIi.

June 21
sells. Addie (.. Bryant, stuhhs. Ban
gor: Wm. stevens, Carter, do.
dune 2<I. sehs.
\. W. Fllis, Ferguson, New
I’ork: ( liarity, Magee, Bangor. Marv Farrow.
Condon, do.
•Cinr 2s. srhs.
I.. Warren, Colson. Boston:
John c. smith, l ergti-on. Charleston.
June 2D. Seh. Henry, Woods.
Bangor.

accommodating
respect and contidenee
a natural mechanic, al-

get work

way

(

two

$10.00

LARGE ASSORTMPXT OP

.*

business and

t*»

manner, lie has gained the
of all his pations. lie is
to

boating, Hams and lobsters in abundance, one can
puss a day or weeks there with equal pleasure.
On our arrival the Dr. “pulled a lobster
pot" and,

Bangor
Saturday
l.luotons, a
painted inside and out and received a general overhauling she is in line condition throughout. Though
not so large as the l'enobsrot or Katahdin, she i>
well fitted and comfortable, and with her popular
officers ought to become a favorite with the travelling public. Capt. Mareus Pierce is well known to
all the old patrons of the line us a courteous gentleman and an excellent officer, while in the ticket
is

-ummer...

Baili

at

]

hardly got settled, but one can never drop
Dim when he w ill not be entertained. There
is no pleasanter location on the coast than “Island
Home." With the bracing sea air, line
fishing and

Steamship Company, left Boston
on her lirst trip east. The Forest City
line sea boat, and having been re-

last

coin

during

Beturii call

his strict attention

representative
pa—ed a day last week with Dr. A. s. Davis, at
hi- cottage at “Island Home,” Turtle Head. The

& Boston

Kcv.G.

f the

Fifth

worked at Freedom

>.

to

Lisle Thread Hose at

HAND AT .MARVELLOUS

ON

Farrow, Condon, Ports-

sargent. Mt. Desert.
.lime 27. Sell. Henry, Woods, Boston.
•lime 2s. Sehs. Mary F. Corson. Wohinson, do.
.Charlotte T. Sihley. Bartlett, do.
A. IIa\ford, .Jones, do.
J- Ponder, Jr., Bullock, do.
Clad Tidings,-, st Johns.

village blacksmith, Mr. C. 15. Mm
pie. win* ii- been running a shop at Thorndike
station for about a year past, i.- about t<> remove
his lm-in*
t<* Fast Dixmont.
Prior to coming
here Mr.

at

$1.00

our

DRAPERIES,

at 37 l-2e,

smith,’Ferguson, Bangor.

The

MTi.

was provided at one side.
The cost of the work is
£l‘»b.Mrs. Fliza F. McIntosh of Cambridge,
Mass., is vi-iting her sister Mrs. Jane Drain, and
her brother Francis F. French, wlm lives on the
"Id place-Willis Rice, a mate on bark Hav ana,

-\

stkamku N«»TKS. The steamer Forest C ity, of
the Boston and Portland line, chartered for the

year and

W.

Belfast last week and will remain here

colli

guished speakers from abroad will address
the vast audience there assemble 1. Sixth, Sack
race, to B«- participated in By all who wish : also a
potato race, the one picking up the largest number
of potatoes without stopping to receive a
diploma.
\ general invitation is herein extended to all
comrades, ami the other half of comrades. Those
not having halves of their own, to Be sure and not
conn* without a halt
\ 11 are expected to Be there
and report prompth on their arrival, so that
positions will Be assigned them in the grand
review. The fathers of Noiliiport are expected to
Be on the grounds to receive the < >ld Vets, on their
arrival and tender the hospitalities of Temple
Heights.

fresh and

eiiher -ide «»l ttie top and bottom fins; cut
.climl -lit down the bells. M'ith
1111• •,i

low n

The

distil

>

d

TKMrLK IlKI'.IITS.

AT

1

in July ...The Fniversali-ts of Maine will hold a
grand Sunday school picnic, duly stii. at Marano
cook ...The subject of l*i*i. d. \ Boss* sermon at
the North church next Sunday will be “( hrist and
the Nation." As owing to the storm there was a
small congregation last Sunday the monthly collection will be taken next Sunday.... Bev. B. <
Wentworth at the Methodist church will preach
next siuidjiy afternoon from the
topic “Our Be
0’iblie
Its Dangers and safeguards."... .Three
per-oiis were baptized last Sunday by Bev. D. L.
Tufts, of the Baptist ehureli.

otlieer

Fourth, Comrades will fall in vvitli their
girl on tin- right for a grand parade on the

Best

-tout one

a

il!

an

>ame.

down tlie bay are large
buekling the alder pole
do.d»l(
It
ip.
rcijuires some -kill to dlV.SS, or
i.eurge" woiih -ay, to uudres.- a runner,

t

n

Post, (.. A. B with
families, propose eelehrating the National
anniversary at Temple Heights, North port, with
the following programme
First, A-semBly call
and salute. Second, Private conference of com
rades, in which matters of great importance to the
future of this nation, and particularly of the -late
of Belfast will he discussed. Third, Dinner call,
when all arc expected to do ample justice to the
innumerable ingredients which will Be spread
under the greenwood trees, and it is hoped that all
will feel somewhat relieved after partaking of the

with clams, eon-titute the gear.
\ small
k is the best a- the runner's mouth is
he i- an invoter.de bait -tealer. A 'hold
"t

have

their

p«de i- the best, bast
Belia-t part} captured a good string from
■!e- of
the BlutV. ill N Olthport, just
1p
Height-. An alder pole twelve or
!••••• long, a
-In,
line, and a small hook

k

make

to

the Fnivcrsalist church will be “Pei
sonal liflort"-The l niver-alist church in thicity wiil i>e closed the second and tbird Sundays
sermon

rades of Thomas IL Marshall

season

most

»re

ease

< KKK1IUATION

rimitive alder

id.
■ao.

In

Nxi.it-.

<•

a

The

prodired.

-«•

to

I

...

Bring up the question as to
inav list* in making an
arrest. \ > one wants an otlieer to
needlessly alm.-e
a man. But if we
expect good order we must support our ollieials in maintaining it. It is no excuse
f *r a man that lie i- drunk. The law gives him no
privilege under such circumstances. If he is noisv
and resists the tdlu-cr- the y arc justified in using
force to overpower him.
suit will he Brought
against Hanlon for resisting the oflieers.

return next

u;
n

This

] low inu.-h force

application for a charter. Mr.
Tuesday evening to or

an

nine: iwili

I'

the

tin-

a

ly of Mr.-. Anne Knight, representing ( hrist bh
ing little children, was a new and pleasing feature.
The subject of Be
<1. W. Jenkins Sue.dav

tliev -ay he -u tiered no injury from the Blows received But had
Bad heart trouble which was
aggravated Bv liquor. Hanlon himself informed

Ingcrson.

>.

attendance. The Hit reh was beautifully decorated
with llowers. and birds added their charm to the
occasion. A new altar-cloth, the handy work large-

trial Hanlon

-n.pwa- made at North port
M ails has a cottage.
The

A

1m

w

At the

cheap

of

WALL

VlIItIVKIi.

June J.». Sciis. Marv
uiointi: .lolm (
.1 me 21.
Seh. Puritan,

Report of ,-ehool in District No. 1,
town of llrook-.
The following are the names of
tlie pupils not absent one half day
Pert ha I*iIlcy, Mary 11 oxford. Fv ie Roberts, Fva o'llrien,
Allic Pilley. Fben Miller. Average attendance is.
No. «.f pupils 11. Annie M. Pratt, teacher.

••

-<»

:i" b

s.

Vests at 23c.,

pairs

CARPETINGS,

JERSEY WAISTS and JACKETS!
EXTRA

few

I'oliTOF HFI.h AST.

l>i;*»oivs.

The

subject of J. \. Savage's
di-eoui-e at the
nitarian ehureli next Sunday
morning wiII be i.aw and Liberty ."... < hildn nsunday, was observed at the I niver.-alist church
last Sunday but the rain prevented the usual large

ber term of the >. -L Court. Hanlon was arrested
when intoxicated and resisted the otlieerviolentlv that thev were obliged to u-e force and

j

N1 >11

( ill in II

Gauze

Ladies

Dozen

Buy a

23c., worth 37 l-2e.
23c„ worth 37 I-2c.

UNDERWEAR !

SHIP NEWS.

< >

The otlieer# have
damagt were place' at
given Bond-for their .i|.pearam-e Before the Octo-

city, from 30c.

20e.

“

Misses

Prom

I

Wall-, "f Vinalliaven, w as in Bel
i-i week in hi-\ arht Ijuivive. The yacht has
;i
lerg --Jig extensive repair.- and her owner
he'-,- t,,
i\a> his eraft measured.
Her dimen

HOSIERY !

in this

“

“

33

j

>.

at S7 1 -2c..

season

.S3.

30 Dozen Ladies Seamless Hose at

Tin-

timely rain has come, the
are starting afresh, and farmers are
feeling
better ...Mrs. S|. s. Keene arrived home last
week In-in a two week's visit in
N
Bangor
ghost or person out of the line of travel in the road
w:i~ -eel in Prospect in the
night last week liv a
reliable person. More particulars arc
expected
soon-Mrs. Alexander will give
readings at
Prnrpcc'l village Monday, .lulv pi. If the weather
i- rt-'iniv the next Thnrsdav
Pillowing will he the
night. The Grange has voted to give tin- Grange
ball lor I lie evening ...licv. I.. 1. Ilansromli will
preach his iir-i sermon for I he summer next Sunday— Mr. Matthew Partridge arrived home lari
week ..brig Herman, al ter a rear's cruise.
Saturday. July id. some ~i\ of our fastest trotters
go I" Monroe park to in their speed.
The race is
free to all.

o

'd

.07 1-2.

HOSIERY !

crops

is-

I

1.00.

PARASOLS !

Nourishing,
Palatable,
The Most Economical,
Of All Prepared Foods.

Sold |,y Druggist.--2.V.. .’(lie.. Si.00,
J; -' An interesting pamphlet entitled "Medieal Opinions on tin- Nutrition of Infants and
Invalids." free on application.
Wells. Kicliardson A Co., Burlington. N't.
ld\v”4

j

1

“

“

sold last

Having just consummated a large purchase with the manufacturer,
we are prepared to show the largest assortment ever seen in
Belfast, and at BREAK-DOWN prices.

.73.

All Wool Serge 42 in. wide, al
Tricots, 34 in, wide, at

lO

quality

The Most

j

M"

GOODS!

10 Pieces Camels Hair, 42 in. iritle, al

This

yl-

PARASOLS i

•-

m:in\

QUALITfSUMMEFsiLKS

10 PCS. SPLENDID

GLOVES & UNDERWEAR!

SUMMER

for young or delicate children.
A Suro Preventive of

VViison and

■

them.

on

large and hand.-omc.

\cr

va:n

Made

Ready

Ihvlil

\ Ni vv Git vMTK Fiit.vi.
The superior quality of
l’l.NulisruT 11 of**t;. This house, a new summer
There wa- hitched in the v illage Monday a blue
the Oak Hill granite is widely known ami many i hotel. F. (. Benner,
proprietor, was opened dune lior-e, whether a lorerunner of
good or evil \v<manufaeturers have desired to obtain control of l-'-at Brown'- < orner.
Northport, for the aeeoni
M
a
!‘i
l the wedding card- <d John !
know in*! -but the horse had a tired appearance,
tin quarries. The Mitchell Granite < ompany of niodatiou of transient and summer
boarders. The as
II ’in
M l* and Mi-- Alice Johnson, who wen
though the process of dtteiuy was going on in
Ma«s. have Been large consumers of thi- ; house is new near the (
Quine
amp <•round, good faejli- i -ide as well
New i.urv port, Mass., June j:;«i. Hr.
as out.
stork, using ncarh one half the granite quarried at
tie- for -ailing and 1-atliing, and one of the best
II ■"•••:
vv.
known in II< I fast., having formcrh
oak Hill Mr. Mil- hell was n> Ih-lt.i-t Moiidav and
locations on the coast.. An excellent place to
Tuesday evening crowds of otir citizens were
pass
practiced here.
per'feeted arrangements B\ which the Mitchell the heated term.
on the streets to witness the display of the north
M :. K• i;ne\
>i ILuilt.m, proprietor of the well I
Oranin < ompan> acquires an interest in the (ink !
ern lights, which we venture to say excelled the
The Biddeford Time-of June JC.th makem
-ldue which ha.- 1 uvn opei at ingin Waldo ! Hill
pleas
quarric* ami will assume control. A stock ant mention ot
lire w oi ks that w ill be show n at any of the coining
the marriage of t.eorge II. < ope
wa!»<*!;a-t last week, and Mr. L. F. !
eompauv will !•<• formed, ami the property devel- land ot Hits
H
: acted for a well at
city to Mi— Annie I.. Ladd of Biddc celebrations of the fourth.
Maple < ,ro\ e < ainji oprd. Tiie litehell Compam emplovs a large
ford. The bride and groom wen1 the
in
in North ><ar-port.
I'm. >i:.vi;« n rmi in; Lost lluv. There was a
recipients of
number of men. and i- among the most extensive
an elegant silver water pitcher and salver, a cake
great rush for Journals last Thursday as all wen*
manufaeturers
of
monumental
and
v•
fancy granite basket, a
'!>- < ook. the venerable ’mother ;
idi.n'i
handsome clock, and varum other vain
desirous of hearing the minutest details with relawork n the country, and eventually a large share
J
H and la <
.k .• >1 thi
*ity, tell one day la-t
able present-. After a brief visit in Bidd- f ud
tion to the search and limling of the 1 >st boy Flof this work will Be done at City Point. Belfast.
img kci s* v cr- i;.
Mr- ( ook is eighty
will
come
to
Belfast.
they
bridge. \N e have been called upon by a great
The Base of (»ak Hill is But one mile from the Bel
II
| 1- .oil fide lit .-he will be ollt
age.
1 he long looked h>r and much-needed rain came number ot our citizens, aniongthem Mr. llorr who
fast railroad, and a side track tilling in this gap is
mat -he ha
mam more years ot' useful
found the boy and who wishes us to correct a few
This trails- “ii Friday last and although the fall ua.-not heavy
among the possibilities of the future.
statements with relation to his part in the affair.
fei of the quarries will not interfere with the sale it was heartily welcomed.
Sunday there were
u Ii,
i:-< harg'.ng granite from ,-ehr. Puritan at
He -ays he went in by the shore mad and up
of rough stock to outside parties. We are pleased bri-k showers which did avast amount of good.
v h.arf m this c:t v
Hal:
the woods the same way nearly all the
last week, a slight acei
1 hoy came too late to help the
to m»te this indication of tin* development of our
hay crop material 1 v, through
at
••urccd The workmen were hoisting a large I
people went who started from the village, and that
eranite interest, vv hicli is no doubt to Be the lead- but other crop- w ill bo greatly beueiited.
n:'c
umii weighing twelve ton- when the
he went almo-t directly to w here the boy laid, be
ing industry of Belfast.
1 he seh. Mary l < orsou, of J.ueksom ille, Fla..
fa
parted letting the -tone drop to the e-.
ing only about an hour and a half from home be
KKsI'.n Vika (»r
Pastok.
Bev. George F. <
apt. James Boltins m. of Belfast, is at this port
k. The column landed on a fiat stone and j
fore finding the little fellow. Messrs. J. A. ClemTults. who insisted in the «*luireh services at the
for genera! repair.-, and will go upon the Mer'll. deck, causing damage estimated at
ent and
F. Merrill deserve especial mention for
house, in this citv on Sunday, i chants Marine
ongregationali-t
ab .ii: *10.1.
railway. Tin* centreboard will be the manner in which the skirmishers were deployed
read the resignation of Bev. .1 \. Boss, the pastor,
taken out and new timbers jut in, making her a
from the very first t<> last, and the thorough man
1 M ’• I
1'lie following oilicevs were last week | and made some remarks in regard to the esteem in
regular deep keel vessel. >o'i. < linrlotu: T. Sib- ner with which the one hundred men in line were
is
which
Mr.
Boss
held
in
the
There
>n "
•!" la* gc for the
community.
U
!
eii.-uing term
ley. i- baling her rigging ovi rhatded and other- doing their work and the direction they were
was a deep feeling of sadness in the congregation
«
M .. N
\\
(.
Tuttle. \
I II. liar
w ise lilted up.
following would have found the boy within
I*
«»•
White. Tunis. Installation on when the resignation was read. Mr. Boss wa* in
Mr. A. W
Keene writes from Boston to the one hour. As showing the thorough manner in
stalled
of
the
church
4.
nearh
Is7.>,
pastor
sept.
dug. The term has been a prosperous
which the -enroll was conducted tin1 first day.
Journal
I know your readers must be pleased to.
thirteen years ago. He i~ a thorough scholar, a
"•an
..--vv member- being added,
llesidc pay j
A rabbit
learn of the rapid advancement of Mr. F. *v Pitch- we have only to relate one incident.
ami
an
excellent
While
great
student,
preacher.
nulling expenses. sick benefits, Am, the h.dge
j he ha* Bern a resident ot Belfast he
was started some w here near the center of the line
er in his musical studies here.
As a >olo singer
lias Been a
• a- added i-fillo to it.- bank account.
which
to
out
the
attempted
pass
by
right Hank. < if
prominent temperance advocate, an earnest worker he gives much promise. He lia- lately been chos'Ida chimney ill tla- house of John Lane, at the
course all made a dart for him and the men were
for the good of our schools, and for many years en a member of the ( lnrcndon Male Quartette,
near together, the line so perfei t.and the rabbit
**r ot Miller and < iiarie- streets in this
city, chairman
the 'superintending school committee. w hich organization has appeared in public several
so seared that he failed to break
m fiit on
through. Oncol
Sunday. After burning for sometime Mr. B
i- a gentleman of strong opinions and times of late and won warm praises from the pubthe men gave him a kick, auothci planted his foot
'"out damage the ohimiiev became so hot that it i
make- them felt upon what ever subject he dis- lic and the pres.- in Boston and virinitv.
square on the rabbit's l>n; k and captured him.
bed t ic wood work in the second story. A
eiisse-.
His place cannot Be rcadih tilled. Mr.
Tm: rnu >. !».•
circus arrived in Belfast
>ome of our retire* 1 sea captains w eighing bet ween
b
wa- thmi cm through the roof and water
Bos.- graduated from the Free Church College, now
tin- lirst train getting two ami three hundred would hardly have been semod in
v tinneighbor-, wlm had come t«. the merged in Dalhousie College, Nova Scotia, in ls'd ; early Wednesday morning,
in between live and six o'clock, the second train
lected as scouts in tho bush, but notwithstanding
ie
aim the lire < xtinguishcil.
N" alarm was from tin
Free church Div init;. Hall, Nova Scotia,
following later. The day was clear w ith a cool this fact, in the search for the boy they began at
-lijrlit.
]>a4. and was a resident at Andovi r Theological
northerly bree/.e blowing. A- usual there were early dawn and w ere in the woods as long as they
w v
it MoitK-.
a petition numerously signed
seminary in isbb. He was acting pastor at New large crowds about the -treoH and corners •mild sec, and not
only the first day, but t<* the finGloucester, Me., from ISfln to lsc»4: supplied the
ii
biisin— m n will be presented to the city
ish. Two or three nights after he was found FI
waiting to see the procession. The dust blew
church ;it Marion, Iowa, from 1SB4 to lst»t> and wahi*
next M'-ndav evening, urging that body to
about in clouds making it uncomfortable for all.
It ridge on going to bed, remarked “This is not so
its pa.-tor from lxii; to l.*7:5, when he came to Bel>■ di;11• ■!v
.ntraet w ith Hinds. Motlit A: t o., or
| At Pi.dntlie street proee-sjun appeared,
marching big a bed as 1 had up there,” and when asked w hat
fa-t.
The
Best
wishes of the community will go
-•me "tlier reliable parties for a
system of water
the
through
principal streets. In the afternoon the he had f**r a bed in the woods, he very soberly reK".
Tiie iie.-e--.ity for such action must be evi- with him vvhtivverhe may settle.
canvas was well tilled,
principally by people from plied, “the ground.” The little fellow said t** one
ut t" all and die matter has been
thoroughly
•I' bis aunts, “Auntie, did you know the birds sing
Auukstku in tiik Link <»k 1m tv. Aurelius the interior towns. The city people attended in
I--,
i. M< need a water supply for tire and
when the stars are shining?"
Packard, George W. FusBcc and < liarles Walker. the evening. The cirrus, procession, Sir., were
Without waiting
purpose-. a id other tow n- of less Importance
fora reply lie continued, “they do for I woke up
fair. The < ity Marshal had an extra police force
Belfast polio men. were arrested last week on com-h -vvn miterpri-e in this direction. It i- time
and
heard
them
there.”
up
plaint of .John.L Hanlon on a w rit of trespass for on duty and good order prevailed throughout the
I tel fast was up and doing.
alleged injurie- received while > eingarrested. The dav.

’1 hev

sea-on.

j.i,

r.

Buyers Throughout Waldo

sixty people went to Swan Lake Tuesday and
had a picnic dinner. There was some fast driving j
on the way home to escape the threatened shower,
|
but it was a good time nevertheless.

I he

j

J.

One

Doses

IOO

excursion from
The

over.’’

to Cash

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $r>. Made
only by 0.1. 1IOOI) & CO., Lowell, Mass.

.John K.

son

me

Special Importance

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Kastman Clark

his

meet

to make

of

Opportunity

Register of Heeds, Lowell, Mass.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is worth its weight in gold.’’ I. ItAKItINliTON,
130 Hank Street, New York City.

studies.
an

Monday.

after the lire works in the

building

was in town Tuesday
to
Clarke, who has returned
from (Germany where he has been to complete his

of

Watcrville and

Bangor, including the Belfast and Dexter branches.
Belfast

are

Among the arrivals this week are ( apt. Win. H.
West, Wilbert N. West, I.. C. Havener, Mrs. Clifton Havener, .lames .Johnson, Tims. C. Met lure.

and after

Boston, ami also

Co.

s.

travelling in the interest<
of the Indurated Fibre Co., of Cortland, made a
short visit to Searsport this week.

Monday closed mails will lx* made
up lor the flying Yankee train between Bangor
and

S.

Henr\ B. Black who is

factories usualh shut down this lime of year, but
they are running with a full force.
M>

Bangor

very neat and convenient ollice

a

An

Season!

close the

to

Our entire wholesale stock to he dosed out at retail before July 4tb, at prices never before heard of.
Our limited space prevents our mentioning but very few of the bargain lots offered, but we guarantee from now until July 4th GltKATKST BARGAINS in FINK

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st. the combination of
remedial agents; 2d, the proportion; 3d, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purities my Mood, sharpens my appetite, anu

typo made us say that Dr. Sawyer ami not
Sanger, of Bangor, was in town on profession

their agent here
on the wharf.

Unapproachable Bargains

the Blood

Purifies

al business.

Work at the shoe factory of Messrs. Critchett
A" sibley,oI this city, continues well into the season,

sin-

h

was

The
Dr.

announced.

lie

a poor suBsti
Tin* opera wa- well mounted, the costumes
and appropriate, and the vocal and histrionic
talent of the company «-;i> much above the avei
age.

|

(

last

II. L. Payson. of Montvillc will be a candidate
for sheri 11 before the Republican
County cunvon-

the lack

was

Mikado at Belfast last week

Bangor

Mr. Kenney, of lloulton, arrived in town last
party of friends, inelud j Thursday and is soliciting orders for boring wells.

lisemont.

The onL drawBaek
orchestra, for w hic'n a piano i-

an

a

yacht, cruise
aslim* during the
a

trip.

tion.

tiilBcrt and 'MillivanV eoiuie opera was giva manner that vvould have done credit to

in

was at

able

in Belfast last week
the hook. The volume is in paper rov
contain'
pages, and hear- the following
"Seaside, Mountain and Lake

The

post oftice for

column.

■•ompiler of a

lute

accept
the finest lot of strawberrie- we have

t"j

Ilaynes, of

professionals.

corporation
annual meet ingot tin

thi-

morning

on summer resorts, was

ce--.

a

July 7th.

<

The

bids of

new

Owen,

A.

a Moo-chend Lake rail

;.:

Monday.

on

presentation <>f the Mikado at tin- Belfast
<
»p*-r:i Hons
Wednesday evening, dune A'td, By a
Bangor compauv tinder the uianageinent of M,. F.

"li-euin

<

Maine Central railroad entered upon

The

en

a

>ne of the

way."

ami

( ourt

<

Also line liotels and liusiues.- hon-es on
Maine Central Railroad and its connecting lines,
New Brunswick Railway and Inter-colonial Rail

photographer, has leas

fa -t

c> on

fair audience.

sorts.

celebra

no

was a

Belfast girl.

title

the fith. will

Theivwill be

There
was a

er-.

anniversary—the

Monday,

formance.

performers

work

in thi- eitv

on

1'

f
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City's freight list Sunday included a well patronized from here.
trotting sulky weighing only 5G pounds. It was I
Several of our citizens have unsuccessfully
for a Bangor man, and is a line piece of workman- tried cod
fishing in the bay.
ship.
Hon. David N. Mortland and wife, of liockland,
1L L. Woodcock will pay a liberal reward fora made a visit in town this week.
‘log which strayed from his cottage at Searsniont.
Thirty-two teams were hitched on the street
For a description see advertisement in another
Saturday. Talk about dull times in Searsport!

loud notice in the

a

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING HOUSE.

Sarsaparilla

Combines, in a manner peculiar to itself, the
best blood-purifying and strengthening remedies of the vegetable kingdom. You will find
this wonderful remedy effective where other
medicines have failed. Try it now. It will
purify your blood, regulate the digestion,
and give new life and vigor to the entire body.
"Hood's Sarsaparilla did me great good.
I was tired out from overwork, and it toned
me up.”
Mrs. G. E. Simmons, Cohoes, N. Y.
I suffered three years from blood poison.
I took Hood's Sarsaparilla and think I am
cured.” Mrs. M. J. Davis, Brockport, N. Y.

The Forest

delivering

pepper, and in
before making her

bed

ii

-i

Adamless Kden, as presented in Belfast Monday
evening by Lilly Clay's company, was a cheap per-

Mr. (j. II.

jail caught Mrs.

tin

Brackett has
pants makers.

six churche.- and six post olliees.

lloit, of thi- riiv. has sol,I hi- aelits
boat—three vaehts and fifteen boat-- to
White. iio\v
rt M
lien Ha/eltine.

ro"

was

We have received from Mr. NY. C. Tuttle, a line
picture of Master Klbridge NVatcrhouse, of Senrsport, the boy recently lost in the woods.

points out some errors in
the -tatistics given by our Green’s Laudingcorrespondent of tin population, etc. of Deer Isle We
have no doubt, however, that the place will grow
t" tin
proportions given. The Ca/.ettc puts depopulation of Deer Isle at 4.(Mm. and says then* arc

i-

grird.*rs bell

Hood’s

heard about town

The water question is being discussed by our
citizens, and it is believed that something will lie
done before the season closes.

The I>eer IslcCazette

w

The scissors

begun haying.

fanuers liave

our

Wednesday.

lading for coal vessels call for
the discharge of l.*»o tons per day and giv e the hiring of the stevedores to the consignees, instead of
the master of the cssel. The stevedore no longer
cruises dow n the l»a\ to catch the collier, but quietly interview the consignee-. Complaint is made,
however, of die -tevedorc usages in this city.

Mr. Mimic!
"•I

street

Locals.

Searsport
Several of

delphia.

The

"■tickue\ returned Sunday from liar
her. lie -old hi- span of horses ami car
igotnM: John I larding for a hand-ome sum
I

1

Trussed,

Belfast at U.40 and arrives at 10.40 a. in. The aftertrain leaves at _’.o.'> and arrives at G.fta p. m.
standard time. See notice on fourth page.

people arc at work
Ha
m thi-city
The granite business is dull
\ in i.haven. *iciie« the change.

II

city, has bought the
formerly occupied by

of tins

noon

mil haven

: \

hum

The Knights of Labor in Belfast and vicinity are
talking up an excursion.
Mr. Craig, one of our granite men, has just
shipped a large and handsome monument to Phila-

circus which

Charles Furbish.

The

enJug.

Large

Forepaugh's

Waterville, July hi.

Union

on

time table

Adamic-- Kden?”

number of U.

\
--it

’•

the

see

H.

Joseph

a

w a\.
ant it fixed

w

is billed for

will exhibit at

bit ecstatic, but not a whit rheumatic,
and he does ii up emphatic when lie sends a
business “ad.”
And he cuts a knowing caper, saying: “Put it In
the paper, at the top «.f highest column, if
you want t«» make me glad.
Start it with vour biggest letter, set it up a little
better, than that other fellow's ad. across the

just

He'-

city

This

Vicinity.

POWDER
Absolutely

Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of puntv,
strength and wholesomeness. Mmv economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in com
petition with the multitude of the low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co pm; Wall StM

NY.

l*roj>rh

for.

TENNIS, BICYCLE,
-AND-

-AT

■Yachting Shoos, B. F. Wells’.
—at—

1 y 142

Horse for Sale.
subscriber oilers for sale a dark hay, 0
years old HORSE, kind and gentle and >uit
able for ladies use. Apple to
C. J. CON A NT.
Belmont, June 23d, ISS0.—3w2J*

Market.
Boston, June 20.

Better—'The butter market continues steady for
choice, but easy on any that is not the best. Choice
creameries in job lots, PJg2(k*; extra northern.
IS a Ilk- ; extra northern dairies, 15'., «17c: selections, 17gl7,1ic; new eastern creameries, isgis^c;
extra fresh ladles. 12 g 13c; imitation ereamerv, 14c:
bakers’ butter and old, Sglik*.
Cheese—The domestic cheese market is
slightly
firmer. Choice new northern, 7.'agSc; low grades,
4 gUc.
Eg*.8—Are linn on light receipts. Nearby and
eastern extra, I3»agl4c; eastern firsts, 12'., o*13'a<-;
northern, 12g 13c; Island and New Brunswick, 12
g 13c.
Beans—In beans the market is llrm for good,
sound stock. Vermont small
Imnd-ptcked pea, $1 70
gl SO; large pea, £1 40gl JO; medium, $1 4Ugl 50:
New York pea, small, $1 00§l 0J; yellow eve, $1 40
gl 50; red kidnev, $1 05 g I 7o.
POTATOES—About all good stock from Maine in
potatoes is firm at 05*!, and chcnangncs are tinner
at 00g05c.
New potatoes are quoted at $3g3 25 for
extra and $2 25g2 50 for medium.

Don’t

buy until you have seen ottr stock of
New goods in this line will be
received every week duringthe summer months.

Francis’ Shoe Store.

NI

DOG LOST.

1U1E

Boston

—

AN

B.

Kl> from Woodbine Cottage, Searsmont,
a
SllKPIIKRD IM Hi, black hodv, brown bead
and legs, white breast. Has a leather strap around
neck, and answer to the name of •*(, y IV Quite a
large dog, hair on
very long. A liberal re- i
ward will be given to whoever will return him, or,
send word as to his whereabouts.
1
II. I.. WOODCOCK, Searsmont. Me.

STRAY

body

Parasols-.

F.

A

WELLS, Belfast.

INTew
OF

Line

LADIES'

Fair Slitcli and laid Sawed

BUTTON HOOTS
Steamer RocKI.AND of the H. A
A'rfi.'4R- s. Co., will make an eveursion
trip to the celebration at Rockland, leaving Belfast
at 7 A. M. Monday, July 5th, touching at Camden,
and leaving Rockland on tin1 return trip after the
lire works in tlie evening. Fare 75 cents.
I"2*1
I). LANK. Agent.

!

At Francis’ Shoe Store.

|

Farmers Attention !
/1.VI.1. AT BKOKBK o. BAII.KVS
*
Pho-nix Row, Belfast, and sec the

NOTICE.
forbid all

persons (school ehildren included)
trespassing on the ZKTIIAM sill TK place.
Also my place adjoining.
IRA W. II A RRIM AN,
r»"2l*
Sandy Point, Me.

1

|

Kcpositorv,

New Champion Steel Mower.

H. C. MARDEN. Agent.
Belfast, June *2*2, 1H86.-—3w‘2f>*

1

-"

To

A LITTLE SUFFERER

“Moll

Molasses.”*

DAVID

HV

HAIJKI'.H.

er.

Has lengthened out your life a hundred years
I pon tlie banks of old Penobscot river.

It affords me pleasure t
rive y- a this report of
the cme of nur little grandchild by your ( tiUl-'.MKI*!!•>.

Ci'HA

When >i\ months old his left

began to swell and had every appearance of
a :large boil.
We poulticed it, but ail to no pur
p!M'-mt live month-after it be« .him* a running

other -ores formed, lie then had two
of them on each hand, and as his blood became
more and mole impure it tool* le-.- time for them
t>> break out. A -ore <nine on the chin, beneath the
under lip. which wa- very offensive. His head
was one -olid
ah, discharging a gn at deal. This
wa- his <>nd it ion at t\w my -two month old, when
1 undertook the care <-l him, Ids mother having
died when he was a little more than a year old, of
e
He could walk
m-umplion ',-crofula of course
a little, but could not got up if lie fell dow n, and
could not movi w hi n in lied. hav ii.g m> use of hi
haud~. 1 immediately commenced vv ith the ( t n
<
i:v lit At it u s. .i-iiig the (
m
u v aud (
it
i;v sovi’ freely and vv hen he had taken one hot
tic ot lt.c (
n
ha Ki;mii.v i:\ i, his hca<l wacompletely enrol, ami he was improved in every
vv ay
Wc vv cre cry much ciic>»uragcd,and continued
the u-c "l tin* lb iiicdic- for a y cai an i a half. <Mic
-ore alter another healed, a bony matter forming
in each one of these live deep otic- just before
healing, which would finally grow loo-c and were
taken out: then they would heal rapidly. One of
tin -c ugly bone torniati■ *i■
I prc-er\i*d.
Alter
taking- a do/.cn and a half bottles lie v\ a- completely cured. and i~ now at tin age of six year-, a
The scars on hi- hands
strong ami healthy child
niu-t always remain:
hi- handare
strong,
though vv <• once feared lie would never be able
t-> i:-c them.
All that physician.- did for him
did him m> good. All who's.-tw the child bi tore
I III I K.V III Ml i-ii
and >cc the child
u-ing the
now
e.insider ii a wonderful cure. Ii the above
tact-are of any ime to y■.ui. y on are liberl v to use
them.
Mb'S 1..
jHiK.i.s,
•»1
Ii < la
In.n.'i,
May
>t., Kloomington, III.
s,i.>n

M

\«.«.

•’i-

the

pared
IV-ton.'

Pirm-ilt I MM

Send fur **i!nw I
E
Ba

N«

W

v\D (

furr skin
I

Three Summer

u.\

Mi.

A well known squaw of tIn- Pi nob-on t tribe
aged 100 cars.
i

the world -<cm so spacious
as i.- ha\e friend* il a distance; the) make the
latitude- and l.im tildes. [Thoivau.

--kin

*n the diffusion of education amonu: the pco-rests the pre-ervation and perpetuation of
our free iiistitrti'*ns.
1 >ani* I Web-ter.

Dangers.

< loudness

I"
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the
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Imported blur. r.
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extract oj ginger
-I medicine
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leim-u.ide. effervi-i-t-n
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by all I)i i.ggi-t and
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Discovery in Natural History—A little girl from
city was on her lirst visit to the country. While
riding near Clifton Spring she saw a lot of cat'-tails near the road. “Oh, auntie,” she exclaimed,

the

--I never
sticks”’

knew

before

that

sausages

grew

[I >iek-

PA 3 N S

Neuralgic
hie. >m!dmi. sharp and
Nerv on
fa
ml >traiii- relieved In
1
one minute
(utleura Anil-Pain
Plaster, :!c m.--t perfect antidote j,> pain
.’id
,mlaminatl"H
ever
couifioiim le-l.
Jk* \ New. r: g 11 -::;. in-i.antaiieous, infallible,
and safe. At all druggists, -iac.: live for >! on or
t
-i Potter Drug and Chemical t o., BosIon, Mass.
gg

jnmi
/

COSTS VENESS
aflbets s rimi-ly ;,.l the digestive nnd
as>imi!ati\e or.nim. la-aid s the Kidneys. \V Inn tli -i* <ii*- :i"• ><• ntbeted,
tiny fail l" iMnut from the 1m- -1 the
urn* arid. \\ Iiieli. earn d through the <-ireiiiation. cau- Klieumatism and Niuraljria.
I lie function- of *!;• l.iv.-r are also
« :t.:-ine
all'eeted by eo-:ivein

CLOTHiNGi

From Boston and New

parties in the city have

A New Lot of

]Stli the Senate pa-s.-d Senator IT)e‘ bill
for tie- encouracenieui of tie American merd

warnin \\ mpb.nm of Ib'iiousn-are Nan-;
I'i/yine--. llea.la.hr,
W akin---. I'. \er. Dinin'-- of
Vision,
Y> il"\viir» of skin. 1‘a im in tin- Side.
r*:n k and should.
!'• oil M.-uth. Furred
T.maiir. Irn-irn*.:«!•!:/ in the ac tion of the
liow. i-. \ ..11• it in. e .-.
a In n the bowel.-*
Tho Stomach -nil- ■.
are coiidij ated. and Indio Dion or
A mom; the

urn-

And in
favor

special

me

follow-.
IV
breath. t.n-Trv Pain«,
I ha. la. hr. A id l! / ol tin- Stonu'eh. A\ ater-

diseases,

will be found in the

ti>e

Overcoats

Spring
In all tin* latest

w

long experience in buying

rHET’AFlED r.Y

< o., Dowell, Mass.
Dr. J. (. Ayer
hi id by nil Druggists.

Eats

livalislx,

New V oik man went down to Rangely the
oilier day. with ten thousand Hies in his fly book.
Mr-. Fogg wishes she had known he was going.
There are several thousand Hies in her house that
he might have had just as well as not.
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PROF.CHS.LUDWIG VON SEEGER,

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University ;
Anight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
f'rmni; knight Comma ndt of the Royal Apanisk
Order of /sal,
Anight'oft h- Hof,l Prussian
Order <f th,
Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, .(•■•., a ., says :
“MlJlIC CO*S COCA Rrr.F TOMC
should not be confounded with th** horde o{
trashy
«
■

nils.

It is in no sense of the w<>rd n patent
remedy. 1 am thoroughly com. rsunt with its
mode of preparation and know it. t bo not
only a
le:r it: mate pharmaceutical prodm-* ,but also wort hy
ef the high commendations it has received in a 1
parts of the world. It contains essence of B< ef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and < alisayn. which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish
Imperial Crown
■■

ve-sel*.
Section eleven extend- tile o|h*r to abo|i-ll
tonnage and liehthnii-e due- m ea*e foreign
countries will abolish a-to American ve-sel-.
to nil foreign countries, in.-P a I of
simpl) the
countries of this continent, a- was dom iii thact of 1SS4.
Se ction fifteen extends the privilege of importing free of duty certain materials ami article- for the const ruction, repair- and supplies
-ranted by the ad- *»f 1*72 and Iss4 in the ease
of American w --el- in the foreiirn trade, so as
to cover ti-hiiu: and w halinir ves-els.
hereafter, article, for the construction, repairs and
-applies of li-hin. \e-sel- arc to he admitted
free of duty,
M .-tioii fourteen
ex-mipt- -team \essrls from
the requirement to he provided with the
patent automatic -team register and requires
them to -imply have the ordinarv .-team register.
Section seventeen authorizes the President
to withdraw eonnnereial
privileges from the
ve--els of any foreign country in our ports to
the extent, and from vessels of the same character. that sueli privileges are denied American
\essels in the ports of -m b foreign eountry.
Section eighteen increase* the allowance to
American steam vessels for transportinir shipwrecked American seamen.
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iflySDULES PILLS]

and

^=!:=s^™^LIVER

PILLS

A Pcrf’cf Liver Regulator. Cure Headache CnnA
g.
in opern'ion.
Stipatiou, a ml I’iles.
t'oiitain no calomel.
J/ its.; 5 l,oi.-N $l.ou.
J-.. all
Druggists ami by mail.
fJeo. Bierce & Co., JJO Hanover St., Boston,
■
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eresh SALMON,

HALIBUT,
L OUSTERS,

ersh eon,

HADDOCK,
AMI A 1,1. KINDS OF

VltKSlI owl VK KLEl> FISH
—aisn— caxned noons.
We keep fin IiiiikI nil kimls of lisli frenh from the
markets and sell as low as ran be bought in the
‘■ity. We do not intend to be undersold by any

party.

a

(binds delivered to any part of the eitv free.
Special attention given to Jobbers.
Our country friends are requested to call and
fresh lisli before going home.

Remember the place,
limns’ Rtiilding.

get

City Fish Market in the
E. F. BRAMHALL.
HARRIMAN.

FRED

Belfast, June 2, ls*i>.—22tf

Drs. STODDARD & STODDARD,
DENTISTS,
Masonic Temple,
DR.

G.

w.

STODDARD,

April 29, im.—17tf

Belfast, Me.
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doubt the
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who built it
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declared it

have
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STODDARD.
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forget

that

men

cannot

he

compelled

to

act

against their will by a political partv. Laws
that do not command the assent of*an overwhelming majority of a eomniiinitv. cannot,
until human nature wmlergoes a radical change,
be enforced to tile point of absolute correction
of the evil aimed at.
We lay down this
proposition. that until public opinion is overwhelmingly in favor of the prohibition of the sale of
intoxicating {liquors as a beverage, the laws
enacted to that end, even if placed in the hands
of a party especially chosen to do the work,
like laws existing against other evils will prove
inadequate to entirely correct the trouble. If
this is accepted as true, it follows that moral
suasion has a large work to do before the end
desired by all good Christians can be reached.
Would not a political party based upon prohibition, pure and simple,, he a drag on this needed
reformation? Would ii not be much more to
the purpose to keep this question free from entangling political alliances, free from partisan
polities? There are temperance men in all parties, there are prohibitionists in all parties, that
is, there are men who believe in the principle
and who would be glad to see it embodied in
the legislation of the whole country, but who
recognize the difficulties in the way, above all
the fact that other issues more nearly related
to the concerns of government, and over which
parties are di\ ided, necessarily take precedence.
Purely a moral question, is it not hotter and
wiser to keep the temperance question in all its
phases out of partisan politics, and so labor to
make converts to sobriety and prohibition from
all parties, all sects all races? [Portland levell-
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The Supreme Court of ( diio has sustained the
Hoard of Public Works of Cincinnati appointed
by Governor Forakcr, and establishes the legality of the State Senate as organized by the
Republicans after the departure of the Demo-
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the water tlfteen hundred feet; singly or together. Most beautiful building sites on North port
Avenue, about one mile from Belfast Post oiliee.
For further particulars and map of propertv, in
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Belfast, Maine.
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Corsets. Sample free to those becoming agents. No risk, quick sales,
Territory given, satisfaction guaranteed. Address
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531 TREMONT ST.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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WM. O. i'OOiv & SON.

YOUNG STALLION

BOSTON.MAS5MENTION PAPER-

Ct.kick's oi'Tit !•:, I
I.r.l,fast. June 15, 1 ssii.
S
Notice is hereby* given that the animal meeting
of this corporation will lie held at the Court House
in Kelfast.on Wednesday, July 7, lssb.at 10 o'clock
A. M., for the follow ing purposes, viz
1st—To hear and act upon the reports of the Directors and Treasurer.
2d—To elect nine Directors for tin* ensuing year.
:M—To act upon any other business that*may
legally come before said meeting.
JOHN II. (Jl’IMBY, Clerk.
Per Onler.
June 15, 1880.—Jw24
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This elegant Summer Hotel, wiiieli opened mi
der the new management June 15. IVMi, issituat
< d on tin
hold headland of ('ape Jellison, in the
tow n of siorkton. Me., at the head of Penobscot
15a\
ape Jellison i- one of the most delightfully
situated and attractive resorts along the entire
its commanding view of Penobscot Bay—
coast,
one of tinline.-t known—of ocean, island, forest
and mountain >eeneiy i grand, imposing and un-11rj a'-ed. and at the same time in the immediate
vicinity ot charming anil deligiiful inland drives.
I! is thoroiigiily constructed and completed equip
romii'. Its unsurpassed attracped. containing 1
tions and arrangements for comfort and eonvenience. -ueli as 'team heat, gas. electric hells, tele
graph and telephone connections w itli railroad and
'tenmboal. elegant parlors and dining-room, rooms
eu suite, steam
laundry, billiard parlor, smoking
rooms and excellent liven commend it toall plea<iir*•
seeker-. The Artesian wells on the premises
>uppI\ the house with tin* purest mineral spring
water. The facilities for bathing, boating and fishing are unexcelled.
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their advantage t-> examine our >tock. as thex x\ ill
liud tin- LARGEST ASSORTMENT and tin LATEST
STYLES in the ritv.
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HELFAST.

Round
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The REMINGTON PUMP i.i ahead
of all competition in working easily
and rapidly.
It is secure from freezing; and never
needs priming.
We furnish attachments to the

Me.

FRANK E. DICKERMAN formerl) of
la ntie 1!on'i Nantasket'. OJiERK.

containing material enough to make two modern
carriages; and is not fora moment to he compared

LACES,

I OH

AGKX'rs

HOWES
Wholesale Agents, Belfast.

House,

Thx Centacu Company, 183 Fulton Street, N. Y.

ing Lxpress.

Florida’s new Constitution will come before
the people for acceptance or rejection next November. The convention which framed it was
Democratic, but that party is divided on it,
while the Republicans are said to be supporting
it solidly.

Point

FROM-

CHELSEA MASS.

,

To whom all orders should b«

A

Excursions

a

has thrown around it. and shorn of the charm that

1086,

over

111 So. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

.V.

31 CENTRAL AVE

IlKLFAST.

ItKTI i:\IN(, TO

Action)

Triple

Fm* Cam

From llo-ton. every day (except Sunday atb r.M.
Finin lloekland. every day
except Monday at
about r,
\i
burn lung at ('aimleu.
From Itangor, toui-liing at Hampden, W interport,
liueksport ami >< ai port at II o'clock \. M.dailv.
except Sunday
1). LANK, Agent. .Belfast.
CALVIN Ai.NTIN, Agent
.boston.
WILLIAM II. HILL, Jr., hen. Manager.Bo.sli n.

Islesboro, Castine,

—Prepared by—
S.
JJAVI*!,

triu'.

:;nU-2

Double and

follows.

as

about J o'clock r. m., or upon arrival of steamer
from Itangor.
For Searsport, IJoek.-port. Winterport, Hampden
and Itangor every day. except Monday, at .about'
o’clock, or upon arrival of steamer from bo-ton.

at

REMINGTON

K. K. (>01v,(i, |

style and lini-h;” it wagood opinion of his own
production, hut divested of all the glory the poet

natur.d for him

no.wicrs,

and

“Castorla ig so well adapted to children that
L recommend it as superior to
any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M.

us u

Commencing

Steamers will leave Itelfast

Wanted.

Buying Agents

June 26, 1886,

«len, lloekland ami llo.-ton, daily (except Sunday)

Hew York Ofllee, 283 Broadway.

!V

for

wa-‘•-eeon.i to none

D

11 i*- lair t<» assume t hut
many of t lie delegate*;
and other in attendance upon the recent State
convention ot the Third Party were governed
in their action bv the very highest and
purest
motives. Contrary to the convictions of
many

others wln»e love for temperance and riglltis equal to their own, they look pri1
marily to separate political action as a means
to the accomplishment of their
purpose, and
expect by forming a party based oil the principle of prohibition to attain it. Tlicv seem Jo
:

BILIOUS

Question.

Temper-

lssi;.

54 Main St. to 76 Main St.,
Infants

liirr

West Srarsuionl, Mr.

KKOM

for

■!,■.

ir

RIFLE,

General Ofllee, Ilion, N. Y.

word to say about the Deacon’- One
that •«i• I sueh wonderful w .*rk in it-

IjM

can

ZZZ MAJESTY'S FAVC2ITZ COSMETIC CLYCEZIITZ.
T sr,1 by He R,
yal Highness the f*rinccss of Wahs
ami the m dtility. For t lw* Skin,
Complexion, Kruplions/ happing.Roughness. $1.00. or druggist.
MEIUO CO’S Hemline Syrup of Sarsais
the

a

Shay
No

ay.

HATS,

he I fast.

our

Capa Jellison, Stockton,

Alter having spent one week among the FIRST*
('LASS OPENINGS IN BOSTON, \waiv fullx prcpar1 to MAKE OK TRIM IN THE MOST STYLISH MANNER. MV al-« lias, a VERY LARGE AND WELL
SELECTED STOCK oi

Mrs.

ill/

( (luios.,

R;

—

Fort

j

.Beware of Imitations.

a-,

STREET.

M ilV

nuonni/'

V.

Millinery I
1006.

II',

i;

CAMP GROUND, NORTHPORT,

waters.
Section- live, -i x am! *e\eii champ- the penalty
f-.r minor violation- of the law- relalimr to
\e--<ds
from forfeiture to a -mall line,
I
section eiuht imposes a tine of two dollar*
I per pa-senu'er on any foreiun vessels carry in i:
passen.irers between American ports.
Section ten restrict- the drawback <m imported bituminous <• >al to coal used b\ Ameri-

Sherry.”
Invaluable <o ali win arc Run Down, Ncrvou-,
Dyspeptic, Biliou=, Mila:mms or aflbcted with

guarant.••• I

>

call upon

ma\

.1 une 1.

-.

parilla,
the market.

ho

SOTJTHWORTH,

Pol fas?. Mav l.'S, Iss*;.

chant marine ami to promote postal am! commercial relation- with foreign countne-. This
KALE’S HONEY i, :V i cx Cnu-h Cure, 25, 50c., $1.
bill allow- for tie transporting ol
mails of |
GLENN'S SULPHUR SOAP heals ami beautifies, 25c.
the I nit. d Mate- between any port of the |
GERMAN CORN REMOVER kills G-.s fc Bunions, 25c.
T niiel M at. an I an) fore pirn port, or hi tween |!
lilne Slot's, Phwnijr Row,
HILL’S HAIR & WHISKER DYE—Black A Brown, 50c.
ports on tie- Atlantic and port-on tin* Racilie.
PIKE’S TOOTHACHE DROPS cure in 1 Minute, 25c.
And see the h VK<7 A1 N> they ..ftVr
tom himr at an\ foreiuu port, the payment <■! a
DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS arc a sure cure, 50c.
c nlsum led
xci edin::
per mile ca>- > way
lvrio
of actual nautical mile- traveled between terminal point*, such -er\ ire t.» be pel formed oni\
Dr. Dio Lewis, was the author, among other
under contract entered into by the Ro-tmaster ..ks. of “Weak
Lungs, and llow to Make Them
(iemral and the lowest responsible bidder,
Wool oi Straw
&c.
Xiong.” and “( hats With V oting Women.” After
i ll*- ships with which such contracts are made
ma-tering the principles of the first work, it may
not be impudent t«» go on to tne practice of the
are to be of American P ui-ter only, and conat prices that can’t he heat. We also have a
-croud.
tract- for not more than four year-. This bill
pradi.-ally repeal.- the provisions of the
KNOW THYSELF, by reading the “Helcalled subsid) chui-r to the po-t oili.-e approen re of Lire
the best medical work ever published,
priation hill, and will piw th. Ibm-e another for young and middle-aged men.
from a bankrupt stock which xvc arc selling at
Iy21»
chance to pa-* upon it.
txx o-thirds their real value.
A rare chance t<>
The la w shipping bhl, now become a law,
( hampoirenu is sometimes absent-minded.
The
get a hoy’s Suit for le.»> monex thar. the cl ah
aholi-lies all < u-tom H.-u-i Meamboat Inspec- “tin day ho had In- hair cut. and when the operacosts of which it is made,
loratid Siiippinu < ommi-sioner fe.
for docu- tion wa- completed he regarded himself in the mirjf£t) ■/'lease call and examine In-fore purchasing
ror.
You have got it too short.” he said to the
mental-) and otIn r services to vessels of the
elsewhere.
ITtf
barber, and be seated himself in the chair again.
I niled Stale-. ex< pt enframe ami clearance
BLUE STORE, PHCENIX ROW, BELFAST.
fee-, aft. r did) 1.
Tin* fee- abolished amount
Advice to Mothers.
to about soUii.ihio per annum,
t'olleetors and
M u-. Winslow's Soothim; Sv HIT' for children
other otlieer-an- to be paid from the Treasury,
idle other section-of the !.ill no into etl'ect at
toothing is the prescription of one of the best female
nur-csam! pby-icians in the I'nitcd Stat« -, and lias
once,
section two allow- shipping < oinmi
KNlslIKl) Rooms in pleasant locality, to let
-iolter-. It) reqtle-t of the master of a Ve-sel. to .been u-o*| for forty years with never-failing succe-s
by million.-of mothers for their children. During
by tin* day or xveek, at the
-hip and diseharu.
amen for the eoa-twise,
the process of teething it- value is incalculable. It
W.-st Imlia and ( atueda tlade, lmt leave-a \esrelieve- the child from pain, cures dysentery and
EMERY COTTAGE. MAPLE STREET,
I free to ship -eanieii as heretofore for these
diarrluea, griping in the bowels, and wind-colic.
trades.
By giving health to the child it rests the mother. i near Main street, hack of the Waverlx House.
Brice *2.r)C. a bottle.
>
etion three amends the < <>\ section of the
Terms
moderate.
tixvJ.Y*
ly4«S
|
"hippinu act >f ts-4. which prohibited the
pa) incut of advance wap*s. -o a- to allow a
-• aman
in ii is •hippinu agreement t<* allot
to be earm d, not onl\ t«» relative-, but
\\a_also to an original creditor for board or clothing, not ex.-eedinu s|li jier mouth f.n each
month of the time u-ually occupied in the
\o\aue. and places |',>r. iuu \.*scl- on the same
asis a* American vessels m ea-. they ship
amen in our port-.
Section four extend* tin* limited liability
rule e-t a hi j-ht .1 for -.::-uoini4' V e e I.- b) the
Shipping act of 1ss4 to all ve-.-els on inland
—

j

kidneys.

w

He/fast.

-•

.ik

plca-e all

to

Miss A, F,

GOODS.

4S Main Street,
May 13, 1SS0.—*2iul9

of the very West workmanship and material, all
of w hieh \\ e shall sell a- cheap as < arriages <>i
a like character an be bought in tiie state.
If
you are looking for cheap, sloppy work, do not
call "it u-. for we do not keep' it. I5\ doing
good work and treating our ru-lomcrs I'airK
during the man) \ear- we have been in buslne.-s we have built up a reputation for our
w «»rk of w hieh w e are not ashamed.

of

me to

Years!

Portland Waps & Grocery Iaps

me.

II

St.

nables

past

Open Buggies.;;; Latest Style,

Milliner whose T.Wl'E. >IA I.E and
cannot be rivaled in the state. I

safely promise

can

Horse

-.

v.'

a

EXPERIENCE

-AND-

FURNISHING

hieh

for, and with

Full assortment of

styles.

Stiff and Soft

Straw,

the

Parts.

BZ*

Sure to dive Satisfaction.

DinmiKKi \ -< in appearance of sort mess of
the throat, take half a teaspoonful onee in l.*i
minute-;; applied externally, Repeal until
relievi d.
Burns or Rcai/ds—Apply as soon as possible. If the surface is raw, cover with Hour, so
that when dried, will torm a seal), and let re
main, applying the Balsam around it till well.
Erysint l.is. Deep-seated Pains, Sprains,
Broken Bones, Stiff Joint*, White Swellings,
laws of Motion in Limbs, or Loss of Sight,
InHann d Eyes, Poisoning, Bites, Stings, etc.
Bathe thoroughly from three to ten times a
day. It much intiamed, put on a thin Slippery
Elm Poultice, covered with the Balsam.
Poison takkn Intkknallv—From half to a
table spoonful, and give an emetic soon a*
po -ibii ; gi\c. Balsam several linn s a day
until well. K ir ache—Turn :t few drops into
tin- ear. Chilblains— Bathe well and heat it
in. Corns-Pare nearly to the quick; cover
them w ith buck skin, saturated with tin; Balsam, every night tied morning.
Bilks—Apply externally, and It necessary,
ill so by 'Syringe, or other wi*e, internally.
Cornns, lloAKsr.\i-...s ami bronchitis.
Take enough to oil the throat, several times a
day. Stoppages and liitiammation ot tin*
Bowels—Live from a teaspoonful to a tablespoonful out o in half an hour, till reiei\ed.
Pains in the Side—Take n large t»--ispoonful
on retiring, and several times a tiny, i
necessary. Dy*t -tilery mid Cholera iUorlms—Give
ntcaspoontul onee in from fiit*'i n minutes to
an hour, till pain and soreness are removed.
The medicine is commended with lie lull
n.-wurance of it s umnialilicd success.
Equally Good for Horses and Cattle.

buy a lir-t elass Carriage of any
description this season

Ci

UNEXCELLED BY ANY,

IMrections*.

of the \ir\ I.ATI>T v A HI KTlLs. including Intension Tops, Rangers, and other new patterns.

stylish

EMIBGTON

Kemedy
l*, 1)1 P-

Croup—Half a tcaspoontul onee m 10 or If*
minutes, till relievetl, a little occasionally till
well. Apply externally.

Top Carriages

Temple Place, Poston, who has charge of
And with PRICES
trimming department

likeness oftlio

Til ItOAT DIS-

no

>ur work has stood the test for the

out

UK3 Til3

THElilA, and all

that there

so

genuine with-

Arrangement.

Sewing Machine,

EASES,

and i■; ^pronounced b\ those that have used them
runt/to toon for style, tinish and durability our
stock consists of

JOB LOT of MENS & BOYS' SUITS

of

marh. free tlie
They stimnlair tief'oweb. In a!: lit oily in\l.oraie tin: torpid
li\* r and kii.in y-. and l»\ their <irnn-im;.
h.-alinj- and tonie propi rti- -. stp-m'ihen
ana pnrih the w] on- -y-t- in. and restore
it to a military and normal condition.

:re

the well-known

'.images

(

None

A Sure
for CIlOl

s<

houses in

Hats,

AYER’S PILLS-

1

of

one

Summer

Proprietor.

to

SO

compliment to the .-lassof customers who
with their patronage. I have secured the

trimmer from

a

!

Co.

<,

ABOUT

WHY NOT GIVE US A TRIAL?

Miss Crooker,

-and-

Mens and

l*ra>h.Ner\oii-ne.-*,and P. pr- «ion,areal!
evidrnr.- of 1 hr pi r-.-nrr fit this did re—
A Sure Ilelief i-n* irn auimr Ti.:ii;i• 1
lariti.of t In- stoma.-h and all consequent

Trimmings.

services of

Men and Youths’ Suits

build our
shall he

to

Wealt
if you intend

can be sold very cheap, and a very elegant line of more expensive goods.

Nobby Styles!
at

also intend

e

FLOWERS,

••

Dyspepsia,

W

which

Just arrived Tuesday, which will hr* sold
low prices for reliable goods.

SAY

Bangor

8toamslii|)

the ailments men
tioned below.

1 "ii have heard of the Deacon’s one horse shay
t hat w :i~ 1 milt in such a wonderful way,
!t lasted a hundred years to a day.
—6. \V Holmes.

<

stock to compare with

a
ours.

TO

Carriages

(SOME SPECIAL BARGAINS IN

CLOTHING.

I have also

Shipping

ISilious Disorders.

HAVE

York,

Boston and

Bottle*'

tier

—

■

NOVELTIES ill EVERY VARIETY
In

THE

The most effectual Kemedy ever
known tor all

have before held in stock.

than I

—>

•*

Priurre 25 eta.,

MILLINERY

for

and Children’s

Boys

DAVIS’

Hear What Jhe

OF

SPRING I&ISUMMER

only

.r -et t-.

ASSORTMENT

LAIMJER

on

What make- the breath so fragrant, pure?
What make- the rosy gums endure?
What make- the teeth so pearly white?
What make- the mouth a dear delight ?
'Ti- x >/.< H»oNT, that precious boon
Which none can u-e too late, too soon.

are Ca-

A

Hats & Bonnets,
Largest Stock in tin City! GIBBONS & VELVETS,

1

<

^.wromvs
>o|,|

i

A Beautiful Present.
The Virgin Salt Co., of New llav en, (onn., anA pail* id' Doves as natural
nul king a grand offer.
as lift*, new design, printed in ten beautiful i-olors
on a
line lithograph card !»x 10 inches, given away
with V irgin Salt (four certificates) in order to ihtrodinv it. For household purposes this salt has
no equal.
It is the cleanest, purest and whitest
-alt ever seen or used. Large package costs only
ten cents.
Ask your grocer for it.

It Is Never Too Late.
Those who ha\e iu»m* from you. you have.
to eli •an sc the teeth, and render the breath odoriferTlm-e who deparletl lovim: jmi. love you -till,
ous with Fragrant SO/.oDoNT, but it is best to
and 1*11 love them always. The) are not ival- I use this wonderful Vegetable Klixir before the
) none. tiio-e dear hearts and true, the) are teeth begin to fail, and the breath to lose its fresh
lm2.T
cone into the next noin: and you will I ue.-:-.
probably e'et up and follow them, ami yonder
1-Vndersnn -Brow n received a long letter today,
doors will close Upon you. and Non will he lit.
pulling up hi- new book .-it a great rate. Fogg—
more se« n.
From whom did lie receive it ? Fcndersmi— lie said
[Thackeray.
it e.inic fn>in anonymous admirer; but 1" t ween you
"I.» ! home stand lirst before all other ihiii j- ! and
!
me, 1 don't believe he knows who wrote it.
No matter Imw hiu!i your ambition ma\ tranBurkleiPs Arnica Salve.
scend it- dutie*. no matter how far your talent*
1
The Be-t Salve in the world for Cuts, Bruises,
"i-\oiir intluence nia) reach beyoml il-door-,
•Sires. Fleer-. Salt Itlicum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
l.etoro ev< t\ thinu e|-e build up a true home!
Re not it- siave; he it- minister!
!, t it not he < happed Hand-, ( hilblain-. Corns, and all skin
po-itivcly euros Piles, or no pay
cnou'Ji that il is swept ami •raruished. that its ; Cruption-. and
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect sati-fac
-ilver j- brilliant, that it- food ;- delieiou-: but I tiou,
or money
refunded. Brice 2."» cents per box.
tee.I the love in it. feed I lie truth in it. feed * For-ale by Richard II. Moody.
thought and aspiration, feed all charily and
“Mercy !” c.x Tainted Mrs. ILuncspun. when she
_i'entiem*-s in it. Then from it* wad- -hall
read in the paper that day Could made ten centcoiiie forth the true woman and the true mail,
everv time the clock tirkeij; “I should think he'd
who -hall together rule and bless the iaml.** I- be w orried to death for fear the clock would run
tin* an overwrought picture*/
We think not.
down."
What honor can !••• create;- than to found such
A Public Benefaction.
\\ hat dignity hiuh. rthan torci-n its
a homer
Ilovv to laundry linen as it is done in Troy, N. Y.,
undisputed, honored mi-tr.s-r What i- the
been kept a -erret long enough; it can and
ability to -peak from a public platform to lar_ic. I haThe CLASTIC
intellijvnt audience-,..; the wi-dom that may should be done in every family
11 i- the only starch in the I'nitcd Stall's
command a -eat on tin- indue*- bench, compared s'T.VIB
that is put up by men who have a practical knowlto that whi.-h can in-uiv and
pre-idc o\er a edge 111 the laundry profession. It requires no
true home, that lui-bam! and children "rise up rooking.
keeps the iron from sticking and linen
nd .-all her '•!
dr” T*> be th* uuidiiiu star,
from bii-tering while ironing, and give- shirts,
the rulinu spirit in -m b a po-iti<>n i- hiuher •aiiTs and collars that stillness and beautiful poli-li
lemur than to rule an empire.
Mr-. lb c.-ln r. j they have w hen new, which everybody knows keeps
them clean twice as long. Beware of imitations.
See that the name d. C. Ill BIN'CFR A BIB
New
Haven, Conn., is on every package.
The
Interest.

milk, or added
draught•*r
nil a ,1
.'
| «11: i.
(, \. h I -rms ii re
fre-hing ami invigorat a r 1- ve:age. uncpialh-i in
*im plieu y VI ui !r free
-ill uirnlndie reaeliol).
Ik-wac
u-.rthlc---giugei-s." off.-nsivclv urged
'•
tm '.eenar
•Iruggi-:-.
--u a-k 1-u am! dcsire.
■

I have been alllicted with catarrh for 20 years. It
became chronic, and there was a constant dropping
d' mucous matter from the roof of my mouth. It
extended to mv throat, causing hoarseness and
great diflb'ulty in speaking, indeed for years I was
not able to speak more than thirty minutes, and
often th: with great difficulty. I also, to a great
extent, lost the sense of hearing in the left ear,
and of taste. By the use of Klv’s Cream Balm ail
dropping of mucous has ceased and my voice and
In ariug has greatly improved.—.las. W. Dav idson,
2\v2f>
Attorney at Law. Monmouth, III.

HAVE

It is mv intention to keep the HIGH standard
of excellence in the goods I have always offered my patrons. It will hr my effort not only to
retain the esteem and good will of my old patYou
rons hut to win the same of new ones.
will always 11 nd the

ell*.

ever

wan r.

and beaut) cannot stay

that the) -It: re our -orrew b. fort the)
pa hi- of« ntorin_ 'nt> our cn,o\ uiciiis.

epidemic influences.
s

:

j

Il always grieves me to contemplate the initiation of children into the u ays of life-when
the) arc scared) more than infants. It cheeks
ilidr con tide lice and simplicity, two of the best
qualities that lb i\< n ui\es litem, and demands

suspended

em>.i-ra i:i

and

[

beaut)

inside; like the sap in a tree, it must conic out
in fn-sh leave* and huds and blossoms.
kind, jrericrou- thoughts Iiirht up
the plainest fare, and make it heaiiliful and
youtilful. [Rev. Smith Raker.

germ-

ci.iaihn when

eaii-,

lever-,

in

r;

iisea-c

i-

<»ood, pun

to

indigestio,,. h

make-

pi

u.-chold pauact a a, Itravoiling
eheek any disturbance of the

1
e

i.

|:

Thought.

A lunatic ir. Buffalo is alllieted with the hallucination that he i- a base ball umpire. It is not con
-idem! safe for him to go out at ail.

s

Nothing

s

Hit- unrivalled

Low Prices

RELIABLE

No

twice; to erase to live is nothing,
Tin* rambling old farm-house” is not eontlned
eea-e to love and he loved is all insupto th«
Ka-t since the West began to enjoy a mo
portable death. [Voltaire.
; uopolv of ev clones.
<>m
but t"

Three great danger- menace the traveller .it
<'Vr, climate, n
d. and water. T»
y t rn. The
guard again-! t'i--m
-piii^judgment. abstinence
and > vm oiti»
i,ix,n.

compa-.i-

,li«

of

reinvigorated*

■

|

vi

>«i

1

ma\ not nici again upon lib-*- -lion
Put win 11 in) -pirit o \ i-r .Iordan pas-es
I'll IliiT. h look for one that'- gone ln-forc.
And then Fi; look for you old “Moll Molass-

l)heuse»."

ii

! and

W.

Gems

don't

N.i injurious effects cun follow the use of Ayer’s
\gm* Cure in malarial diseases. It contains a
specitlc and unfailing antidote for miasmatic poisons. with remedial agents which expel the poisonciis humors, purify tlie system, and leave it healthy

to

ho -t II them quick t-- any saint or sinner:
Put not to save one -mil from hea\eii <>r hell.
Put just in bu\ your wear\ form a dinm r.

\p

«

n|

4

*

vou

sell,

I
nn in Wi Mi.iMKsan -old
everywhere. ( t
in
K \. t In- great -mu < urc
•" d-.. (
in I »: v
""VP. an ex,p;i-in- '-kin I •1:; iihw.
et -.. Ct it
«
u v lit.-, >i v
n i. the nevi
Blood I’uritier. sl.no.
*

rlivnic-, poor Moll, for

11' >1*1*1 Mi.

i.

The Lender of

know, mv son, why they employ faculties at colleges, at high rates, unless it is that the
-indents have none of their own.”
“I

-ays.

1 wrote tin--,

wa- really in a wor-c condition than
to lii- grandmother vv h -. being with
be, an <•
da
eu-touied to the disease.

c\ erv

Women with pale, colorless faces who feel weak
and discouraged, will receive both mental and
bodily vigor bv using Carter’s Iron Pills, which
are made for the blood, nerves and complexion.

••Tell Moll m\ wigwam in the wood
For her and our pappoosc- *- ready ever;
Tell Moil her -anup lVcl .-<> very good
When tlii
lcavo earth and paddle cross the
ri\ er."
II.

The child
lie a p| care-1
in

I

1

s

In

LADIES!

You say in childhood's hours you used to trudge
Around the “Point,” full mum years before a
“Arc you having a pleasant time?” asked a lady
I
hood title came to crazy rhyming Pudge—
of a little miss at a fashionable children’s party.
A name to live in song if not in story.
“Delightful, thanks.” “And will your papa ami
mamma come later?” A “Oh, dear* no; papa and
You say your maiden feet used once to range
mamma and 1 don’t belong to the same set.”
Around your cabin, which vou tell me stood
ban 1
!
The most perfect regulator for a bilious condition
1 'pon the spot where stands the old Fxehange— Is Dr. Soule’s Pills.
J
A noted tavern kept by Abram Woodard.
} The following is a copy of a bill posted on the
You say that long 1110011- ago your sanup found wall of a country village: “A lecture on total ahI
That hunting with the pale face was a bur- ! stinence will be delivered in the open air, ami a
collection will be made at the door to defray exden.
I penscs.”
And so lie left this lower hunting ground.
Cure Yourself!
Ami found a better on the banks of .Ionian.
Don’t pay large doctors’ bills. The best medical
Look. Moll! \our -anup's coming o'er the tide. book
one
hundred pages, elegant colorpublished,
1
hiin from his light canoe a landing;
ed plates, will be sent you on receipt of three 2I sci- him now a hurrying to your side;
Address A. P.
eent stamps to pay the postage.
<
I see him in our very presence standing.
h*dway A Co., Boston, Mass.

hand

sore,

1

r

“How is tliis, son in-law, you went to the ball
last night, and here it is scarcely two months since
you lost your wife?” “ritrtHiowledge it, motherin-law, but then you know 1 dance so sadly!”

You say, through joys and sorrows, hopes and
fears.
The Spirit Power -the wise and blessed (liv-

Cleansed, Purified aud Beautified by the
Outicura Remedies.

"

Purify your blood, tone up the system, and regulate the digestive organs by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Sold by all druggists.

AT my goods are bought direct from the munfaeturer at as low price as money can buy
them. That when buying of me you have no other
ow ners to settle with.
And that I can give you as
reliable goods, as low prices and as easy terms as
any other man. Tltv MK.

Til

R. DAGGETT,
Dealer n Pianos, organs. Sewing (Machines, Ar
Sat dy Point, Me., Feb. II, 1880.—b
F.

Dr. P. P. RTichols,
SllthlOV l)E\TIST,
Office

in.

Goodell and

Park Block.

Searaport. Maine.

3-tf

SCHOOL-TEACHERS"!
AH teachers xvho
send

us

cards of any kind,
We are making a

w ant

their address.

pleast

s^ioeialD

of

rPiI !•: -ubseriber hereby give- public notice to all
I .-oneertied. that In 'ha- been did appointed
and taken upon himself the trust -d A-Innui-i at.-r
of the estate of
.!< »li\ l A ANS. late ot Mmitv iiie,
id the ('utility id Waldm deeea-ed, by uiviliu l-oi.il
as the law direct-; lie therefore re-pie-ts all pm
ea-cd
e-tate
-mi- w ho are indebted to -aid
make immediate pa> incut, and those w ho have any
demamls thereon, to exhibit tin -aim- for -ctllc
OlLN.MKL Ml bl’AY
tin-lit to him.
rri I L -lib-el ilier here!
^ives public notice to all
1 concerned, that he ha- been duly appointed and
<-f
taken upon himself the tru-t of \dmini-trah
the estate of
(.LolP.L W. HAUh’INt.ton, late of srocktou.
in the ( minty of \\ aid", deceased. by giving bond
the law direct.-, he therelorc ivqiic-t.- a II per
who an-indebted to sail! deceased*- estate to
make immediate payment.and those who have any
demamls thereon, to exhil'it the -ame for settleA I 1SEKT N. KELLEY.
ment to him

Send live txvo-eent

paid by

stamps and

return mail

our

with 10 sample cards.
ir. n.

xve

catalogue

xvill send
and

post

price list

;»nv22*

white a> co.9

Iteverly, Mass.

EDDY,

H.

opposite Kilby M.. Hoston,

Seen re.- Pati
Oreat
e:
a nd "I he
1
n
n:l:nl opieIll'll am. I- in m
I
of I lie e la ini
remit I ug
an; Pa lent in! in !n
.me dollar.
\--lgnn:ent recorded in \Va-hiiigton
<

e.

flh'it it ii

■ihtirillin;/ I’llh

‘I

jnitfilt' f<i: it

J
B

it

a ''

nt if

II

I.IHO

ht.S

Of-

ll*,<

itil

i

I,

II

</

tilt

ns.

Solicitor

oi

Palenl-.

11 SminM \ 1

I regard Mr. laid;- as one nf the irust rn;-ul‘lf
innl sum ssi'ii.1 praetil loner- with whom I |-a\e had
ollicini intercourse.'
II \s MAsnN.
ointni—ioni
ol Palenis
Inventor-

worthy

or

carh and
< >tliei‘."

cannot cmploi
more capable oi

a per-oii more tri.-t
securing for them au
favorable om-idi ration at Ihe Patent
I DMI ND IH'Kkl'.,
Bate < ommis-ioiier of Patents.

Itosn • s, letoher 1'.', i-7u.
II. Kl>l>Y T-.
Dear ■sir
You procured for
in Is-to. m\ first patent, since then. \mi ha\c
acted for and advised me in hundred.- o I a-, -.and
procured mam patents, re i--ue-. ami c\ten-ion--.
I liaVi* oe.-a-i'*nall\ employed the hc-t agelleie- 111
New York, Philadelphia, and Washington, hut I
-till give you almost tin -whole ot m\ Im-ine--, in
lour line, and advise others to employ v.m
i. Id >B*(.I, DBA PI B.
Yours truly.
Boston, .January 1, |,sh;.— I\rl
B

me.

a s

son-

! r|Mli; stihseriher hereby jxivc- public notice to all
1
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust "(^Administrator
of the estate of

Ltd I>\ NY. STA ri.ES. late of

Stockton,

in the ('ountv of NV.uldo, deceased, by y>i v in>r bond
the law directs, he therefore request.- all persons who are indebted to said deceased s
estate to
make immediate pay ment. and those w ho haveany
demamls thereon, to exhibit the same for settle
>AMl El. A. KEN 1>EI.L.
ment. to him.

LEAD PIPE and SHEET LEAD.
Our manufactures are fully warranted, and are
lyrll
unsurpassed by any In the market.
Lmve.-t mat ket prices for goods of equal quality.

as

subscriber hereby jjives public notice to all
1 eoneerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

rpiIK

School Reward Cards.

R.

N<*. 70 Male M..

EI)Ml’NI> s. ATNYOOl), late of NY In ter port,
in the ('ountv of NVahlo, deeeased, by ^ivin^f bond
as the law directs. he therefore requests all per
sons w ho are indebted to said deceased’s -state to
make immediate payment, and those who haveany
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settleFHE1) ATNVOOlb
ment to him.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY.
K. A. Iluiras,

Tivas,

SALEM, MASS

Machine Girls
--W A NT K l) AT-

Brooks
At

Pants

good wages.
John II.

Jan, 21, issr..—tffi

Call

Factory,

on or

address

OOKlMtN, Brooks, Me.

